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Abstract  

This dissertation analyzes a strain of American literature from the 1950s and 1960s that displays an 

historically specific form of social disengagement and pessimistic feeling that manifests as cynicism. 

How do we define cynicism? Timothy Bewes writes, “Cynicism is a matter of the individual’s 

relationship to society at large” (Bewes 1), and so cynicism seems to be located between the individual 

and society, as a gap of dissatisfaction between the subject and their social context. But cynicism is 

also a way to perform social norms, and as such it demonstrates the potential ambivalence and 

ambiguity in conformism. To conform, in other words, is not necessarily to endorse. Merriam-

Webster defines “cynical” as “having or showing the attitude or temper of a cynic: such as: 

contemptuously distrustful of human nature and motives.” Contempt is central, both to the ancient 

form of cynicism and to modern cynicism, as the OED says that ancient cynics exhibited 

“ostentatious contempt for ease, wealth, and the enjoyment of life.” The modern form, or mutation, 

of cynicism I’m interested in, however, is a particularly social or political mode of cynicism. The 

cynics I deal with in this dissertation are not distrustful of human nature (whatever that might be) so 

much as they are distrustful of the political system or culture of which they are subjects or members. 

These midcentury literary cynics are disappointed in their social reality, though they nevertheless 

participate in it. Their cynicism necessarily courts conventionality and normativity, while at the same 

time maintaining a negative relationship to those social norms—it exposes the coercive quality of 

norms though it does not seek to directly subvert them. This dissertation develops a theory of 

literary antisociality through looking at the 1950s and 1960s work of Patricia Highsmith, James 

Baldwin, Ann Bannon, Norman Mailer, Jack Kerouac, Amiri Baraka, Shirley Jackson, Sylvia Plath, 

and Joan Didion.  
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Against the suffering which may come upon one from human relationships the readiest safeguard is voluntary isolation, 
keeping oneself aloof from other people. The happiness which can be achieved along this path is, as we see, the happiness of 
quietness. Against the dreaded external world one can only defend oneself by some kind of turning away from it, if one 
intends to solve the task by oneself. –Sigmund Freud 
 
It is equally futile to refuse or to accept the social order: we must endure its changes for the better or the worse with a 
despairing conformism. –Emil Cioran 
 

Cynicism: The Antisocial Sentiment 
 

This dissertation analyzes a strain of American literature from the postwar era displaying an 

historically specific form of social disengagement and pessimistic sentiment that manifests in 

cynicism. Timothy Bewes writes, “Cynicism is a matter of the individual’s relationship to society at 

large” (Bewes 1), and so cynicism is always located between the individual and society, exposing a 

gap of dissatisfaction between the subject and their social context. Cynicism is also a way to perform 

social norms, and as such it demonstrates the potential ambivalence and ambiguity in conformism. 

To conform, in other words, is not necessarily to endorse. Merriam-Webster defines “cynical” as 

“having or showing the attitude or temper of a cynic: such as: contemptuously distrustful of human 

nature and motives.” Contempt is central, both to the ancient form of cynicism and to modern 

cynicism, as the OED says that ancient cynics exhibited “ostentatious contempt for ease, wealth, 

and the enjoyment of life.” The modern form, or mutation, of cynicism I’m interested in, however, 

is a particularly social or political mode of cynicism. The cynics I deal with in this dissertation are not 

distrustful of human nature (whatever that might be) so much as they are distrustful of the political 

system or culture of which they are subjects or members. These midcentury literary cynics are 

disappointed in their social reality, though they nevertheless participate in it. Their cynicism 

necessarily courts conventionality and normativity, while at the same time maintaining a negative 

relationship to those social norms—it exposes the coercive quality of norms though it does not seek 

to directly subvert them.  
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Midcentury American cynicism was a particular form of conformity in an era known for its 

pressures to conform. This cynicism complicates any easy relation between social action and belief, 

or hegemony. In American literature of the Cold War era, cynical authors and characters relate to 

mass culture ambivalently. Rather than resist or refuse, midcentury literary cynics share in the 

resignation French-Romanian philosopher Emil Cioran expresses above, conforming in a negative 

mood. The two quotes above are indicative of the two essential elements of modern cynicism. On 

one hand, the cynic remains aloof from the crowd, at a distance. They maintain an individuality 

founded in an alternative idealism that social reality does not live up to. They view any enthusiastic 

participation in the social project with skepticism and often contempt. On the other hand, the cynic 

reluctantly participates in society, if for no other reason than they imagine resistance to be futile. It 

could be said that whatever the quality of one’s conformism—cynical or enthusiastic—, one is 

ultimately still conforming. While this is true, understanding the complex contours of midcentury 

cynical conformity helps us to better understand the coercion inherent in twentieth century mass 

culture and the persistence of political idealism beyond and contrary to normed notions of 

citizenship. Cynicism gives texture to a conformity that may otherwise be mistaken for uniformity. 

 In this dissertation I’ve chosen to discuss midcentury cynicism through the analysis of 

several works of literature. This is not entirely a disciplinary accident; literary studies actually lends 

itself well toward examining the cultural contours of midcentury cynicism. In the postwar U.S., print 

culture was arguably at its apex. The magazine industry was exploding, and publishing had moved 

into a new, mass, commercial sphere, evidenced in part by the proliferation of pocket books and 

niche consumer markets. More than 300,000 copies of Albert Kinsey’s Sexual Behavior in the Human 

Male (1948), for example, sold in its first three years (Nord 5). Nonfiction books like Barry 

Goldwater’s The Conscience of a Conservative (1960) and Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring (1962) sparked 

national conversations. Novels such as Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man (1952) and Jack Kerouac’s On the 
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Road (1957) gave form to primary cultural anxieties. It wasn’t unusual for bestselling authors to be 

guests on television talk shows, or to be featured on the covers of popular magazines. It has been 

argued by other scholars, for instance, that Jack Kerouac became the first postmodern literary 

celebrity, perhaps most evident in his 1959 appearance on The Tonight Show with Steve Allen 

(Johnson). Much postwar American literature was part of this “culture industry,” and almost all the 

fiction I will be analyzing in this dissertation was popular and commercial. There are reasons, then, 

having to do with periodization and historicism, for which literature is a proper site for a cultural 

analysis of the mid-twentieth century. Because mass culture is thought to subsume the individual 

self, cynical conformity might even be seen as a metaphor for the author’s participation in the 

commercial literary sphere, especially true for “middlebrow” authors. The cynic reluctantly conforms 

to social expectations just as the “literary” writer conforms to market expectations. Literary genres 

(in large part a market-created phenomenon) ask authors and readers to conform to generic 

expectations. 

Art against society 

For major midcentury thinkers like Theodor Adorno, social negation is the marker of all 

authentic art. As Adorno writes, “Art is the social antithesis of society, not directly deducible from 

it” (Aesthetic 8). Modern art for Adorno is autonomous, and as such does not—cannot—directly 

affect social change. “All efforts to restore art by giving it a social function—of which art is itself 

uncertain and by which it expresses its own uncertainty—are doomed” (Aesthetic 1). As Peter 

Bürger explains,  

[W]ith the historical avant-garde movements, the social subsystem that is art enters the stage 

of self-criticism. Dadaism, the most radical movement within the European avant-garde, no 

longer criticizes schools that preceded it, but criticizes art as an institution, and the course its 

development took in bourgeois society. […] Only after art, in nineteenth-century 

Aestheticism, has altogether detached itself from the praxis of life can the aesthetic develop 
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“purely.” But the other side of autonomy, art’s lack of social impact, also becomes 

recognizable. The avant-gardiste protest, whose aim it is to reintegrate art into the praxis of 

life, reveals the nexus between autonomy and the absence of any consequences. (Bürger 22) 

Because all modern art, according to Bürger, Adorno, and other Marxist critics, is socially 

ineffective, its value must be found outside of social utility. For Adorno especially, art’s value is its 

ability to negate the world in a kind of rebuke ushering forth an imaginary alternative: “Artworks 

detach themselves from the empirical world and bring forth another world” (Aesthetic 1). This other 

world, however, is conditioned by the dissatisfying world-as-it-is, for, “Art is autonomous and it is 

not; without what is heterogeneous to it, its autonomy eludes it” (Aesthetic 6). An imaginative 

(though not political) opposition to society, then, is a necessary part of what defines authentic art. 

Art needs to negate society in order to be autonomous and thereby authentic. For Peter Bürger, the 

social position accorded to all art in the modern period is one of impotence, and thereby society 

delimits and predetermines art’s capability. According to Adorno’s Frankfurt School colleague 

Herbert Marcuse,  

As aesthetic value, the non-conceptual truth of the senses is sanctioned, and freedom from 

the reality principle is granted to the “free play” of the creative imagination. Here, a reality 

with quite different standards is recognized. However, since this other, “free” reality is 

attributed to art, and its experience to the aesthetic attitude, it is non-committing and does 

not engage the human existence in the ordinary way of life; it is “unreal.” (Eros 169) 

Art’s uselessness conditions its capability to bring forth another world, one that is necessarily unreal.  

If authentic art is against society, what exactly, in this conception, is society? Raymond Williams, 

in his Keywords, tells us that “society” is to be understood “in two main senses: as our most general 

term for the body of institutions and relationships within which a relatively large group of people 

live; and as our most abstract term for the condition in which such institutions and relationships are 

formed” (243). In U.S. postwar advanced capitalist society, social “institutions” were primarily public 

(determined by the state) and private (determined by capitalist exchange), while social 
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“relationships” were overwhelmingly determined within one or both of these two realms, resulting 

in what Marxist critics called “mass culture.” As Adorno and Max Horkheimer defined it, American 

society is ideologically controlled by a “culture industry:” “Under monopoly all mass culture is 

identical” (Horkheimer 121). Mass culture was seen as uniform and monolithic, barring any effective 

dissent. As Jurgen Habermas puts it, “The world fashioned by the mass media is a public sphere in 

appearance only” (Habermas 171).  

Midcentury cynicism is not a ruthless negation of this mass culture, but rather an ambivalent 

mode of interacting with it. As such, my examples of literary cynicism would likely not qualify as 

authentic art for Adorno, but they do nevertheless expose the dissatisfying confines of society, and 

thereby have value as critique. In discussing the music of the 1970s “radio-friendly” pop group The 

Carpenters, Eric Lott writes,  

Adorno argues that the contradictions or inadequacies of form or meaning in artistic 

products may dialectically suggest the social forces that deformed them—by indicating how 

“untrue” they are to the social field they claim to represent. The forms themselves are not 

untrue, writes Adorno, but rather their pretension to correspond to reality. (Lott 354) 

Cynicism is the atrophied remnant of political hope, dialectically suggesting the coercive force that 

(de)forms it. Patricia Highsmith, an author examined in the first chapter of this dissertation, 

consistently writes characters (such as Tom Ripley) who are totally disinterested in changing the 

worlds they are in, directing instead all of their effort toward navigating already-existing social norms 

toward personal gain. While characters like Ripley do so psychotically, this is the literary imagining 

of the sort of cynicism I am interested in, which cultivates an ambivalently functional relation to 

modern society, accepted social norms, and mass culture. What does a figure do when they cannot 

change the terms of their social position? They may turn toward despair or self-destruction or, less 

often, hope—but they more typically turn toward a moderate and complex negotiation from within 

the terms of that position, even if that negotiation is an unhappy one. Many of the queer characters 
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and authors I look at in my first chapter, for instance, rather than emerge from the closet, thereby 

exposing themselves to violence in the name of social righteousness, would rather cultivate a private 

life from within the confines of conformity. This is not liberation, but it affords a certain amount of 

freedom not otherwise possible. 

 In many ways, this figuration of the cynic is quite similar to the typical conception of the 

self-interested liberal subject. The capitalistic individual is cynical, in a sense. However, the 

midcentury cynics I am interested in maintain a critical relation to liberal normativity in their 

idealistic moral judgment of society and by way of their social marginality (as queers, blacks, 

members of the counterculture, and women). While Tom Ripley, as a decidedly amoral (and queer) 

character, is not interested in indicting normativity, he functions via his characterization as a 

damning judgment of the ways that liberal society solicits or allows for a pathological sociality. 

Ripley, then, is the nightmare vision of the self-interested liberal subject, and as such suggests there 

is something inherently wrong with the terms of accepted sociality. Cynicism is critical in ways that 

plain liberal individualism may not be. In fact, even for some midcentury critics, cynical conformity 

actually enabled social manipulation in ways simple dissent did not. As William Whyte writes in his 

1956 classic, The Organization Man,  

The man who drives a Buick Special and lives in a ranch-type house just like hundreds of 

other ranch-type houses can assert himself as effectively and courageously against his 

particular society as the bohemian against his particular society. He usually does not, it is 

true, but if he does, the surface uniformities can serve quite well as protective coloration. 

The organization people who are best able to control their environment rather than be 

controlled by it are well aware that they are not too easily distinguishable from the others in 

the outward obeisances paid to the good opinions of others. And that is one of the reasons 

they do control. They disarm society. (Whyte 12) 
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The organization man’s “protective coloration,” his appearance as a conformist, enables him to 

criticize and to manipulate his social surrounding, according to Whyte. Where conforming ends and 

“control” over one’s environment begins, however, may be difficult to parse.  

Mass culture 

American literary cynicism in the period after 1945 manifested within mass culture. The 

context included the international strength of the U.S. and corporate capitalism, in the shadow of 

the failed promises of an earlier affirmative politics of representation embodied in the New Deal era. 

This can be seen in beat generation author Jack Kerouac’s nostalgia for a pre-WWII American 

culture that he attempts to resurrect through diffuse romanticism rather than clear political content, 

discussed in Chapter Two. It is also evident in what Amanda Anderson terms “bleak liberalism,” the 

anti-Stalinist, centrist liberal politics of midcentury intellectuals whose political optimism was shaken 

by the horrors of totalitarianism in Europe and the USSR in the 1940s and 50s. James Baldwin’s 

1950s writing, discussed in Chapter One, demonstrates how many liberals replaced their tempered 

political hopes with personal morality. As Thomas Schaub writes, “This [postwar liberal] line of 

reasoning continued to shift focus away from purely social and economic sources of historical 

change and emphasized instead psychological and behavioral categories…which cut across class 

divisions” (Schaub 17). Because resistance was thought to be ineffective, or even dangerous, political 

hope oftentimes atrophied in cynical conformity with the status quo. 1950s queer cynics however 

still maintained an essentially negative and critical relation to (hetero)normativity, and their rebellious 

negativity eventually helped to inspire social movements in the 60s. Literary cynicism undergoes a 

change in the later 1960s when it is sometimes expressed as skepticism and pessimism about social 

struggles themselves, most clearly pronounced in this dissertation in Joan Didion’s severe doubts 

about the New Left, which is the focus of Chapter Five. Midcentury cynics could be reluctant to 

embrace normative state and capitalistic power and about joining collective movements promising 
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radical social change. Midcentury cynicism’s relationship to the properly political realm, then, was 

ambivalent. Cynicism about politics, including radical politics, was not uncommon during the 1950s 

and into the 1960s. Whether accurate or not, many European leftist political philosophers and 

American liberal intellectuals writing in the Cold War era are actually doubtful of the possibility for 

radical social change. This period witnessed the rise of “neomarxist” and “post-Marxist” thought in 

Europe, as well as the move by many American leftists toward liberalism as a response to Stalinism. 

There was serious doubt, and indeed anxiety, about revolutionary political change.1 By the end of the 

1960s, though, revolutionary aspirations were once again being voiced as if they were possible. At 

this point, the skeptical cynic, if they maintained their cynicism through this change in the society, 

became a counterrevolutionary critic even while they often shared in the political ideals of the radical 

left. This is the potential political danger in cynicism, since it is after all a rhetorical stance rather 

than a political program. 

Cynics in the middle of the twentieth century distinguished themselves as outsider-critics 

while at the same time negotiating social belonging. They were critical, in much of their thought, of 

the status quo, and yet they participated in mass culture. In Chapter One, I discuss how 

surreptitiously queer writers Patricia Highsmith, James Baldwin, and Ann Bannon wrote middlebrow 

novels about closeted characters attempting to negotiate the social norms around them in order to 

live and to thrive in a homophobic society-as-it-is. In my second chapter, I look at how cynical 

hipsters such as John Cassavetes and Anatole Broyard played both sides of the mass culture/avant-

garde distinction toward personal success. In my final three chapters, I look at the ways in which 

Shirley Jackson, Sylvia Plath, and Joan Didion each engaged cynically with mass media, writing for 

                                                
1"This is evident in the thought of the Frankfurt School, as well as among the New York 
Intellectuals scene, and even later (albeit in a very different, and less pessimistic, form) in the non-
Communist thought of the situationists and the American New Left, postmodern philosophy, and 
the post-Marxism of Ernesto Laclau and others."
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mainstream outlets while maintaining an aloof attitude about their participation in the culture 

industry. These three authors performed literary cynicism in their fatalistic motivations to publish 

and in their pessimistic judgments of their social reality.    

Suspicious contentment 

The authors I examine ultimately raise more questions than answers about a proper ethical 

relation to the social realm. They are both bitter social critics and popular writers (and therefore 

members of the “culture industry”). My research of literary cynicism is evidence of the 

impoverishment of belief in liberal democratic good after the emergence of advanced capitalism. 

The first two decades after WWII in U.S. culture are, in our contemporary popular imagining, 

associated with a strong middle class, nuclear family values, and a nostalgic haze of suburban 

contentment exemplified by “that paradigmatic postwar American feeling, happiness” (“Postwar 

Pastoral” 329). This simplistic conception of postwar happiness, however, is clearly much more 

complicated and nuanced in the social reality of the period. In 1948 Arthur Schlesinger wrote, 

“Western man in the middle of the twentieth century is tense, uncertain, adrift. We look upon our 

epoch as a time of troubles, an age of anxiety” (Schlesinger 1). It is in part precisely because things 

were so comfortable that Americans felt anxious. Because they imagined their society to be so 

properly functional, there was a fear among many that the citizenry was at risk of becoming 

contented automatons in a fully rationalized and totalitarian system. Marcuse writes in 1964,  

[C]ontemporary industrial society tends to be totalitarian. For “totalitarian” is not only a 

terroristic political coordination of society, but also a non-terroristic economic-technical 

coordination which operates through the manipulation of needs by vested interests. It thus 

precludes the emergence of an effective opposition against the whole. (One-Dimensional 

Man 5) 
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For many intellectuals during this period, contentment was a problem. Contentment keeps people 

from changing society, and thereby precludes politics. As Mary Esteve explains, happiness was now 

suspect:  

The Declaration of Independence may have etched the right to pursue happiness into 

Americans’ consciousness from 1776 onward, but not until the nation’s claim to World War 

II triumph and the ensuing economic boom did happiness come to be equated with an 

American sense of entitlement, emerging as a kind of affective correlative of the nation-state. 

It thus became a social critic’s veritable obligation to disparage happiness, stigmatizing it as 

the foremost index of middle-class conformity, complacency, and shallow materialism. 

(“Postwar Pastoral” 331) 

When the majority doesn’t want to change society, enthusiastic social participation is suspected of 

endorsing the status quo. Because for intellectuals like Marcuse there is no “emergence of an 

effective opposition against the whole” in the postwar period, those who were dissatisfied with 

society imagined themselves as part of a minority, and therefore incapable of realistically changing 

the terms that govern their lives in a liberal democracy—or hegemony—determined by the 

contented majority. Some reacted to this realization by ruthlessly critiquing the society in hopes of 

moving dissent, some by imaginarily dropping out, and some—cynics—by conforming despairingly. 

The cynicism I am describing, then, is informed and mobilized by many of the same realizations 

arrived at by Adorno, Marcuse, and other social critics. Rather than attempt to move dissent, 

however, the cynic selfishly solicited the comforts of conformity and participation in mass culture. 

 Cynicism may be seen as a weak or dangerous withdrawal from political action. There 

certainly was, even in the 1950s U.S., meaningful social activism. That non-cynical activism, 

however, was necessarily mobilized by a perception of society as dissatisfying or unjust. As 

midcentury sociologist Daniel Bell writes, “Social tensions are an expression of unfulfilled expectations. It is 

only when expectations are aroused that radicalism can take hold” (Bell 30, emphasis in original). In 
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this sense, cynicism can hold a place for radicalism because it ruthlessly compares social reality to a 

superior ideal.  

Whatever the individual’s affective reaction to society, easy social contentment was in the 

postwar period held with suspicion by most serious thinkers. “Too close a symbiosis between the 

individual and the various social contexts with which he or she negotiated was, at best, a sign of 

insincerity and, at worst, of outright fraud” (Cheever 2). There was cultural hostility toward both the 

“sincere” conformist and the “insincere” cynical conformist. U.S. culture at midcentury was 

especially anxious about authenticity: many felt that if the majority appeared to be happy, perhaps 

they were simply pretending to be. These imagined cynical figures, pretending to be happy, were 

termed “phonies.” Abigail Cheever’s work on the midcentury obsession with phoniness is 

indispensable here: 

[T]he epithet “phony” was omnipresent during the postwar period in the United States. It 

was an easy appellation for individuals who appeared cynically to conform to codes of 

behavior for social approbation or advancement and appeared as a common label for a 

certain type of person in the writing, literature, and film of mid-twentieth-century America. 

(Cheever 2) 

The phony was a person who conformed inauthentically since, “Authenticity in the postwar period 

is imagined as that which separates the individual from the social world, as what might be uniquely 

one’s own rather than a consequence of social influence” (Cheever 3). In other words, social 

alienation was for postwar social critics the primary marker of individual authenticity. As Daniel Bell 

wrote in 1960, “Alienation is not nihilism but a positive role, a detachment, which guards one 

against being submerged in any cause, or accepting any particular embodiment of community as 

final” (Bell 16). How that alienation manifested itself was a much more complex negotiation (even 

according to midcentury social critics) than many contemporary critics may now believe.  
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If conformity means that “different people pretend to possess the cultural habits and beliefs 

of others in order to get along” (Cheever 5), then conformity was not what actually bothered most 

postwar intellectuals. They were not worried that people were pretending to be happy so much as 

they were worried that everyone was actually happy. Postwar social critics were “less concerned with 

conformity […] than with uniformity—the possibility that everyone is, at bottom, fundamentally the 

same. The problem as these writers understood it was less one of behaving than of being” (Cheever 

5). In this context, the cynic could be imagined to stand against the possibility of totalitarian 

uniformity precisely because their behavior is distinct from their being—their attitude is evidence of 

authentic subjectivity within mass culture, even if their actions suggest otherwise.  

Private and public 

Because cynicism is necessarily a matter of the individual’s (private) association to (public) 

society, the relation between subjective and propertied notions of privacy is important in this 

project, especially since both understandings come into play. In the first sense, the private sphere is 

the personal, subjective, and intimate realm of the individual or of the family. In the ideology of 

midcentury U.S., this realm (including family relations, religious preferences, and economic 

activities) was supposedly shielded from public scrutiny. As Elaine Tyler May writes,  

[I]n the early years of the cold war, amid a world of uncertainties brought about by World 

War II and its aftermath, the home seemed to offer a secure, private nest removed from the 

dangers of the outside world. The message was ambivalent, however, for the family also 

seemed particularly vulnerable. It needed heavy protection against the intrusions of forces 

outside itself. It also offered a vision of abundance and fulfillment. (May 1) 

This private sphere was also defined in part by the logic of “containment.” While the U.S. foreign 

policy during the 50s and 60s was premised on limiting the spread of communism throughout the 

third world, American domestic ideology projected an image of security and safety in the nuclear 

family home. “Americans were well poised to embrace domesticity in the midst of the terrors of the 
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atomic age,” May writes. “A home filled with children would create a feeling of warmth and security 

against the cold forces of disruption and alienation” (May 26). The family thus became politicized. 

The second sense of privacy, which is not entirely separate from the first, is the commercial 

space isolated from the community or the state. This second private realm, significantly, is what 

Habermas calls the “world fashioned by the mass media,” the false public sphere—the delimited 

public sphere of late capitalism. Because the public sphere itself, then, was impoverished in the 

twentieth century U.S., the private became invested with what looks like political significance in ways 

it had not previously. As Christopher Lasch writes, “The same historical developments that have 

made it necessary to set up private life—the family in particular—as a refuge from the cruel world of 

politics and work, an emotional sanctuary, have invaded this sanctuary and subjected it to outside 

control” (Lasch xxiv). Privacy was associated with freedom and liberty in midcentury American 

ideology, at the same time that it was thought to be under threat by governmental and commercial 

interests.  

Political pessimism 

My dissertation tracks literary cynicism from the conformist era of the early 1950s into the 

seemingly more liberated 1970s. This was a time of significant cultural change in the U.S., though 

many now argue that structural political change was comparatively much less significant. Josh Lukin 

writes, “[T]he student left [of the late 60s] came to believe in a Romantic ethos of the lone man 

against ‘the System,’ of millenarian acts of conscience (culminating in the Days of Rage and the 

Weather Underground), in short in voluntarism—what the great Marxist scholar/activist H. Bruce 

Franklin has styled ‘the bourgeois myth of free will’” (Lukin 127). Fredric Jameson claims that the 

postmodern period begins shortly after WWII, but does not become fully developed in the 

“cognitive mapping” of the culture until the late 1960s: 
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[T]he economic preparation of postmodernism or late capitalism began in the 1950s, after 

the wartime shortages of consumer goods and spare parts had been made up, and new 

products and new technologies (not least those of the media) could be pioneered. On the 

other hand, the psychic habitus of the new age demands an absolute break, strengthened by a 

generational rupture achieved more properly in the 1960s (it being understood that 

economic development does not then pause for that, but very much continues along its own 

level and according to its own logic). (Postmodernism xx) 

According to Jameson, the social upheavals of the 1960s did not significantly alter or put off course 

the economic developments being forged by late capitalism. The cynicism in that period, perhaps 

most clearly represented by Joan Didion (the subject of Chapter Five), was partly a result of this 

realization: all the radical political rhetoric seemed to have less and less to do with real structural 

political change, and increasingly more to do with the radicalization of “lifestyles,” or with modifying 

the culture industry.  

Enlightened False Consciousness? 

 Almost all the criticism on modern cynicism has portrayed the attitude in a negative and 

damnable light. Philosophers such as Peter Slöterdijk and Slavoj Žižek have accused cynicism of 

harboring ideology in the postmodern era when that ideology no longer has the convincing power it 

once did2. For Slöterdijk, the most influential thinker on modern cynicism, the cynic is under the 

influence of “enlightened false consciousness:” 

Cynicism is enlightened false consciousness. It is that modernized, unhappy consciousness, on 

which enlightenment has labored both successfully and in vain. It has learned itself lessons in 

enlightenment, but it has not, and probably was not able to, put them into practice. Well-off 

and miserable at the same time, this consciousness no longer feels affected by any critique of 

ideology; its falseness is already reflexively buffered (Slöterdijk 5). 

                                                
2"See Slöterdijk’s Critique of Cynical Reason, Žižek’s “Cynicism as a Form of Ideology,” and Timothy 
Bewes’ Cynicism and Postmodernity. 
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Cynicism, according to Slöterdijk, is the latest psychic mutation undergone by ideology, wherein 

hegemonic thought is imagined to be false but its social effects inevitable. As Žižek puts it,  

The cynical subject is quite aware of the distance between the ideological mask and the social 

reality, but he none the less still insists upon the mask. The formula, as proposed by 

Slöterdijk, would then be: ‘they know very well what they are doing, but still, they are doing 

it’. Cynical reason is no longer naïve, but is a paradox of an enlightened false consciousness: 

one knows the falsehood very well, one is well aware of a particular interest hidden behind 

an ideological universality, but still one does not renounce it. (Žizek 28) 

For these thinkers, cynicism in the modern era is imagined to be the reigning “style” of hegemony, 

since apparently no one has false consciousness anymore and yet they keep on behaving as if they 

did. These critics are concerned with conformity rather than uniformity. While midcentury critics 

worried that the majority was easily content, contemporary thinkers seem to believe it is precisely 

their lack of contentment that keeps the majority dominated. This sort of conceptualization is 

furthered by Timothy Bewes, who claims that cynical thinking is a result of the depoliticization of 

public life: “Cynicism appears in the space left empty by the mass cultural retreat from politics itself” 

(Bewes 3). At the same time, cynics are outright blamed by these writers for their failure to throw off 

the chains of their own domination: 

The modern cynic is apathetic and introspective, resigned to, rather than reveling in his or 

her experience of alienation. Cynicism denotes a refusal to engage with the world as much as 

a disposition of antagonism towards it, a flight into solitude and interiority and an 

abnegation of politics on the basis of its inauthenticity. Modern cynicism is a condition of 

disillusion, which can appear as a temperament of aestheticism, or even nihilism. (Bewes 1) 

Most contemporary critics equate cynicism with aestheticism, nihilism, apathy, lethargy.3 But as 

Benjamin Schreier’s brilliant The Power of Negative Thinking shows, cynicism is in actuality a much 

                                                
3"Slöterdijk and Žižek, however, consider cynicism to be very active as a form of doing that creates 
the capitalist world. While I take issue with the idea that attitudes directly reproduce institutional and 
economic power, it must be noted that these two critics, at least, do not regard cynicism as simple 
apathy. 
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more complex feeling than these critics seem to think, and its relationship to domination is much 

more ambivalent than they may lead us to believe:  

[C]ynicism [is] something more complex and ambivalent than the quietism, apathy, nihilism, 

hypocrisy, or selfishness for which it is often (and willfully) mistaken. As an intellectual 

mode that cannot take for granted the satisfaction of normative desires inscribed in society’s 

regular practices, procedures, and expectations, cynicism questions how knowledge is 

habitually put to use. (Schreier xvii) 

Cynics do not simply, and melancholically, engage in social norms out of a masochistic and 

mutilated form of desire. Cynicism reveals the coercion inherent in normativity precisely by 

performing norms in bad faith. There are real benefits to performing normativity, and these benefits 

paradoxically allow for more freedom to undo normativity. Seeming normal is what postwar social 

critic William Whyte calls “protective coloration,” (Whyte 11) or social camouflage. As Schreier puts 

it, “[C]ynicism attests to the persuasiveness retained by norms even when they prove discontinuous 

with our attempts to navigate experience” (Schreier 3). For Slöterdijk and others, cynicism is a 

problem because it does not present viable political alternatives.4 Dismissing cynicism because it 

does not conceive of a way out of a system of domination that it nonetheless recognizes as unjust 

and dissatisfying, however, is misguided. As Schreier writes, “Indicting cynicism for failing to show 

the way, for rendering alternatives invisible, the dismissal of cynicism in fact functions as an 

occlusion, displacing real criticism of the practices and institutions that perpetuate injustice” 

(Schreier 14).  

 The sense of cynicism as a sort of second-degree false consciousness can be complicated by 

paying attention to midcentury critics’ accounts of cynicism (implied or explicit) in a particular 

                                                
4 Žižek and Slöterdijk also presume that one of the dangers of cynicism is in how it reproduces what 
actually exists in the unjust society. This is something I also take issue with in this dissertation. The 
assumption that cynical conformity directly reproduces the norms it mimics necessitates a belief in 
the radical power of self-determination. While I believe cynicism helps one to withstand social 
disappointment, I do not believe it necessarily forecloses the desire for political change. 
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cultural moment. A less totalizing form of cynicism emerges when we look at the ways in which 

midcentury critics’ interest in the individual and that individual’s alienation from society was in part a 

conception directly informed by the Second World War and Stalinism. In 1948 Arthur Schlesinger 

wrote, “The Soviet purge [of the 1930s], culminating in the famous Moscow trials, ranks with 

Hitler’s purge of 1934 as a textbook case of the organization destroying the revolution, of the 

bureaucracy turning upon the radicals” (Schlesinger 62-63). Many American leftists felt betrayed by 

Stalin, and after WWII any sort of populist social movement, much less revolution, seemed 

frightening and dangerous to them. As Schlesinger indicates above, communism and fascism were 

often conflated in the minds of midcentury liberals. “Fascism and Communism,” he writes, “rise 

from a genuinely revolutionary dissatisfaction with existing society; but the revolutionary impulses 

are doomed to frustration and die under the heels of the new ruling class they have installed in 

power” (Schlesinger 63). The individual/society divide that preoccupied so many postwar thinkers 

was motivated in part by skepticism about democracy.5 The political lessons of the first half of the 

twentieth century seemed to indicate that there was little reason to be hopeful about “advanced” 

society, as Daniel Bell writes,  

[T]he two decades between 1930 and 1950 have an intensity peculiar in written history: 

world-wide economic depression and sharp class struggles; the rise of fascism and racial 

imperialism in a country that had stood at an advanced stage of human culture; the tragic 

self-immolation of a revolutionary generation that had proclaimed the finer ideals of man; 

destructive war of a breadth and scale hitherto unknown; the bureaucratized murder of 

millions in concentration camps and death chambers. (Bell 369) 

Theologian and social critic Reinhold Niebuhr’s pragmatic political theory was a guiding light for 

many midcentury liberals doubtful of the promises of communism and fearful of the totalitarian and 

                                                
5"William Whyte wrote in 1956, “There is no solution. The conflict between the individual and 
society has always involved dilemma; it always will, and it is intellectual arrogance to think a program 
would solve it” (Whyte 443). 
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populist impulses of mass culture. For Niebuhr, individual morality was simply inadequate to 

understanding the ethics of broader social forces: “[I]ndividuals have a moral code which makes the 

actions of collective man an outrage to their conscience” (Niebuhr 9). This meant that leaders had to 

approach political questions on a set of terms not intuitively indicated by traditional morality. 

Niebuhr arrived at this understanding through consistent disappointment in the political programs 

of the left: 

[T]here is good reason to believe that the sentiments of benevolence and social goodwill will 

never be so pure and powerful, and the rational capacity to consider the rights and needs of 

others in fair competition with our own will never be so fully developed as to create the 

possibility for the anarchistic millennium which is the social utopia, either explicit or implicit, 

of all intellectual or religious moralists. (Niebuhr 3) 

This attitude of anti-utopian “political realism” was broadly influential. Niebuhr wrote Moral Man 

and Immoral Society in 1932, but his book had a much more significant impact after the horrors of 

WWII seemed to bare out his pessimism about advanced societies. Niebuhr’s basic conception was 

that all human societies are fundamentally prone to immorality and injustice; the larger and more 

complex the group, the greater the risk for violence. Niebuhr drew a sharp distinction between 

individual morality and social morality, the latter form of which necessitates a constant pessimistic 

skepticism to keep it in check. This is because, for Niebuhr, group-identification encourages 

selfishness: “In every human group there is less reason to guide and to check impulse, less capacity 

for self-transcendence, less ability to comprehend the needs of others and therefore more 

unrestrained egoism than the individuals, who compose a group, reveal in their personal 

relationships” (Niebuhr xi-xii).  

 Freud makes a quite similar argument about the tendency for collectivities to undo necessary 

repression of violent psychic desires, to give dangerous impulses free rein when condoned by the 

group: 
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[I]n a group the individual is brought under conditions which allow him to throw off the 

repressions of his unconscious instinctual impulses. The apparently new characteristics 

which he then displays are in fact the manifestations of this unconscious, in which all that is 

evil in the human mind is contained as a predisposition. We can find no difficulty in 

understanding the disappearance of conscience or of a sense of responsibility in these 

circumstances. It has long been our contention that “social anxiety” is the essence of what is 

called conscience. (Group Psychology 6-7) 

The “despairing” aspect of “despairing conformism” is precisely this sense of social anxiety. As 

such, it is the remnant of an individual conscience (and, indeed, a moral sense) that precedes social 

reality. Cynical conformity is indeed marked by anxiety, in the form of frustration, disappointment, 

and bitterness. Advanced society, it seems, is doomed to only increase a citizen’s dissatisfaction 

without recourse to some sort of individual “palliative measure,” as Freud writes elsewhere: 

Life, as we find it, is too hard for us; it brings us too many pains, disappointments and 

impossible tasks. In order to bear it we cannot dispense with palliative measures. “We 

cannot do without auxiliary constructions,” as Theodor Fontane tells us. There are perhaps 

three such measures: powerful deflections, which cause us to make light of our misery; 

substitutive satisfactions, which diminish it; and intoxicating substances, which make us 

insensitive to it. Something of the kind is indispensable. (Civilization 41) 

Cynicism is one such palliative measure, one that could be regarded as both a “powerful deflection,” 

or something that helps to make light of modern misery, as well as a “substitutive satisfaction,” 

which diminishes that misery through its courting of normative comforts.  

Critics might also say that cynicism is intoxicating in its supposed likeness to hegemony, but 

that is a diminished understanding of cynicism’s ambivalent solicitation of normativity. Cynicism 

maintains something antithetical to normativity, which is its lack of enthusiasm for the status quo. 

The bad feeling of cynicism is a tactical use of normativity; it conforms reluctantly, but maintains a 

strange sort of hope in the ideal beyond the limitations of the social order. Cynicism is always 

comparing social reality to an ideal version and finding that reality lacking. In this way it is a 
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“message in a bottle” in the sense given by Frankfurt School thinkers to their own criticism of late 

capitalism, to which they could foresee no immediate end. For Adorno, his “ruthless criticism” of 

society was not meant to directly alter that society in the present so much as maintain a negativity 

that might one day be recognized and utilized in a more just world, when that motivating 

dissatisfaction might be actuated. Cynicism “is a contextualized criticism of hegemonic thought, one, 

importantly, that cannot imagine an alternative precisely insofar as it is still implicated in the realm of 

hegemony’s authoritative exercise” (Schreier 29).  

Antisociality 

 While my analysis is limited, more or less, to U.S. culture from 1945 to about 1975, many of 

the conclusions drawn from this dissertation can be extrapolated to contemporary social reality, and 

especially to contemporary academic conversations. The debate around the “queer antisocial thesis,” 

which has since the early 2000s been a subject of contention among queer critics, is a new 

manifestation of a very old theoretical problem. Antisocial proponents call for queers to totally 

jettison heteronormativity and to live as radical outsiders even in the face of death. These antisocial 

proponents are opposed from two sides. Those opposed to them on a liberal side call for the 

moderate normalization and acceptance of LGBTQ people; and to the left of this opposition, critics 

call for a more radical, utopian belief in the power of queerness to explode the limits of an unjust 

present. While I look at queer antisociality specifically in my first chapter, I will say here that while 

there is a new queer territory in the contemporary debate, the political map used remains the same as 

in U.S. 1960s political discourse. As Mari Ruti writes, the queer antisocial thesis is a contemporary 

version of a classic political problem: 

In many ways we are dealing with a rift that has always complicated progressive politics, 

namely, the battle between those who want to improve the existing system by making it 

more inclusive and those who want to blow this system into smithereens and replace it with 
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something completely different. That is, we are dealing with a tension between rights-based 

political approaches on the one hand and more revolutionary approaches on the other. 

(Ethics of Opting Out 15-16) 

Taking cynicism seriously provides a way out of this theoretical bind, in that cynicism performs 

conformity critically, always with an eye on the desired negation of hegemony. As Abigail Cheever 

writes, “[T]he potentially good thing about the phony [or the cynic] is that he needs to alter his 

behavior to fit into the social realm. His subterfuge implies there is something about him that is not 

inherently social as such. His pretense thus suggests a formative critical distance between the 

individual and his contexts” (Cheever 5). Cynicism strikes a balance between what is possible and 

what is desired. Ruti criticizes some of the more radical proponents of “antisociality” because their 

theory is in part defined by its impracticality: “[A]ntinormativity has become a default politico-ethical 

stance to such an extent that what matters is not the practical viability but rather the sheer extremity 

(or rhetorical allure) of the arguments made” (Ethics of Opting Out 37). A similar problem persists 

in criticism about cynicism. Slöterdijk, for example, makes a sharp distinction between the (good) 

ancient Cynics and the (bad) modern cynics, a distinction premised on the relative extremity of the 

Cynics and the more moderate conformity of modern cynics. Diogenes shitting in the public square 

is indeed a radical gesture in opposition to social norms; but it isn’t clear how translating that form 

of cynical behavior into modernity would benefit anyone or could be more politically effective than 

cynical conformity.  

In its structural organization, this dissertation traces an historical arc of midcentury literary 

cynicism: it begins in Chapter One by examining the work of several queer writers in the 1950s 

(Patricia Highsmith, Ann Bannon, and James Baldwin) who demonstrate a modified, though early, 

form of what is today called the “queer antisocial thesis.” While much has been said about 

Highsmith’s The Price of Salt (1952) as supposedly portraying the first “happy ending” in a lesbian 
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novel, it is liberal consumerism and an individualist rejection of traditional family values (including 

the loss of child custody) that brings the characters to this point, thereby indicating not only that 

“happy endings” are nevertheless culturally specific, but that happiness itself is in unhappy 

negotiation with the cultural limitations imposed upon its possibilities. Through her ending, which 

endorses consumer agency and individual independence over traditional forms of social 

responsibility, Highsmith seems to contradict both radical anti-capitalist skepticism of liberalism and 

more contemporary progressive, socially liberal sentiment about the wholesomeness of the 

assimilated gay family. Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room (1956), on the other hand, is lacking not simply a 

happy ending, but any happiness that is not immediately annihilated by its unhappy context. All of 

the novel’s affective potentials are absorbed into a queer melancholy. While it might be criticized for 

its political limitations, it should pressure us to ask if queer politics might not be advanced by 

recognition of the centrality of social negativity in 1950s queerness. This melancholy is evident in 

Bannon’s The Marriage (1960) as well, though here it is transmitted through the mass-culture artifice 

of pulp melodrama and made into an alienated spectacular form of queer tragedy. Bannon’s sole 

“heterosexual novel,” The Marriage complicates accepted contemporary readings of Bannon as 

LGBTQ defender since it equates incest with homosexuality. Her characters eventually, cynically, 

choose to hide the reality of their relationship from society. 

I begin my project with these queer writers because their texts help to stage an essential 

antagonism between collective consensus and interior desire in their characters’ necessarily closeted 

identities. This closet however is not simply a site of victimization, nor one of collective 

identification, but affords a perversely desirable position in its hidden and private nature and in its 

ambivalence toward normative identity-formation. These texts enact a queering of conformity, and 

by doing so explore the dialectic between individual desire and society. At the same time, a 

melancholic doubt about homosexual virtue and a disavowal of gay identificatory politics imbues 
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these texts with a negativity that is queerly anti-utopian. Highsmith, Bannon, and Baldwin, each in 

their own distinct way, disclose a gap of dissatisfaction within the seemingly satisfying picture of 

Cold War conformity. At the same time, they close this gap, as they make as much happiness as they 

can out of their tactical response to their unhappy situation. Just as twentieth-century American 

culture seems at its strongest and most fulfilling, these (un)happy figures bring to light an essential 

social skepticism that can neither lift the burden of normativity nor enthusiastically accept 

normativity’s bonds. 

Chapter Two looks at hipster cynicism in the beat generation of the 1950s and the 

development of identity politics at that time. I structure my argument partly by configuring the 

individual’s relation to U.S. society in this period as limited to three modes: sociality, 

countersociality, and cynical conformity. These are ways of being-in-society. Liberal intellectuals’ 

dismissal of the beats was in part founded on their distaste for mass culture. Mass media were 

obsessed with the beats in the 1950s and early 1960s, and many beat generation authors became 

celebrities, appearing on television talk shows and publishing in mainstream magazines such as 

Esquire and Playboy. Some beats utilized mass culture cynically, conforming to the spectacle in order 

to further their careers and make a living as writers. Many liberals saw the beats as dangerous 

identities. This is most evident in the writing of Norman Podhoretz, who saw the beats as the cause 

and messenger of cultural degeneration, and often couched his criticism in terms usually associated 

with racist ideology. Norman Mailer’s “The White Negro” (1957), itself having a clearly problematic 

relation to race, demonstrates the power of racial identity for white hipsters and their desire to 

abandon white society by donning blackness. By way of looking at Amiri Baraka’s debates with both 

Podhoretz and Mailer, I move to an analysis of Baraka’s anticynical, nonconformist dropping out of 

white society, though that dropping out is informed by a cynical reading of white civilization. The 

last part of Chapter Two looks at three examples of cynicism enacted by hipster figures in the late 
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1950s—Elise Cowen’s private poetry, Anatole Broyard’s racial passing, and John Cassavetes’ 

utilization of the hipster subculture toward individual ends—in order to argue that these cynically 

hip figures ultimately forged a sustainable mode of engaging mass culture without being simply 

coopted by it.    

These first two chapters set up theoretical “boundary points” for my discussion of cynicism. 

Cynical authors during the 1950s and 60s complicated any easy distinction between mass culture and 

marginalization. While Chapter One demonstrates this through looking at the work of cynically 

queer authors and their utilization of a middlebrow literary aesthetic, my second chapter looks at the 

ways in which even members of a supposedly countercultural movement like the beat generation are 

in fact cynical conformists. My final three chapters each focus on a single American author, each of 

whom provocatively balance their work between mass culture and more radical or avant-garde 

modes, in ways beyond generic “middlebrow” or “countercultural” categorizations: Shirley Jackson 

wrote housewife humor articles in popular magazines at the same time she wrote less popular 

literary fiction, though both forms were informed by cynicism; Sylvia Plath was, according to literary 

critics and many who knew her best, often indifferent or hateful toward the world in her life and her 

work, but her cynicism was informed by a radical belief in a better world; and Joan Didion’s early 

journalistic career helps to demonstrate both the sustaining force of cynicism (when a cynical 

attitude enables you to withstand disappointment) and cynicism’s dangers (when it forecloses even 

the desire for positive political change).  

In Chapter Three, I am especially interested in the relationship between Shirley Jackson’s 

literary horror novels and her “housewife writing,” the humor articles she published in mainstream 

women’s magazines throughout the 1950s and 1960s dealing with housewifery and domesticity. 

While few critics have written about Jackson’s housewife stories (which were much more popular 

during her life than the horror fiction that has brought contemporary scholarly attention to her 
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work), I find that they provide a new way of understanding Jackson’s interests in cynical conformity 

as a mask that affords private freedom.6 When Jackson’s final three novels are examined next to the 

housewife stories, her persistent interest in domesticity and the home is made all the more clear and 

all the more quietly subversive. Jackson, this chapter ultimately argues, draws in her narratives a 

sharp distinction between the domestic space of limited freedom and the frightening and oppressive 

space of society more broadly, indicating the ways in which housewifery could be imagined as a 

form of limited freedom within a dissatisfying social totality.  

In my fourth chapter I look at the work of a writer who is perhaps the era’s most deeply 

interiorized and emotionally intense poet (as well as one of its most enduringly popular): Sylvia 

Plath. Plath as a cultural figure has been charged and over-symbolized for decades, by critics who 

see her as a narcissistic, violent, and petty psychopath, as well as by defenders who see her as a 

feminist martyr. Plath’s writing performs narcissistic self-pity and a clear-eyed critical judgment of an 

inadequate and unjust world. These capacities are mutually reinforcing elements in her work, for it is 

only by way of a profound and ultimately negative egotism that Plath is able to decisively damn her 

society. As Joyce Carol Oates writes,  “Sylvia Plath’s poems convince us when they are most 

troubled, most murderous, most unfair” (Oates 517).  Plath is at her illuminative best when she is 

impolite; her work is most affective when it is morally questionable. What many see as the 

venomous quality of her work is precisely what enables its cynical critique of the world. 

Chapter Five deals with the early journalism of Joan Didion, which is marked by her 

pessimistic doubt in radical social movements. Her cynicism turns out to be a melancholic response 

to a foreseeable foreclosure of political possibility, as much of U.S. radical politics descended into 

superficial stylization or chaotic violence after the 1960s. While Didion shared many of the ideals of 

                                                
6"In a sense, cynicism helps to complicate and problematize Adorno’s distinction between authentic 
art (as negation) and mass culture (as affirmation). 
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the left, she did not believe they could be realized. The journalism that Eric Lott calls “Joan Didion’s 

dispassionate odes to dispassion and disaffection” (Lott 357) is reflective of social and political 

disappointment. Her despair and skepticism shows how cynicism, troublingly, may be more critically 

productive when political change looks impossible. 

While cynics imagined themselves to be in a minority, and therefore unable to change their 

social context, ultimately this dissertation helps to show just how widely embedded cynicism was in 

American culture during the middle of the twentieth century. The common American attitude about 

politics has perhaps always been somewhat apathetic. Citizens notoriously do not willingly engage in 

civic duty, even when it comes to voting. This may have to do with what Alexis de Tocqueville was 

already writing about American society in the early nineteenth century, that it was a culture founded 

on a philosophy of individualism (a French term brought directly into English by the first translation 

of Democracy in America): “Individualism…disposes each member of the community to sever himself 

from the mass of his fellow-creatures, and to draw apart with his family and his friends; so that, after 

he has thus formed a little circle of his own, he willingly leaves society at large to itself” (Tocqueville 

446).7 In the twentieth century, this inclination to leave society and to form a personal circle was 

informed by a sense of alienation in regards to institutions of power managed by a distinct political 

class, and it was also produced through the exhaustive disorientation created by mass media and 

postindustrial capitalism. Midcentury social critic David Riesman called these apathetic individuals 

“indifferents,” and believed that they “probably account for more than a majority of the American 

population” (Riesman 199). Indifferents cannot or will not risk their well-being in order to affect 

political change. In this sense, they are not dissimilar to cynics. Modern cynicism has two essential 

elements. On one hand, cynicism emphasizes a gap of dissatisfaction between the individual and 

                                                
7"Interestingly, Patricia Highsmith read Democracy in America in preparation for writing The Talented 
Mr. Ripley (Schenkar 24)."
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their society, since the cynic sees that society as corrupted in some way. The cynic remains aloof 

from the crowd, all the while maintaining an abused understanding of what society should be. On 

the other hand, the cynic reluctantly conforms. Cynics demonstrate the coercion inherent in society 

through the satisfaction of normative desires. These two elements—aloofness and conformity—are 

part of every example in the literature I’m reading in this dissertation, and are in many ways central 

attitudes in the American character. 

This particular midcentury cynical tradition that I am exploring in this dissertation is found 

primarily among marginalized positions (queer, black, countercultural, female). These figures 

attempted to live within a society that marginalized them, by navigating, using, feigning, and 

exploiting social norms. These choices to conform could, on one hand, be considered acts of 

capitulation. Their capitulation, however, is in dialectical tension with cynicism’s ability to preserve a 

critique. To conform cynically from these subject positions in the U.S. during the middle of the 

twentieth century was a way to survive. By preserving their lives and thereby their critical, skeptical, 

and marginal relation to the culture, these cynics also helped to perform a trenchant critique of 

normativity might eventually be wielded, as a message in a bottle, by citizens of some better world. 
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Queer Middlebrow 

“It is a rather Anglo-Saxon and American attitude that a writer should keep his work to himself, and evidently I am 

stuck with it.” –Patricia Highsmith 

“I do not like bohemia, or bohemians, I do not like people whose principal aim is pleasure, and I do not like people 

who are earnest about anything.” –James Baldwin 

“It’s kind of a shame, in a way. Now you have to sell them in feminist bookstores.” –Ann Bannon 

Each of the authors I examine in this chapter occupy ambivalent positions in respect to gay 

and lesbian literary canonization. Patricia Highsmith was a lesbian and writer of crime fiction whose 

reactionary politics made her skeptical of feminist and gay liberation movements; James Baldwin’s 

lone queer novel is singularly populated by white characters in a Paris where Baldwin had alienated 

himself from many other black expatriates; and Ann Bannon wrote mass market pulp lesbian 

romances while living as a straight housewife and mother. In their novels, these writers stage an 

antagonism between collective consensus and interior desire, only most obviously in their characters’ 

closeted sexual identities. Their fiction relates agonistically not just to the dominating, mass culture, 

but also to the collective aspirations of the minoritized communities of which they were ambivalent 

members. The queer closet is not simply a site of victimization or of courageous collective indentity, 

but affords a perversely desirable conformity in its hidden and privatized positionality and in its 

hesitation toward identification. There is a queer pleasure to be found in cynicism, which exposes 

the dissonance between individual desire and society. At the same time, a melancholic doubt about 

homosexual virtue and a disavowal of gay identitarian politics imbues these novels with a negativity 

that is queerly anti-utopian. Ultimately, Highsmith, Baldwin, and Bannon each disclose a gap of 

dissatisfaction in the seemingly satisfying picture of U.S. Cold War conformity. Just as twentieth-

century American society seems at its strongest and most fulfilling, these figures bring to light an 
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essential social skepticism that can neither expunge normativity nor enthusiastically embrace 

normativity’s bonds. 

It might be said that these authors enact a version of the “queer antisocial thesis” decades 

before queer theorists develop the term. For contemporary queer theorist Lee Edelman, the 

antisocial quality of the queer figure is its symbolic negation of a future that is itself symbolized by 

the figure of the child, the product and the horizon of heteronormative reproduction. The queer 

negates this future and as a result represents a social death drive. Edelman and other antisocial queer 

theorists call for rebelliously embracing the culturally symbolic value of queer negativity, as he argues 

in his polemical No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive (2004): 

Queerness…figures, outside and beyond its political symptoms, the place of the social order’s 

death drive: a place, to be sure, of abjection expressed in the stigma, sometimes fatal, that 

follows from reading that figure literally, and hence a place from which liberal politics 

strives—and strives quite reasonably, given its unlimited faith in reason—to disassociate the 

queer. More radically, though, as I argue here, queerness attains its ethical value precisely 

insofar as it accedes to that place, accepting its figural status as resistance to the viability of 

the social while insisting on the inextricability of such resistance from every social structure. 

(Edelman 3) 

Queerness for Edelman has agency: it “attains,” “accedes,” “accept[s],” “insist[s].” The attribution of 

agency to queerness indicates that No Future’s argument is particularly located in a symbolic realm 

where signifiers battle it out for psychic and social status; and by being so located, this argument is 

one often made in spite of, and more often in direct opposition to, clearly defined or immediate 

political concerns. Edelman’s queerness opposes any coherent political program because it is 

opposed to futurity itself. This frustrates other queer theorists like José Muñoz who are very much 

invested in imagining and producing a liveable queer future. For Edelman, the social value of 

queerness is precisely that it has no social value, because its true value exists beyond the limitations 

of the social realm. Edelman’s argument is founded on a negative linearity in which the antisocial 
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queer figure stands against the future as the quintessential figure of a social death drive. For Muñoz, 

the queer community gestures toward a utopian future in part by way of erupting heteronormativity 

and homophobia in the present.   

While I find both Edelman’s and Muñoz’s arguments fascinating and intellectually 

rewarding, I must emphasize that the cynicism I discuss in the work of the queer authors in this 

chapter is outside or to the side of this more contemporary queer theory debate, even if I recognize 

the antisocial “value” in the work examined here. Queer cynicism is a mode of encountering an 

unjust world with skeptical pessimism, rage, or melancholy, but is also a way of developing complex 

and particular tactics of living within one’s perceived social limitations. This means that queer 

cynicism necessarily courts conventionality and heteronormativity while at the same time 

maintaining a negative relationship to those social norms—it exposes the coercive quality of those 

norms though it does not seek to directly subvert them.  

The generative texts of both Edelman and Muñoz (particularly No Future and Cruising Utopia 

(2009)) represent, respectively, the queer antisocial thesis and its antithesis. While Edelman argues 

for an abstract and figural embrace of the queer as oppositional to society itself, Muñoz sees the 

radical potential of the queer figure as indicating the possibility of utopia through the rupturing of a 

tragic present. Queer cynicism, however, does not work on behalf of a social death drive, nor does it 

focus on utopian “worldmaking” processes8. Cynicism smolders in the dissatisfaction of social 

conditions. By placing these novels in critical relation to queer theory, I read them in part as fictional 

and literary accounts of a queer theoretical context that they historically precede. In this sense, these 

novels project a third way out of the queer antisocial debate. By reading queer literature of the 

1950s, we can better understand how queerness is imagined in an era preceding gay liberation and 

just at the onset of U.S. postindustrial capitalism, a time when queerness is much more commonly 

                                                
8 Such as Muñoz’s queer disidentificatory politics theorized in Disidentifications (1999). 
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understood as “antisocial.” In the Cold War cultural moment where American society is thought to 

be structurally overdetermined, set in place and immovable in its political organization—such was 

believed among many cultural critics then living in the U.S.—thwarted or impossible political hopes 

atrophy into cynicism.9 Cynicism becomes an affective means to survive and to sometimes thrive 

within the world as given. 

This chapter also discusses generic notions of the middlebrow. Middlebrow novels, according to 

Tom Perrin, “At one and the same time allow readers an outlet for legitimate complaints about the 

hypocrisy of conventional values and also maintain the irresistible appeal of belonging to 

mainstream society” (Aesthetics of Middlebrow 384). In this sense, middlebrow fiction is cynical, as 

it conforms while also maintaining critical distance. Middlebrow literature assimilates modernist 

aesthetics into forms more palatable to mainstream tastes. Because their characters accustom 

themselves to mainstream society and eventually resign to it, American middlebrow novels can be 

read as a conformist genre, one that reached its peak in the early Cold War era. Each of the novels I 

look at in this chapter can be as examples of middlebrow fiction. Most middlebrow novels offer 

solutions to political problems, however superficial or in bad faith the solutions may be. The major 

distinction these novels possess—the distinction upon which their cynicism hinges—is that they 

offer private, personal, or otherwise apolitical solutions to political problems. Each novel I discuss in 

this chapter can be read as “doing” cynicism via middlebrow aesthetics. Cynics maintain their social 

dissatisfaction while nevertheless attempting to work within the established confines of mass society. 

 Edelman’s queer antisocial thesis adopts what might be called a “punk nihilism” attitude (as 

evidenced by the title No Future) in the face of regulatory homonormativity and the conscription of 

                                                
9 For examples of the widespread belief in the rigidity of the cultural status quo in the early Cold 
War U.S., see Herbert Marcuse’s One Dimensional Man (1964), Paul Goodman’s Growing Up Absurd 
(1960), William Whyte’s The Organization Man (1956), and Adorno & Horkheimer’s “The Culture 
Industry” (1944)."
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queer subjects into a national project. The cynicism the authors in this chapter manifest, on the 

other hand, might be more likened to a middlebrow aesthetic in that while they certainly maintain a 

pessimistic and critical relation to the world as given, they are not interested in the shattering of 

subjectivity that is implied in the queer antisocial thesis, nor do they desire revolution or the 

annihilation of the future. These authors want to navigate social conventionality in order to reap the 

benefits of normativity while slyly cultivating their deviancy in private.  

I begin this chapter by discussing two of Patricia Highsmith’s early novels. The Talented Mr. 

Ripley (1955) tempts readers toward the potential for evil in queer cynicism. I ultimately argue via this 

novel that cynicism is irredeemable toward a meaningful queer politics. After this intentionally 

disconcerting interpretation, I use Highsmith’s lesbian novel The Price of Salt (1952) to discuss the 

queer middlebrow aesthetic and its cynical resistance toward the avant-garde. I then pivot toward the 

queer melancholy of James Baldwin’s Giovanni’s Room (1956) and the cynical “bleak liberalism” of 

Baldwin’s work more generally during this period, and conclude by looking at lesbian pulp writer 

Ann Bannon’s The Marriage (1960), her lone “heterosexual novel,” in order to argue for the 

irreducibly amoral and perverse pleasure of cynicism. Each of these novels has an aesthetically 

ambivalent relationship to the dominant society that it likewise reflects in its narrative. The 

protagonists in all of these novels cultivate a complex defensive personal relationship in ambivalent 

contention with society, not in order to negate it so much as to navigate it. 

* * * 

The Possibility of Evil: The Talented Mr. Ripley 

Michael Trask writes that Patricia Highsmith “has not lent herself easily to the project of gay 

and lesbian canon-formation” (Patricia Highsmith’s Method 585). We should not interpret this to 

mean that Highsmith is at all “radically” queer or antisocial in the Edelman sense. As I will explain, 

Highsmith’s commitment to conventionality does not make her a friend of any liberationist politics, 
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liberal or radical. Highsmith only once wrote about queer sexuality overtly, in her 1952 lesbian novel 

The Price of Salt (published, at the time, under a pseudonym and not acknowledged by Highsmith 

until the 1980s, and discussed later in this chapter). However, critics have more frequently written 

about queerness in Highsmith’s series of books featuring the character Tom Ripley, who she 

sometimes portrays as a homosexual but who never engages in homosexual acts. However one 

might classify his orientation, Ripley is one of the most undeniably cynical characters in all of queer 

fiction.  

Shortly after he is introduced to the reader in Highsmith’s first Ripley novel, The Talented Mr. 

Ripley (1955), we see Tom Ripley “watching every move he made as if it were somebody else’s 

movements he was watching” (15), his social facade alienating Ripley from himself. For Ripley, 

society solicits merely superficial behavior and is unable to account for the personal that persists 

below the surface and occasionally produces violent ruptures. Ripley is pathologically obsessed with 

this superficial solicitation, and exploits it to great advantage. Sociality is a game played in order to 

gain personal satisfaction, an intersubjective means toward a personal end. This is why the novel is a 

pathological parody of Henry James’s The Ambassadors (1903). In the James novel, conversations 

between characters are primarily made up of misdirection and suggestion. In Ripley Highsmith 

suggests that sociality, by asking individuals submit to a superficial code of manners, will always be a 

shallow negotiation of signifiers that have no necessary link to anything we might think of as a social 

substance, such as a shared set of values, sympathy, or other intersubjective meanings. Ripley’s 

cynical appropriation of sociality, his split subjectivity as both performer and conductor of his social 

performance, suggest a hidden or inherent negativity below the surface of conformity. By structuring 

her narrative around this subjective split in her central character, and by writing Ripley as a 

nightmarish remake of The Ambassadors, Highsmith emphasizes her literary interest in the disturbing 

fact that sociality is always open to violent personal use.  
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In the plot of the novel, Tom is asked by Mr. Greenleaf to locate in Italy his son Dickie. Mr. 

Greenleaf is under the mistaken impression that Tom and Dickie went to college together, whereas 

Tom has actually never met Dickie. Ripley seizes the chance to take a free trip to Europe and while 

there becomes fascinated with Dickie Greenleaf’s lifestyle. Dickie is everything Tom aspires to be: 

rich, attractive, successful, charming, and living a life of bohemian leisure. After their relationship 

begins to sour, Tom murders Dickie and adopts his identity. The remainder of the novel consists of 

Ripley switching back and forth between identities until he finally forges Dickie’s suicide note and a 

will leaving Dickie’s inheritance to himself, which allows Ripley to live the life of leisure he envied in 

Dickie. In other words, Tom murders Dickie and takes on his identity as a means toward class 

mobility. This bourgeois aspiration is perhaps Ripley’s most cynically conformist quality. After he 

has succeeded at erasing Dickie, Ripley comfortably dreams: 

He loved possessions, not masses of them, but a select few that he did not part with. They 

gave a man self-respect. Not ostentation but quality, and the love that cherished the quality. 

Possessions reminded him that he existed, and made him enjoy his existence. It was as 

simple as that. And wasn’t that worth something? He existed. Not many people in the world 

knew how to, even if they had the money. It really didn’t take money, masses of money, it 

took a certain security. […] Dickie’s money had given him only an added momentum on the 

road he had been traveling. The money gave him the leisure to see Greece, to collect 

Etruscan pottery if he wanted to (he had recently read an interesting book on that subject by 

an American living in Rome), to join art societies if he cared to and to donate to their work. 

It gave him the leisure, for instance, to read his Malraux tonight as late as he pleased, because 

he did not have to go to a job in the morning. (234) 

The pursuit of happiness is Ripley’s justification for forging Dickie’s will and gifting himself Dickie’s 

inheritance. The security of money and the pleasure of possessions prove that he exists in the world. 

He aspires not to very great wealth, but toward a certain kind of European flair that money affords. 

He imagines donating some of the money to art societies and using his free time to better himself 

intellectually. “For Tom Ripley, desire is for aesthetic refinement outside the limitations of the 
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American ideal rather than for progress up some middle-management company ladder” (Peters 13). 

Conformity is solicited in part through the reward of normative comforts—Ripley takes a moral 

shortcut to those comforts. The cynical Ripley has a bad faith in conformity; he forges personal 

charm in order to veil his truly antisocial attitude. This emphasizes just how, as many critics have 

pointed out, Ripley is “psychotically normal” 10.  

The psychotically normal Ripley experiences no personal guilt, but he does experience a high 

level of anxiety. Highsmith’s suspense develops out of the anxiety of her characters and her readers, 

as Fiona Peters makes clear: “Highsmith’s forte is anxiety: rather than merely turning the page to 

discover what happens next—in other words to be held in a state of suspense—her readers are 

suspended in a haze of dread, anxiety and apprehension” (Peters 18). This quality of Highsmith’s 

work makes her an especially unusual crime writer. She writes well about cynicism because her plots 

do not hinge on the hope or the dread of justice being served, or a mystery being solved. Instead, 

the world is consistently depicted as a regulated, bounded, and stable place of anxious mediocrity. 

Highsmith’s novels typically have scenes take place in institutional “no-places” in between actual 

destinations, such as airports, American Express offices, and train stations. Her characters often 

exchange identities through the forging of official documents (passports, licenses, signatures) that 

are dehumanizing representations of individuals in the eyes and records of the modern state. 

According to Peters, “Themes of inertia, entrapment within rigid conventional social structures, 

superiority and abhorrence towards others are repeated throughout her work” (Peters 21). In this 

sense, the worldview of Ripley represents the idea that “the 1950s marks the apex of the so-called age 

of anxiety” (Mangrum 771).  

                                                
10"Slavoj Žižek, for example, has claimed that Ripley is “the ultimate psychotic, the best 
exemplification of what Lacan had in mind when he claimed that normality is the special form of 
psychosis—of not being traumatically caught in the symbolic web, of retaining ‘freedom’ from the 
symbolic order” (quoted in Peters 29). 
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The distinctly cynical quality of her worldview makes it difficult to rehabilitate Highsmith 

into either a wholesome or a politically “subversive” writer (the two primary positions that cynical 

authors resist). Michael Trask describes this problem well: 

It is hard to see how The Talented Mr. Ripley subverts the status quo. Its title character spends 

the novel not assailing but coveting that world’s privileges, after all, and his pursuit of the 

finer things in life advances by way of the opportunistic identity management widely 

perceived as crucial to upward mobility in fifties America. It would be just as fair to say that 

Highsmith embraces rather than debunks the mores of postwar society, and that her 

“subversive moral vision” is identical to that of the culture itself. (Patricia Highsmith’s 

Method 585) 

Highsmith’s cynicism, however, neither embraces nor debunks the norms of society, because she 

sees those norms as part of an unavoidable symbolic economy that is to be negotiated and shaped 

toward personal gain. In fact, one might say that the worldview of her novels is one devoid of 

transcendent social values—however, rather than a Nietzschean view of morality, the contrarian 

Highsmith prefers “evil” over “good.” During the composition of Ripley she wrote, “What I 

predicted I would once do, I am doing already in this very book, that is, showing the unequivocal 

triumph of evil over good, and rejoicing in it. I shall make my readers rejoice in it, too” (Schenkar 

161).  

In her biography of Highsmith, Joan Schenkar writes, 

A libertarian au fond (but a libertarian who preferred countries where there was an established 

“peasant class” and who was regularly enraged by the “liberties” other people were entitled 

to), Pat believed with all her heart that people ought to pull themselves up by their 

bootstraps and “stand on their own two feet.” Just as she had always done, just as her 

enterprising family had always done. She had the Calvinist worldview and tried her best to 

refuse the theology that went with it. Count Alexis de Tocqueville, whose Democracy in 

America she read in preparation for writing The Talented Mr. Ripley one long, hot summer in 

western Massachusetts, noted similar leanings in the citizens of North American during his 
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travels across that continent in 1835. He thought—correctly, it turns out—that such traits 

would lead to isolationism. (Schenkar 24) 

Highsmith’s reactionary politics, like Ripley’s, are distinctly American though punctuated by a 

European sensibility. This isolationist politics of self-reliance is the regressive side of cynicism, its 

“evil” tendency. Highsmith exposes in her stubborn individualism a desire to be left alone and a 

violent wish to be finished with society. Literary critics cannot convincingly reclaim Highsmith as a 

progressive representative, in part because her cynicism surpasses something like the “queer 

antisocial thesis” developed by Edelman and in part because her antisociality cannot be metabolized 

into a wholesome politics. Trask puts this most succinctly: “[Edelman’s] ‘antisocial thesis’ is scarcely 

equal to the task of coping with Highsmith, a writer whose negativity does not distill to a politics of 

(or vested interest in) resistance” (Patricia Highsmith’s Method 586). For Edelman the antisocial 

queer is, oddly enough, a life-affirming rejection of the inherently violent negative structure of 

society. This rejection is the paradoxical “negation of the negative” that Edelman attempts in No 

Future. It is a project premised on a linear development of history even in its negation of a possible 

future. Midcentury literary cynicism locates itself firmly in the present and thereby cannot offer any 

clear hope for a future. If we are to take Highsmith seriously, we must account for her regressive 

politics without simply pathologizing her, ignoring her conservatism, or dismissing her work because 

of it. I am attempting this through a cultural and political contextualization of her work in a reading 

that is not reductively symptomatic. This individuated contextualization parallels the cynical position 

in that the cynic adopts a singular, uncommon, and particular relation to society from within 

society’s bounds.  

Highsmith’s politics did not form in a vacuum. We commonly think of the 1950s in the U.S. 

as an era of conformity and liberal consensus. However, after the Second World War, American 

popular culture became in many ways obsessed with the “individualism” expressed in existentialist 

philosophy and in psychoanalysis. As Benjamin Mangrum writes, this public perception 
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“repudiate[d] a narrative world governed principally by structural, socioeconomic, and 

environmental conditions.” Moreover, “Highsmith’s novels helped shape this intellectual terrain by 

representing public phenomena such as violence, class envy, and social alienation as existential crises 

of an embattled private realm” (Mangrum 770). These new ideas challenged what had been 

commonly held about the structural conditions of society during the New Deal era: that those 

conditions could be radically altered. Political intervention was consequently far less attractive to the 

1950s “silent generation.” The “intellectual terrain” that, according to Mangrum, is typified by 

Highsmith’s brand of cynicism did not imagine social futility nor did it somehow produce it in 

reality, but rather realized and articulated it. The U.S. public sphere was in fact increasingly delimited 

in the two decades following WWII by postindustrial capitalism, governmental paranoia, and 

collective apprehension. The Red Scare, homophobic hysteria, and multinational monopolistic 

corporatism were all very real, and popular nonfiction books like William Whyte’s The Organization 

Man (1956), Vance Packard’s The Naked Society (1964), and even Frankfurt School philosopher 

Herbert Marcuse’s One-Dimensional Man (1964) are representative of the commonly held belief that 

postwar American society was less a site of shared values and more an administered and increasingly 

narrow realm. Marcuse writes, “The totalitarian tendencies of the one-dimensional society render the 

traditional ways and means of protest ineffective—perhaps even dangerous because they preserve 

the illusion of popular sovereignty” (One Dimensional Man 256). In this way, even resistance itself 

had already been coopted by the dominating society. For the majority of people living in the U.S. in 

the 1950s and early 1960s, radical political change was either undesirable or impossible, consequently 

turning political doom into a social reality. Though of course many white, middleclass, and 

heterosexual people may have been happy and more-or-less “satisfied” with these social conditions, 

cynicism is a way for some others—especially queer, nonwhite, and poor others—to deal with the 

limitations of their social reality. 
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For the love of money 

Though Ripley never, in any of the novels, engages in overt homosexual behavior, he is a gay 

stereotype, as noted by Michael Trask:  

The pleasure Highsmith takes in the stereotype is a feature of her work that readers have 

found hard to recuperate for a progressive agenda. Consider the most prominent example: 

The Talented Mr. Ripley appears to revel in stereotypes of gay male villainy that a homophobic 

world has long presupposed. Given its author’s penchant for equating homoerotic and 

homicidal tendencies, one might reasonably ask whether this book can be rehabilitated for 

gay studies and (more to the point) what such rehabilitation would confer. (Camp Sites 135) 

While Highsmith is without a doubt exploiting homophobic paranoia, she also identifies with Ripley 

and, we may venture to say, with his combined homoerotic/homicidal tendencies. Highsmith wrote, 

“I often had the feeling Ripley was writing it and I was merely typing [….] I go along, usually, with 

the [male] murderer. . . . I can’t identify with anyone else” (Schenkar 344). Her tendency to imagine 

Ripley as an actual person was sometimes eerie:  

She would add Ripley’s name to the valedictory of her letters or the dedications of her 

books, a tip of the Highsmith hat to her partnership with her own particular devil. And 

although Ripley was always her favorite “character,” her French editor Alain Oulman was 

disturbed by the fact that she occasionally spoke of Ripley as though he were “real,” or at 

least susceptible to insult. (Schenkar 345) 

If Ripley is a gay stereotype, then that is at least problematized by his queer creator’s identification 

with him. Ripley often seems more asexual than homosexual, making his queerness especially 

“queer.” Like Marge says, “All right, he may not be queer. He’s just a nothing, which is worse. He 

isn’t normal enough to have any kind of sex life, if you know what I mean” (Talented 116). This 

supposedly “nothing” sexual orientation is an undeniable tension throughout the novel. Ripley’s 

sexual aim is mostly directed toward inanimate objects (or rendering other persons inanimate) such 

as the possessions he so much loves at the novel’s end. His sexuality isn’t, as Marge thinks, “not 

normal enough”; it is too normal, psychotically normal, in a society whose social values are 
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increasingly reducible to exchange value, and in which intersubjective relations are a means toward 

an end. Ripley’s obsession with money is indicative of a desire to dismantle sociality: “The 

fascination of the economic is grounded in the desire for a nonsocial mode of relation” (Clune 5). In 

the fully administered world of the U.S. 1950s, an eroticized desire for money and for possessions is 

emblematic of cynicism because it is a private, personal, and perverse relation to what is, on its 

surface, socially endorsed. This is part of postindustrial capitalism’s disavowed cynical potential: by 

disengaging capital from its material foundations in labor power through financialization, 

postindustrial capitalism activates an ethereal fascination through the fetishization of money, thereby 

reproducing the potential for an eroticized and misanthropic relation to money.  

In Ripley’s experience, radical libidinal gratification is not only possible under the 

dominating culture but in some individual circumstances (such as a libidinal attachment to money) is 

made more available. The Talented Mr. Ripley allows readers to imagine how social conditions might 

be bent toward the service of one’s own desires, though it does this through luridly violent situations 

typical to the suspense genre. Highsmith does not help us in this novel to form a more coherent or 

viable progressive politics or to subvert confining political and social structures, but she does 

imagine some ways in which queer subjects might thrive within the confines of a malevolent society: 

by understanding and performing normativity. Ripley doesn’t merely survive—by mastering and 

manipulating recognizable social forms, he eventually thrives.  

* * * 

Liberal Flourishing: The Price of Salt as Middlebrow Novel 

 Highsmith’s only overt foray into queer literature is her second novel, The Price of Salt (1952), 

initially published under a pseudonym. She did not publicly admit to writing the novel until the 

1980s, a fact most probably due not to her embarrassment at the sexual content of the book, but 

that the novel uses many autobiographical elements. “The likely reason for Pat’s anxiety about the 
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novel is the one she admitted to when she was writing it. She couldn’t bear the exposure” (Schenkar 

49). Highsmith was not exactly closeted, as she was publicly affectionate with women and took no 

effort to hide her lesbianism. She was nevertheless resistant to the presumed moral obligation of gay 

pride after Stonewall. She was also notoriously reluctant to disclose anything about her private life to 

the press, and with the exception of this novel, she refrained from including autobiographical details 

in her work. Analyzing The Price of Salt may help us understand how cynicism navigates the 

distinction between private and public. 

In the opening of The Price of Salt, the protagonist Therese gloomily works in the toy section 

at a department store during the Christmas shopping season where she is fascinated by a tall blond 

customer. Highsmith was inspired to write the novel while she herself was working in the toy 

section at a Bloomingdale’s in December of 1948. An upper-class, “statuesque” blond customer 

captivated her and Highsmith later erotically fantasized strangling the woman to death (Schenkar 

268). Highsmith wrote a postcard to the woman, never received a reply, and “stalked” the woman’s 

home for years afterwards (Schenkar 272). In the novel, Therese writes a postcard and hears back 

from Carol and the two begin a love affair. The affair leads them on a cross-country road trip and 

eventually to Highsmith’s only “happy ending,” with the lovers united. 

 The autobiographical department store setting is not incidental in the novel. Highsmith’s 

original title was The Bloomingdale Story (Schenkar 269) and the book’s plot consistently revolves 

around class distinctions, money, possessions, and property. As Mary Esteve astutely notes, 

“Highsmith enlists the ideology of consumerism to legitimate same-sex desire” (Esteve 1). In fact, 

“Consumer agency […] becomes the central means by which Therese and Carol signal their mutual 

interests, probe their desires, and think through a philosophy of happiness” (Esteve 2). But at least 

while Therese is on the laborer side of the department store counter, things are very bleak indeed:  
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It was the pointless actions, the meaningless chores that seemed to keep her from doing 

what she wanted to do, might have done—and here it was the complicated procedures with 

moneybags, coat checkings, and time clocks that kept people even from serving the store as 

efficiently as they might—the sense that everyone was incommunicado with everyone else 

and living on an entirely wrong plane, so that the meaning, the message, the love, or 

whatever it was that each life contained, never could find its expression. (Price 341) 

Therese is depressed by the “complicated procedures” of the inefficient and bureaucratic labor 

management, bemoaning the lack of individualistic expression available to the store’s employees. 

While her work is alienating, it is primarily through artistic endeavor as a set designer and her 

consumerism as a soon-to-be honorary member of the leisure class that Therese will eventually 

develop a sense of self. Therese has a personal distaste for the dehumanizing labor of the 

department store, which is why she must escape it before she becomes like her co-workers, all of 

whom she sees as unattractive losers. The novel thereby becomes a bildungsroman about class 

mobility.  

 In order to find privacy Therese and Carol take a Lolita-style cross-country car trip 

(obviously a novel and iconic form of autonomy for most Americans in the 1950s). Privacy concerns 

were a central anxiety at the time, evidenced by popular books written on the subject such as Vance 

Packard’s The Naked Society (1964) as well as by the Cold War agenda of U.S. pro-Western 

propaganda which frequently stressed the greater availability of privacy (as well as an accompanying 

individual agency) in the U.S. as opposed to the Soviet Union. Packard, in his characteristically 

apocalyptic prose, opens The Naked Society by emphasizing the perceived link between privacy and 

freedom:  

Are there loose in our modern world forces that threaten to annihilate everybody’s privacy? 

And if such forces are indeed loose, are they establishing the preconditions of totalitarianism 

that could endanger the personal freedom of modern man? (Packard 4) 
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The liberal’s concern for privacy met its opposing double in the reactionary’s fear of communist 

infiltration and sexual deviancy (the Red Scare and Lavender Scare), and these fears seem to coalesce 

around the cross-country trip in The Price of Salt when Carol and Therese are followed by a private 

detective hired by Carol’s husband. The detective taps their hotel room and records their private 

conversations and lovemaking. The rhetoric of privacy often refers to a married couple’s bedroom 

as the quintessentially private place, but of course this concern in the 1950s did not extend to non-

heteronormative couples. In a perhaps not-so-subtle metaphor, the detective produces his 

recordings by hammering a phallic “spike” into the wall: “‘A spike that picks up the sound like a 

Dictaphone. He had the room next to us.’ Therese didn’t remember the hammering, but the 

violence of all of it came back, shattering, destroying” (Price 567). The dick-like spike, “like a 

Dictaphone,” penetrates the lesbian couple’s privacy in ways that are perverse and motivated by a 

prurient interest. When Carol confronts the private detective who has been following them, Therese 

can sense the perversion lingering below the surface of his façade of disinterest, a perversion that 

she associates with society more generally: 

She sensed a tremendous sorrow hanging over them, ahead of them, that was just beginning 

to reveal the edge of itself, that they were driving into. She remembered the detective’s face 

and the barely legible expression that she realized now was malice. It was malice she had 

seen in his smile, even as he said he was on no side, and she could feel in him a desire that 

was actually personal to separate them, because he knew they were together. She had seen 

just now what she had only sensed before, that the whole world was ready to be their enemy, 

and suddenly what she and Carol had together seemed no longer love or anything happy but 

a monster between them, with each of them caught in a fist. (Price 526) 

The personal is always seething below the surface of generalizable sociality in Highsmith’s texts, and 

we can’t help but be reminded of Tom Ripley here. Like Ripley, the detective’s personal desire 

utilizes the social structure available to him toward an individuated erotic end, just as Therese’s 

boyfriend Richard’s perverse desire to expose Therese is actually reflective of his erotic fascination 
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with her and Carol: “He stared at her, and for a moment beneath the anger she saw the fixed 

curiosity she had seen before, as if he were watching a spectacle through a keyhole” (Price 464). 

Richard exhibits a voyeuristic desire under the guise of social responsibility, much like the indifferent 

private detective who is just doing his job. Therese “could only imagine him [Richard] telling other 

people about her with that curious attitude of passionate participation” (Price 542). Sociality is a 

mere covering for personal, erotic, and often violent desire.  

 The surveillance recordings of Carol and Therese lead to Carol’s losing custody of her 

daughter. When questioned, Carol vehemently asserts her rights as a liberal subject and as a 

consumer agent. She tells the detective, “My child is my property!” (Price 521), and she tells her 

judges, “It is a question of pleasure after all, and what’s the use of debating the pleasure of an ice 

cream cone versus a football game—or a Beethoven quartet versus the Mona Lisa” (Price 548). 

Esteve writes, “Majoritarian culture’s economic structure—particularly its consumerist focus and 

knack for market segmentation—has for decades contributed importantly to the production of 

queer knowledge” (Esteve). Carol appeals to this social structure not to negate it, but to utilize it as a 

liberal subject. Carol’s sense of freedom, like Highsmith’s, is the right to be left alone. This is what 

Arthur Schlesinger, in The Vital Center (1949), calls “negative freedom,” and it is what Greg Barnhisel 

refers to as the “Lockean liberal model” of freedom “which emphasized […] ‘personal autonomy’ 

and ‘shielding a realm of private life and personal concerns—including family relations, religious 

preferences, and economic activities—from interference by the state’” (Barnhisel 40). This notion of 

privacy is taken up as a paradigmatically American brand of freedom in much U.S. propaganda of 

the time. “During the early Cold War, the term freedom most commonly appeared in a Lockean 

liberal sense to refer to the lack of constraints on individual action and autonomy in the West, as 

opposed to the permeating coerciveness of ‘totalitarianism’” (Barnhisel 40). Carol’s defense utilizes 

the normative assumptions of Cold War culture in order to defend and legitimize her relationship 
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with Therese. If her judges can be led to believe that Carol is merely making a consumer choice that 

she has the freedom to make in a liberal society, then she stands to have her relationship validated, 

protected, and kept private. 

The Price of Salt presents not a condemnation of 1950s liberalism, but an endorsement of the 

Cold War era status quo. As Esteve writes, Highsmith “manage[s] to figure her characters as liberals 

in pursuit of their own flourishing” (Esteve). Carol ultimately forfeits custody of her daughter Rindy 

in order to pursue a sexual relationship with Therese, thereby choosing a personal bond of romance 

over the traditional bond of family: “‘I refused to live by a list of silly promises they’d made up like a 

list of misdemeanors—even if it did mean that they’d lock Rindy away from me as if I were an ogre.’ 

. . . Therese smiled a little in spite of herself, because she was glad Carol had refused, that Carol had 

still been that proud” (Price 566-67). Individual agency in The Price of Salt trumps communitarian 

bonds that precede modernity. The liberal consumerism the book thus endorses is also a way to 

subvert traditional morality. In writing about Highsmith’s “handbook” of writing (“a book,” 

according to Trask, “whose nearly self-canceling lessons on method quite possibly rank it among the 

least helpful how-to manuals ever composed” (Patricia Highsmith’s Method 593)), Esteve tells us 

that  

[Highsmith] has the “feeling” that she has “left something out, something vital,” namely, 

“the joy of writing, which cannot really be described, cannot be captured in words or handed 

to someone else to share or to make use of.” In other words, writing suspense fiction is for 

her the closest thing to self-fulfillment. At once deviant and straight, it becomes her source 

of normativity. (Esteve) 

Highsmith is an odd author for criticism to deal with because of how she is “at once deviant and 

straight,” though Esteve handles her material adeptly and impressively. The desire to conform, to 

blend in, and to be left alone, are all complex desires that reinforce one another in the liberal 

imagination. As Lauren Berlant has written, “To love conventionality is not only to love something 
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that constrains someone or some condition of possibility: it is another way of talking about 

negotiating belonging to a world” (Berlant 3). A cynical motivation to conform exposes the 

solicitation inherent in normative comforts.  

 The Price of Salt has been read as a quintessential example of the lesbian pulp novel, but critics 

also increasingly see it as a work of midcentury middlebrow fiction—although Tom Perrin describes 

middlebrow in ways seemingly antithetical to The Price of Salt:  “Middlebrow literary aesthetics were 

distinguished by their insistence that literary productions have a determinate point to make, often in 

the service of producing a definite political result” (Aesthetics of Middlebrow Fiction 9). I would 

argue that The Price of Salt (even in Perrin’s own reading of the novel) does not arrive at this “definite 

political result,” that Highsmith instead chooses to give a private and personal solution to a political 

problem. Part of this has to do with the fact that Highsmith was, for most of her life, antagonistic 

toward Leftist politics just as she was antagonistic toward the avant-garde and intellectualism. 

During this era of anxiety around conformity, middlebrow literature was especially maligned by 

intellectuals. Dwight Macdonald, in his 1960 essay “Masscult & Midcult,” perhaps the most well-

known attack on the middlebrow, which he refers to as Midcult, immediately draws a connection 

between late capitalist mass culture and totalitarianism: “The tendency of modern industrial society, 

whether in the USA or the USSR, is to transform the individual into the mass man” (Macdonald 

206). Mass culture as defined by Adorno and Marcuse, as well as by American liberal intellectuals 

and the New Left, was the capitalist version of propagandistic hegemony, the Western counterpart 

to Soviet official propaganda. For Macdonald, the middlebrow is the vulgarization of “High 

Culture,” or modernism, toward the service of mass culture. The middlebrow adopts elements of the 

avant-garde and utilizes those forms toward mass appeal, often functioning as an imaginary 

resolution to the anxiety of living in late capitalist society. Middlebrow culture opposes radical avant-

garde modernist art and literature defended by theorists like Adorno and Peter Bürger. For those 
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thinkers, the avant-garde negates mass culture by becoming its antithesis. Middlebrow, on the other 

hand, delivers the forms associated with avant-garde modernism to a wide audience. Macdonald 

writes, “In Masscult the trick is plain—to please the crowd by any means. But Midcult has it both 

ways: it pretends to respect the standards of High Culture while in fact it waters them down and 

vulgarizes them” (Macdonald 211). In other words, middlebrow is an aesthetically cynical genre. 

Middlebrow literature reached its apex during the 1950s, at the same time that modernism 

was canonized in the academy. In fact, modernism’s canonization was a kind of 

“middlebrowization” in that middleclass academics and those working in the U.S. government began 

to celebrate and actively promote modernist authors to mass audiences that had had little previous 

exposure to the avant-garde11. It was not merely de facto propaganda, but was official Western 

propaganda: 

In the 1950s…modernism took on new and surprising meanings due to the changing 

political and cultural environment, eventually being used in support of Western middle-class 

society. In fact, modernism became a weapon in what has become known as the “cultural 

Cold War,” the struggle for cultural prestige and influence between the Communist Soviet 

Union and its Eastern Bloc satellites on one side and the United States and the nations of 

western Europe on the other. (Barnhisel 2) 

In other words, it was increasingly difficult to make any distinction between middlebrow and 

modernism because the modernist aesthetic had in many ways become middlebrow. The modernist 

avant-garde failed at negating mass culture, and was now mutating into middlebrow art: “If 

modernism wanted to undermine bourgeois culture, it was an utter failure. If anything, modernism 

came not to bury but to adorn bourgeois life, colonizing its houses and its products and its 

entertainments” (Barnhisel 1).  

                                                
11 Ironically, Dwight Macdonald served as editor of Encounter magazine, a modernist literary 
magazine covertly funded by the CIA.  
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If there is a perceivable difference between modernism and the middlebrow in the 1950s, it 

is in middlebrow authors’ cynical disdain for modernist pretension. As Perrin writes, “Scenes 

depicting modernism as inherently juvenile appear so frequently in middlebrow literature as to 

constitute one of its defining features” (Perrin 389). The Price of Salt derides avant-garde pretension 

and portrays the rejection of High Culture’s arrogance as a sign of individual maturity. Therese’s 

boyfriend Richard is a bohemian artist in naïve pursuit of artistic autonomy, much like Dickie 

Greenleaf in The Talented Mr. Ripley. Therese’s stage design work accommodates the needs of her 

directors, and she supplements her income by working in a department store. Richard, on the other 

hand, gives himself over uncompromisingly to his painting, even though he has no talent for it. 

Richard is consistently portrayed as a childish and aloof dreamer, again echoing Highsmith’s 

depiction of Dickie. He will eventually have to grow up: “Richard ends the novel as a general 

manager of a branch of his father’s bottled-gas company, writing bitter notes to his ex-girlfriend on 

company stationery” (Perrin 382). Middlebrow literature proclaims that non-conformist, avant-garde 

attitudes are doomed to failure. The world as given rewards conformity, and any character that 

denies it is acting out a childish fantasy that will ultimately lead to their own failure. This is the 

cynical pessimism that marks queer middlebrow literature. Successful middlebrow characters like 

Therese foresee the limitations society puts on them and navigate them in order to negotiate the best 

possible outcome for themselves. The success of these tactical navigations is reflected in the 

aesthetics of middlebrow literature in the ways that it adopts forms associated with modernism and 

welds them to forms associated with mass culture. Middlebrow is an aesthetic enactment of cynicism 

because it conforms to society’s (and the market’s) demands, while at the same time exercising 

indifference or a critical distance toward that society through its enthusiasm for and utilization of 

avant-garde forms that are supposedly antithetical to mass culture. 
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 In the middle of The Price of Salt, Richard the naïve bohemian is introduced to Carol the 

skeptical and sophisticated adult just as Richard has brought to Therese a cake that his mother baked 

for him. Carol asks him about his art: 

  “You’re a painter, aren’t you, Richard?” 

 “Yes.” He popped some loose icing into his mouth, and looked at Carol, poised 

because he was incapable of being unpoised, Therese thought, his eyes frank because he had 

nothing to hide. “Are you a painter, too?” 

 “No,” Carol said with another smile. “I’m nothing.” (Price 420) 

Richard is self-assured and sincere because he acts as if sociality were simply the natural outgrowth 

of persons interacting. That is why he casually eats cake while answering Carol’s question. Carol’s 

answer, coupled with her smile, is a complex negotiation that gives and takes of sociality’s superficial 

substance. She accommodates and flatters, demurely indicating that Richard is the more interesting 

subject between the two of them. This is in sharp contrast to Richard’s brazen ignorance, his artless 

disinterest in refined social behavior, his effortless self-presentation. Carol is not really “nothing” so 

much as she wishes to be interpreted as nothing. She hopes to be nothing to Richard, nothing to her 

husband, nothing to a society that is little more than a “list of silly promises they’d made up like a list 

of misdemeanors,” and so she defines herself as a social negative. Queer middlebrow literature is 

overdetermined by a pessimistic outlook, a serious doubt about the possibility for radical change, 

and the tempered realization that it is better to make do with the limited potential of a dominant 

society—that potential ending, for Highsmith, precisely where the private becomes public—than to 

mount a futile resistance to that society.  

* * * 

The Queer Melancholia of Giovanni’s Room 

Occupying a socially negative space affords its definite pleasures and capability, but it can 

also produce pain, stigma, and failure. It is therefore important to make a critical distinction between 
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cynical conformity and social death, a distinction that hinges on the dissimilarity between the 

subjective nature of bad faith conformism and the (de)objectification of violent erasure. The 

experience of that erasure has produced, according to many critics, a particularly racialized form of 

melancholy12. James Baldwin is one of mid-twentieth century literature’s most articulate writers of 

racial melancholy. Like Highsmith, Baldwin wrote only a single novel centered on homosexuality—

Giovanni’s Room (1956)—and held a similar ambivalence throughout his life toward identifying with 

gay political causes, or even outing himself as queer. In a corpus of work that is most noted for its 

thinking through race and racism in America, Giovanni’s Room is an especially unusual novel among 

Baldwin’s major texts because it neither takes place in the United States, nor does it at first appear to 

involve “race.”  

Echoing Ripley’s self-alienation in the first pages of The Talented Mr. Ripley, the beginning of 

Giovanni’s Room introduces us to David gazing into his own reflection: 

I watch my reflection in the darkening gleam of the window pane. My reflection is tall, 

perhaps rather like an arrow, my blond hair gleams. My face is like a face you have seen 

many times. My ancestors have conquered a continent, pushing across death-laden plains, 

until they came to an ocean which faced away from Europe into a darker past. (Giovanni 3). 

Already by the first page of the novel we see that Baldwin’s concerns, ironically, are precisely race 

and America, though the story of his white narrator takes place in Paris. While Highsmith’s Ripley 

goes to Europe in order to find himself (as another self), David’s alienation is marked by a profound 

sense of guilt and shame. David takes into himself the shame associated with his colonialist ancestry, 

and throughout the novel he feels a conformist’s sense of duty to that ancestry’s patriarchal tradition 

and the social norms associated with the U.S. Indeed, as David mentions to Giovanni later in the 

novel, homosexuality was de facto illegal in the U.S. in 1956, a fact that David is duty-bound to 

respect even in France. This fidelity to American heteronormativity is David’s sense of social 

                                                
12"See, for example Anne Anlin Cheng’s The Melancholy of Race."
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responsibility. By giving in to his queer sexual urges, he breaks a social bond that gives his identity 

meaning, and isolates himself: “I shall never be able to have any more of those boyish, zestful 

affairs—which are, really, when one thinks of it, a kind of higher, or anyway, more pretentious 

masturbation” (Giovanni 5)13. For David, being queer is antisocial in a basic sense—queers shirk 

their responsibility to society. Society depends upon heteronormativity, and to not engage in that 

sexual sociality is to surrender oneself over to death or to social invisibility: “I resented […] being 

called an American (and resented resenting it) because it seemed to make me nothing more than 

that, whatever that was; and I resented being called not an American because it seemed to make me 

nothing” (Giovanni 89). David’s identity desperately depends upon obeying social norms, though he 

nevertheless resents the limitations those norms place upon him. If society did not confine him, 

however, David’s freedom would be too much for him to bear; he longs for the confinement of 

conformity. He wishes to identify with the dominant culture. This is the solicitation inherent in 

normativity. Of course, for a desperately queer character like David, any total obedience to 

heteronormativity will ultimately prove to be a unsustainable. As Mae Henderson writes, “David 

finds that the cost of social acceptance is the inability to achieve personal fulfillment” (Henderson 

322). David’s conundrum plays out the difference between private and public, and demonstrates the 

tragic cost of conflating the two. Adherence to norms, of course, allows for its own forms of 

pleasure. The task of navigating normative adherence is what middlebrow literature is in part about: 

coming to terms with society in order to achieve what is ultimately a more rewarding, long-term 

sense of personal fulfillment. Highsmith queers this compromise in The Price of Salt, since Carol and 

Therese bend liberal consumer normativity into a legitimation of lesbian love. David, in Giovanni’s 

Room, is never able to achieve this normativity that is “at once deviant and straight” (Esteve). David 

is not a cynical character. Highsmith’s “happy ending” is thus not replicated by Baldwin, who 

                                                
13"One hears echoes here of Edelman’s negation of “reproductive futurity.”"
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instead opts for the more common unhappy ending that characterized mass market queer novels in 

the 1950s.  

David’s tragic desire for a heteronormative identity in both private and public should urge 

our thinking about queerness and the future of queer politics toward acknowledging the importance 

of “bad feelings.” As Heather Love writes in Feeling Backward, her exploration of bad feelings in 

queer literature, 

As queer readers we tend to see ourselves as reaching back toward isolated figures in the 

queer past in order to rescue or save them. It is hard to know what to do with texts that 

resist our advances. Texts or figures that refuse to be redeemed disrupt not only the progress 

narrative of queer history but also our sense of queer identity in the present. We find 

ourselves deeply unsettled by our identifications with these figures: the history of queer 

damage retains its capacity to do harm in the present. (Love 8-9) 

Baldwin presents this risk to contemporary readers of Giovanni’s Room. David experiences shame and 

melancholy that still resonate. Like David’s reflection in the window, it reminds readers of a 

persistent history that helps to form the present. “The association between love’s failures and 

homosexuality is, however, a historical reality, one that has profound effects for contemporary queer 

subjects” (Love 21). Baldwin signals this truth in the novel’s clear-eyed and unsentimental view of 

queerness. David is not wrong that to be queer is to court shame—suggesting otherwise is fantasy. 

The social meaning of a queer subject’s personal actions are predetermined by a dominating society. 

When the older queer Jacques tells David, “You think […] that my life is shameful because my 

encounters are. And they are. But you should ask yourself why they are” (Giovanni 56), he indicates 

that queer sex is designated so only because of its antithetical relation to society—queer sex means 

defiance of sociality. This meaning may deliver deviant pleasure, but it also delivers pain and 

sadness. In Giovanni’s Room, Baldwin never allows the reader to forget how the private lives of his 

characters are often penetrated by the society that surrounds them, and therefore court significant 

risk. A sense of confinement, simultaneously stifling and liberating, permeates the novel. Giovanni’s 
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room itself allows for the lovemaking between David and Giovanni, but it is also a fetid, suffocating, 

and dirty place, however beautiful and genuine their lovemaking might be.  

Writing white 

 A black author’s choice to write about white characters in his lone queer novel shouldn’t 

mislead readers that the concept of identity categorization isn’t central in Giovanni’s Room. “The 

tradition of African American writers taking up the subject of white life is insightful not only for 

what individual works tell us about whiteness and American racial experience but also for the artistic 

and ideological innovation engendered by such literary crossings of the color line” (Norman 200). 

African American writers have long had to deal with the “identitarian demands” placed upon them 

by the literary establishment—what Langston Hughes calls “the racial mountain.” In the 1950s, 

however, many black writers including Baldwin began to focus on white characters in their fiction. 

As Brian Norman writes, “Baldwin expressed it [writing about white people] as the desire to be seen 

as a writer, not a black writer” (Norman 207). This movement away from normative assumptions 

about black identity and away from a responsibility to “represent” one’s community signals a shift in 

the thought of many postwar black writers who felt constricted by the cultural obligation to speak 

on behalf of their communities. It is also evidence of a desire to conform to more general 

expectations of mass market literature in resistance to the publishing industry’s racialization of black 

fiction. That racialization produces for some writers a melancholic authorial condition. This should 

not be understood simply as a sentimental reaction or as a thwarted desire to create art beyond the 

stereotypes associated with one’s subjectivity. As Anne Anlin Cheng writes,  

An understanding of melancholia as experienced by the raced subject must extend beyond a 

superficial or merely affective description of sadness to a deep sense of how that sadness—

as a kind of ambulatory despair or manic euphoria—conditions life for the disenfranchised 

and, indeed, constitutes their identity and shapes their subjectivity. (Cheng 24) 
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When Baldwin decides to write white life in Giovanni’s Room, he doesn’t merely reject the stereotypes 

many white readers have about black writers. The novel analyzes by way of queer fiction the 

melancholic condition that forms black subjectivity. David’s queer melancholy resembles Baldwin’s 

racial melancholy. For the disenfranchised or the oppressed, the ways in which social conditions 

determine identity are especially grievous. Baldwin is not simply using queerness as a metaphor for 

blackness, because Giovanni’s Room examines generalizable social melancholy without entirely 

evacuating what is distinctly queer about queerness. The fact that he is less interested in sexual desire 

itself than in the social meaning of that desire, however, illustrates Baldwin’s attention to the tension 

between the private and the public. In this way, David’s failure to be a heterosexual and his doomed 

disavowal of his queerness is similar to the impossibility for Baldwin to truly “write white,” since he 

will inevitably be labeled by mass culture as a black author.  

In a 1949 essay on “the homosexual,” titled “Preservation of Innocence,” Baldwin writes, 

Life, it is true, is a process of decisions and alternatives, the conscious awareness and 

acceptance of limitations. Experience, nevertheless, to say nothing of history, seems clearly 

to indicate that it is not possible to banish or to falsify any human need without ourselves 

undergoing falsification and loss. (Collected Essays 596) 

Baldwin fatalistically defines fundamental human needs as antithetical to God who is “man’s most 

intense creation and it is not in the sight of nature that the homosexual is condemned, but in the 

sight of God” (596). As the pinnacle of what Christopher Breu calls “cultural fantasy,” God is not 

merely a hegemonic representation but “an imaginary scenario produced by the intersubjective and 

collective forms of libidinal investment that shape the relationships of individuals and groups to the 

social field” (Breu 18). As a social creation, God has very real social effects. Baldwin indicates that 

the best queers can do is to consistently insist on the overflow of identity by way of desire, on the 

uncontainable quality of each person, “for people refuse, unhappily, to function in so neat and one-

dimensional a fashion” (Collected 600).  
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Douglas Field correctly notes that “Preservation of Innocence” is “shot through with the 

rhetoric of the anti-Stalinist left” (Field 181). Baldwin’s liberal politics, which marked much of his 

writing while he lived in France from 1948 to 1957, would not modify into a further Left position 

(or a feeling of optimism) until after his return to the U.S. to engage in the civil rights movement. It 

may seem nonintuitive to read Baldwin as a cynical thinker since he is now commonly thought of as 

optimistic, hopeful, and radical in his politics. Before the 1960s, however, Baldwin was a moderate 

and centrist liberal who was in many ways even disinterested in politics. Baldwin’s liberalism was 

cemented by his expatriation. Again, Highsmith’s experience offers a parallel: both Baldwin and 

Highsmith are American authors whose rather conformist political outlooks were expressed 

primarily while they were living in Europe (where liberalism was much less a consensus). While it is 

true that “the political and cultural climate of the 1940s and 1950s forced large numbers of U.S. 

writers, artists, and filmmakers into exile” (Field 178), we should also recognize that, much like 

David’s stubborn American identity, many of those artists came into and assimilated to the political 

and cultural climate of the U.S. while they were abroad. Baldwin’s liberalism helped to mark him as 

an outsider among the African-American literary expatriate community in France, where figures like 

Richard Wright and Chester Himes were avowed Leftists opposed to U.S. imperialism. This 

isolation was also an effect of Baldwin’s brutal takedowns of black writers in the literary reviews he 

wrote at the time, as well as his skepticism about the significance of black transatlantic culture and 

the then-burgeoning Négritude movement.  

Baldwin’s most well known essay written during his time in Paris is his infamous takedown 

of Richard Wright’s Native Son, “Everybody’s Protest Novel” (1949). This essay is also a not-so-

veiled takedown of the Left in the name of a mid-century liberal insistence on “complexity”: 

Truth […] is meant to imply a devotion to the human being, his freedom and fulfillment; 

freedom which cannot be legislated, fulfillment which cannot be charted. […] It is not to be 

confused with a devotion to Humanity which is too easily equated with a devotion to a 
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Cause; and Causes, as we know, are notoriously bloodthirsty. We have, as it seems to me, in 

this most mechanical and interlocking of civilizations, attempted to lop this creature down to 

the status of a time-saving invention. He is not, after all, merely a member of a Society or a 

Group or a deplorable conundrum to be explained by Science. He is—and how old-

fashioned the words sound!—something more than that, something resolutely indefinable, 

unpredictable. (Collected 13) 

Baldwin, while recognizing the bourgeois tone of his argument (“how old-fashioned the words 

sound!”), contends that the individual is not “merely a member of a Society.” Field is right that 

Baldwin’s essays from this period are palpably infused with anticommunist rhetoric. This is because 

of the “notoriously bloodthirsty” political causes Baldwin refers to, including fascist movements and 

the Holocaust, but also the state violence perpetrated by the Soviet Union. All political causes, for 

Baldwin and for midcentury liberals more generally, are always dangerous if not reigned in by a 

pessimistic skepticism. As Amanda Anderson has shown, midcentury American liberalism was 

characterized by an acute bleakness:  

Revisiting the debates of the twentieth century reveals that the liberals of this era self-

consciously reject what they identify as a steady line of misguided progressivism that leads 

from the Enlightenment through Victorian liberalism up to early twentieth-century radical 

utopianism, or communism. Liberalism in this twentieth-century form is thus precisely a 

rejection of the progressive optimism that was seen to mark nineteenth-century liberalism 

and its heir, twentieth-century radicalism. In this sense, a certain noncommunist liberalism 

aims to preserve the democratic project against considerable danger on both the right and 

the left. (Anderson 25-26) 

This pessimistic reaction to the danger of progressive optimism implies that any political enthusiasm 

is suspect. Despair, melancholy, and a general bleakness in outlook consequently become the 

personal antidotes to political problems. The moral realm was held up by midcentury liberalism as a 

replacement for political enthusiasm. Because all causes are dangerous, they should all be avoided. A 

private moral discipline came to replace public devotion to a political cause. As Baldwin writes, “I 

think all theories are suspect, that the finest principles may have to be modified, or may even be 
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pulverized by the demands of life, and that one must find, therefore, one’s own moral center and 

move through the world hoping that this center will guide one aright” (Collected 9). This is an 

example of what Anderson calls “a gap between the moral agent and darker sociological tendencies: 

the malevolent hand” (Anderson 3). For the liberal, society, groups, communities, and even politics 

are dangerous and ultimately malevolent if not properly reigned in. The only (necessarily stunted) 

political hope is to be found in the detached and private individual’s “moral center.” How does one 

continue to live in a present that is seemingly limited by the threat of unmanageable political 

violence? For Baldwin in the 1950s, as well as for many liberal thinkers, the answer was to internalize 

their atrophied sense of hope in individualism. 

* * * 

The Guts to Do What’s Wrong: Ann Bannon’s The Marriage 

 When defining the public/private distinction, most critics emphasize that “private” often 

refers to “what is individual, or pertains only to an individual, versus what is collective, or affects the 

interests of a collectivity of individuals” (Weintraub 5). This is the sense of the private that Baldwin 

is referring to in his replacement of the political cause with the moral center. However, the “private” 

also refers to commerce, as itself distinguishable from the state (or the “public”). The 1950s gave 

rise to a considerable global capitalist hegemony based on U.S. power, and the commercial mass 

media in the U.S. that was part of the expansion of the market produced the popular culture 

opposed by Marxist cultural critics like Adorno and Marcuse and by liberal intellectuals such as 

Dwight Macdonald. The final part of this chapter will scrutinize one example of mass-market 

fiction, the queer pulp fiction of Ann Bannon, in order to tease out the cynical sentiments in the sort 

of media that is supposedly a step below middlebrow. Mary Esteve writes, “Majoritarian culture’s 

economic structure—particularly its consumerist focus and its knack for market segmentation—has 
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for decades contributed importantly to the production of queer knowledge” (Esteve). If mass 

culture helps to form queers, is it by way of more than mere recognition?  

Bannon’s novels were translated into several languages in the 1950s, her first novel was the 

second bestselling paperback of 1957, and other lesbian novels like Reed Marr’s Women Without Men 

(1957) were phenomenal bestsellers (Grier 12; Walters 84). So, while fiction like Bannon’s is 

marginal in a certain sense, these books were also very popular, and so they are helpful in thinking 

about a dialectic between commercial mass culture and marginality. As Julian Carter has shown, 

“Commercially oriented paperback originals constitute a rich repository of suggestive evidence about 

the affective relations between normality and deviance that circulated in U.S. mass culture at the 

time the novels were written” (Carter 585). Bannon’s novels are an example of “trash culture,” of 

disposable and sleazy junk, and they are now valorized by many critics because of their historical 

importance and their capability of describing a pre-Stonewall queer sociality. However, there is also a 

critical need to account for the pop cultural, commonplace, lowbrow qualities of Bannon’s work, for 

as Suzana Danuta Walters writes, ““It is precisely in Bannon’s smuttiness and pulp sensibility that 

the subversiveness is located. These kinds of books must be examined for the popular culture that 

they are, rather than for what moments of high culture motifs we may discern within them” (Walters 

99). Bannon’s novels are often about “how to be socially conventional while erotically and 

emotionally deviant” (Carter 585). 

 Bannon published six novels between 1957 and 1962, five of which focus on lesbian 

relationships. Her penultimate novel The Marriage (1960), however, is about a heterosexual married 

couple who discover they are biologically brother and sister. This work has not been included in any 

anthologies and re-releases of Bannon’s work. After a rediscovery of her work in the 1980s, 

publishing houses again put out her five lesbian novels, but The Marriage has been out of print since 

its original publication as a 1960 paperback. Julian Carter, through personal research, has discovered 
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that “The Marriage was not republished on the grounds that it was ‘not of interest to lesbians’” 

(Carter 585). Because of this, the novel has been more or less forgotten by scholars—in fact, 

Carter’s essay, at the time of this writing, is the only scholarly work that acknowledges The Marriage. 

The fact that Bannon punctuated her series with a novel about incest should encourage us to ask 

whether or not her novels are as invested in portraying lesbian relationships as “healthy” or socially 

redeemable as some contemporary critics believe. Because most critics of Bannon’s work focus on 

the positive, communitarian, and progressive elements of her fiction, this novel especially should 

encourage us to confront the possibility that her works are not advertisements for the normalization 

of lesbianism, but are instead problematic records of essentially antisocial behavior. Most critical 

attention to Bannon’s fiction has stressed the “fully realized characters who develop over time, 

credible and well-crafted plots, and emotional complexity” that make her books outstanding among 

“more exploitative lesbian paperbacks” (Stryker 61). At the same time, pulp fiction is typically 

invested in formulaic stylization and Bannon’s novels are no exception. They are, for example, 

heavily indebted to the style and narrative structure of television soap operas. We should not avoid 

the pop culture aesthetics of these books. As Walters has noted, however, “The potentially 

subversive stuff of popular culture is rendered abstract and safe through its aestheticization in high 

culture criticism” (Walters 83). There is therefore a strange double bind in literary criticism that 

focuses on popular fiction, in that critics feel a need to praise the work on an aesthetic level while at 

the same time noting its exploitative, commercial qualities. While most critics discount the trash 

qualities of Bannon’s fiction in order to emphasize the socially redeemable values they espouse, 

another band of critics neglect the political content of her books in order to focus on their moral or 

ethical “subversiveness.” Both of these approaches are necessarily limited in producing a full critical 

understanding of Bannon’s work, which can only be gleaned through a simultaneous 
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acknowledgement of the commercial, conformist, liberal, and obscene qualities of her novels, all of 

which operate through important literary elements in The Marriage. 

 Bannon’s first novel, Odd Girl Out (1957), was not originally intended to be a lesbian pulp. 

The first draft was considerably longer than the final version, and the romantic relationship between 

two sorority girls was then on the margins of the narrative and was heavily coded by Bannon. Her 

publisher asked Bannon to rewrite her book in order to focus on the same-sex romance because 

lesbian pulps were very lucrative (Grier 12). Bannon, who was living as a straight housewife, said, “I 

don’t think I knew the word ‘lesbian’ when I wrote Odd Girl Out. I had never heard of it” (Cain 155). 

A commercial impetus, then, brings Odd Girl Out to publication. Many activists then in the gay 

community saw lesbian pulps as negative and exploitative. The 1950s witnessed “the appearance of 

new organizations such as the Mattachine Society and the Daughters of Bilitis which ostensibly 

attempted the assimilation of gay women into the mainstream culture by attacking stereotypical and 

‘negative’ images of lesbians” (Walters 85). Odd Girl Out, for all its emotional complexity and 

character development, is exploitative in the sense that the author, mostly ignorant of lesbianism, 

plots a (doomed) lesbian romance in soap opera style in order to appeal to a target market of 

(primarily) pruriently curious heterosexual readers.  

The fact that Bannon’s novels, along with some other gay and lesbian pulps of the 1950s and 

1960s, are now remembered fondly by LGBTQ readers, should not blind us to the fact that the 

majority of the readers who read these incredibly popular novels at the time of publication were 

straight. We should therefore read with a grain of salt when scholars insist that “Finding, buying and 

keeping the paperbacks was a political act” (Walters 84). This is in a sense very true—but is it any 

more “political” an act than purchasing other erotic or pornographic material, such as a pulp novel 

about incest? Of course the necessity for queers (including Bannon herself) to live as straight people 

forced many into performing heteronormativity. The closet is a space of cynicism in its bad faith 
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conformity, in which one’s sociality is opposed to one’s personality. However, the closet is so much 

more—and less—than a mere cynical practice since it is also a space of violence, of fear, of 

perversity, of pleasure, and of victimization. Some gay narratives we have culturally inherited do not 

account for how “the closet” is not really a clearly demarcated psychic place. That would require too 

neat a division between internal and external. The closet helps to determine its subjects—by doing 

so, it isn’t always clear (even to a subject) that a closet exists. Whether someone is “really” straight or 

just thinks they’re straight is, finally, an impossible question to satisfyingly answer. At the very least, 

most of the readers of these novels at the time of publication lived as heterosexuals. 

 Much critical attention has been paid to Bannon’s lesbian novels, all of which are commonly 

available. The Marriage is evidently part of Bannon’s “series” since it features two characters from 

Bannon’s other novels, Laura and Jack, a lesbian and a gay man who are married with children. It 

was published as a Fawcett Gold Medal Book paperback in 1960—the same publishing house that 

originally printed all of Bannon’s books. Perhaps most significantly for critics, “The Marriage 

performs and develops Bannon’s earlier interest in the ways that disidentification with queerness 

shelters people from stigma” (Carter 600). Carter flips José Muñoz’s theory of disidentification here. 

While Muñoz could be said to describe the ways in which queers disidentify with mass culture in 

order to imagine alternative worlds, Carter uses Bannon to demonstrate how queers disidentify with 

queer identity as a way to surreptitiously enjoy normative comforts.  

In the novel, Jack and Laura Mann tell a stranger (later discovered to be Page’s stepfather) 

the story of their friends Sunny and Page Pringle. Sunny and Page fall in love, get married, and 

subsequently discover that Page is Sunny’s long-lost brother who was given up for adoption as an 

infant. This revelation comes at the same time that Sunny is discovered to be pregnant. The couple 

struggle, separate, and eventually reunite for the birth of their son. By the novel’s end, Sunny and 
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Page have decided to live secretly as husband and wife and to hide the incestuous nature of their 

relationship from the rest of society. 

It is likely that The Marriage has received scant critical attention not simply because its plot 

centers around a heterosexual couple, but because that couple is troublingly incestuous. By writing 

about incest in ways that are strikingly similar to how she writes about lesbianism, Bannon 

problematizes the established reading of her work as sexually progressive and gay-friendly. Instead, 

the incest plot of The Marriage indicates that Bannon’s prurient literary interest is in explicitly 

abnormal sexuality. When Page confesses to Jack his realization that his wife is his sister, Jack 

responds by confessing to Page his homosexuality. When Page, a staunch conservative, rejects Jack’s 

friendship as a result of this confession, Jack responds by saying, “You can’t see any parallel between 

us. You can’t see how my problem helps me understand yours” (82). Jack is really the novel’s most 

clear-sighted and morally righteous character. The Marriage encourages its readers to see how incest 

and homosexuality are similarly “queer” because of a shared antisocial condition. As Sunny says, “If 

Jack is a homosexual, that’s his business. If we’re incestuous, that’s ours!” (105).  

 Page and Sunny at times gain a distinct pleasure from the awareness of the forbidden nature 

of their relationship. After Page learns that Sunny is his sister, the first thing he does is to make 

passionate love to her: “Just once, before she learns the truth, he told himself in anguish. And without a 

word he took her” (57). After their separation, they only meet from time to time in order to have 

sex, their relationship devolving into pure incestuous physicality. Moral torture and sexual 

excitement are interwoven with one another into a pleasurable and maddening spiral. When Sunny 

researches incest at the library, she finds circular answers that hardly explain the attraction: “What is 

incest? Why is it so wrong? Why are there strict laws against it? Because, said Sunny’s books, it’s so 

alluring” (84). Sunny later demands that Page acknowledge and accept his incestuous desire as such, 

referring to him by his birth name: 
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 “I love you, Roger.” 

She shocked him rigid. He stared at her to see if she meant to hurt him. She was 

bravely serious. 

“Good night, my darling brother,” she said, and closed the door softly in his 

astonished face. [. . .] 

The real question was the one she threw at him as she shut the door: was her brother 

brave enough to live with her? Take his sister for his wife? Could he survive the horror and 

scorn they might have to face? (147) 

For Sunny, desire is primary, as she explains: “To Page, courage was the strength to do what he 

thought was right. To me, courage was the guts to do what I knew damn well was wrong” (109). 

This is essentially amoral and perverse. Bannon is suggesting not that queer desire is or should be 

normal or morally acceptable; rather, she implies that any social norms can be a stubborn obstacle to 

personal pleasure. Her interest is not to make a case for the transcendent authenticity of queer 

desire, but to explore the allure of taboos and the consequent formative influence that normative 

force has upon libidinal desire. 

 For Bannon, conformity and morality are two sides of the same coin. To be immoral 

requires individual courage. Page is principled but is also cowardly. Principles are his crutch: “All his 

ideals: normality, wholesomeness. How could he face the world without them?” (59). While for 

Sunny, “The morality of the thing was secondary; everything was secondary to her love and her life 

with Page” (63). As Jack Mann says, “Some things are more important than principles, old buddy” 

(77), and as his lesbian wife Laura says, “Life is more important than arbitrary rules” (89). By the end 

of the novel, Page has finally grown up and accepted the fact that morality is just a collection of 

arbitrary rules: “‘Sunny, there isn’t any right or wrong any more,’ he said. ‘There’s only life. And 

love. To live is right, to die is wrong. Nothing else makes sense. There is no logic but love. No 

morality but survival’” (173).  
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Ultimately, the conclusion to Page and Sunny’s problem, their mode of survival, is 

concealment. They decide at the novel’s end to hide the incestuous nature of their relationship from 

society in deference to their cynical self-interest. “Some things have to be kept secret if you want to 

make it in this world,” Jack says (80). The opposite of a coming-out narrative, The Marriage indicates 

that social norms are part of a complex dialectic between desire and restraint. To successfully avoid 

social damnation oftentimes requires a clandestine and false projection of conformity for queers as 

well as other cynics. Bannon is interested in both how social conventionality can be used as a mask 

for personal and libidinal desire, and how it produces desire.  
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The White Hipster 

“It was the vagrants’ smell, more than their poverty, that set them apart from society.” –Agnès Varda 

In 1959, Diana Trilling attended a reading by beat generation poet Allen Ginsberg who was 

returning to Columbia University after his 1945 expulsion. Trilling’s husband Lionel was one of 

Ginsberg’s teachers during his undergraduate years at Columbia, but Lionel, along with the rest of 

the Columbia English faculty, refused to attend the reading (though Trilling herself was 

accompanied by two other “professor wives”). In writing about the event for the liberal intellectual 

magazine Partisan Review, Trilling takes at face-value Ginsberg’s spoken dedication before his poem 

“Lion in the Room” to be “addressed as well as dedicated to Lionel” (Trilling, Diana 574), but 

Ginsberg’s jesting dedication was actually an antagonistic and ironic gesture. As her mistaken reading 

might indicate, the tone of Trilling’s essay is maternal and at times condescending. She emphasizes 

the intense pity she feels for Ginsberg, who she believes is basically (along with accompanying 

readers Peter Orlovsky and Gregory Corso) a child: “These were children, miserable children trying 

desperately to manage, asking desperately to be taken out of it all; there was nothing one could 

imagine except to bundle them home and feed them warm milk, promise them they need no longer 

call for mama and papa” (Trilling, Diana 573). Because children are unable to participate in the adult 

sociality of the public sphere, Trilling’s caricature denies any possibility of social significance in the 

beats’ performances. The beats for her are social failures. They are unable to participate in the white, 

bourgeois, intellectual sociality that for Trilling constitutes the public sphere. They are too 

incompetent, or they are simply unwilling and therefore deserve resentment. Maturity, Trilling 

suggests, is one of the things that qualifies a participant in the public sphere. The sociality of that 

imagined public sphere, which was manifested in the production of magazines like Partisan Review in 

the 1950s, attempts to submerge identity in a universalized idea of citizenship, though it does not 

acknowledge this operation. As a result, postwar liberal sociality reproduces a disavowed, hegemonic 
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identity. While some American intellectuals, in the 1930s, associated themselves with the political 

Left, by the 1950s many had moved more toward the center, in part as a reaction against Stalinism. 

As their politics moved away from Leftist orthodoxy, with some figures even turning toward 

conservatism, postwar liberals began to universalize ideas such as the individual and citizenship in 

the reinforcement of the Cold War U.S. status quo. The logic of the sociality that they (often 

unconsciously) developed is that one either maintains an (infantile and incompetent) identity or one 

participates in the public sphere concurrent to the repression and disowning of one’s categorical 

identity. According to these presumptions, we are all the same individual in the public sphere. In 

other words, identity is something one typically has only in the absence of sociality.  

For purposes of argumentative clarity, this chapter presumes, somewhat idiosyncratically, 

particular definitions of “sociality” and “countersociality.” Sociality, for my purposes, is 

imaginatively determined by active participation in a public sphere. For postwar liberals, that public 

sphere is universal, typified by the “little magazine,” differentiated both from the cultural vacuum of 

commercial mass media and from invisible and inconsequential “others”—those who are unable or 

unwilling to participate in the public sphere. A countersociality, on the other hand, is something 

imaginatively developed by cultural outsiders as a nonconformist alternative to the dominant society. 

An example would be Amiri Baraka’s political work toward building a uniquely black community 

and consciousness, a move he makes after his experiences among the hipster community which I 

detail later in this chapter. Cynicism, as it is defined throughout this entire project, is generated by 

social pessimism, and involves a complex negotiation of social norms and limits toward individual, 

apolitical gain, and so it offers a conformist option out of the typical sociality/countersociality bind, 

the first of which appreciates the universal moral “rightness” of the public sphere, the second of 

which falsely imagines it can create a viable alternative. This chapter will end with three “case 
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studies” of hipster cynicism, and will argue that these cynically hip figures ultimately forge a mode of 

engaging the dominant society without being coopted by it.    

This chapter will examine the beats’ relationship to sociality and identity in midcentury U.S. 

culture. Many intellectuals thought that the beats failed at participating in the public sphere, in spite 

of the fact that they became a popular literary movement with a mass following. For liberal 

intellectuals in particular, this popularity was actually more proof of the ineffectual and 

inconsequential nature of the beat generation. This has to do with many liberals’ skepticism of mass 

culture. I focus in the beginning of this chapter on their negative reviews of the beats in order to 

expose how the beats become a figure of danger for liberal intellectuals by right of the identity 

categories they (implicitly and explicitly) represent. One key example I will go into is Norman 

Podhoretz’s fear and hatred of the beats, which manifests itself in distinctly racist terms.  

Liberal intellectuals’ animosity toward the beats is especially indicative of liberal anxieties 

about the implacability of certain identities that problematize the presumably universal public-sphere 

subject, most especially nonwhite identities. This is because the liberal imagined public sphere 

(white, bourgeois, intellectual sociality) disavowed identity as such. To participate in sociality, for the 

intellectual establishment, required a repression of difference. Animosity toward the beats, because 

of its social acceptability in intellectual circles in the 1950s, was a means by which liberal critics could 

exorcise their discomfort about marginal identities more generally. This animosity was perhaps not 

entirely misplaced, as I hope to also show in this chapter that the beats helped to craft a new identity 

politics that would be taken up by the New Left in the 1960s (against which the earlier generation of 

postwar liberals would again react negatively). The New Left moved away from the pragmatic 

centrism promulgated by postwar liberalism, in part by way of their valorization of nonconformity 

and difference. However, white hipster identifications with nonwhite subjects in the 1950s are far 

from recuperable for a totally antiracist politics because, as I intend to show, that identification is 
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most often formed through exoticizing and pathologizing blackness. After analyzing liberal 

intellectuals’ suspect criticism of the beats’ failed sociality, I delve into Norman Mailer’s 1957 essay 

“The White Negro” in order to think about the white hipster’s dubious mobilization of identity 

against society. I then look at LeRoi Jones’s 1964 play Dutchman, which flirts with cynicism but 

ultimately endorses a nonconformist countersociality opposed to white society, before finally 

moving to a consideration of three cynical hipster figures—Elise Cowen, Anatole Broyard, and John 

Cassavetes—who help to tease out the complex ambivalence of cynicism and its vital maintenance 

of social negativity in what Theodor Adorno calls “the administered world,” or postindustrial, 

advanced-capitalist, mass society. 

Both highbrow intellectuals and the mass media caricatured the younger generation of 

antiestablishment bohemians as childish and naïve. Intellectuals expressed their disapproval in 

Partisan Review and Commentary while the mass media skewered beatniks in the pages of daily 

newspapers and Life magazine14. Why were the beats the target of such animosity from intellectual 

liberals and from mass culture? Political bleakness is one explanation: both anticommunist liberals 

and mass media outlets viewed sudden cultural change as impossible or undesirable, and dismissed 

the beats’ bohemian insistence on the radicalization of everyday life as politically naïve. Liberal 

critics also imagined the beats as political nihilists who posed a threat to democracy due to their 

supposed apathetic antipolitics. Even early New Left influencers such as Paul Goodman and Irving 

Howe disapproved of the beats, whom they saw as lacking in masculine virtues and therefore 

indicative of the feminization of labor and the culture-at-large in the 1950s. The more conservative 

members of the liberal intellectual scene such as Norman Podhoretz saw in the beat character a 

                                                
14"Among other examples, too numerous to list entirely, some noteworthy articles include:"“The 
Know-Nothing Bohemians” by Norman Podhoretz in Partisan Review; “The Un-Angry Young Men” 
by Leslie Fiedler in Encounter; Herb Caen’s column in the San Francisco Chronicle in which he coined 
the term “beatnik” in 1958; and “The Only Rebellion Around” by Paul O’Neil in Life. 
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primitive urge also manifested in juvenile delinquency, sexual promiscuity, and the entire 

degeneration of civilized society. The hipster thus became a useful figure for intellectuals in the 

1950s as a representation of the changes in contemporary society that made these intellectuals 

anxious: mass culture, the feminization of labor, and the rise of identity politics.  

Racialized beats 

 Trilling’s Partisan Review article serves as a suitable starting point because in it she enacts 

many of the tropes that liberal intellectuals would use in their characterizations of the beats. She 

misreads Ginsberg’s irony (in his dedication to her husband), she feigns sympathy for the beats’ 

social dissatisfaction, and she at one point likens the beats to a racial minority: 

The poets read their poems whose chief virtue, it seemed to me, was their “racial-minority” 

funniness [. . . .] They were still funny in that old racial depressed way but not nearly as 

funny and authentic as they would have been had they been written before the Jews and the 

Italians and the Negroes, but especially the Jews, had been crammed down their own and 

everyone else’s throat as Americans-like-everyone-else instead of outsiders raised in the 

Bronx or on Ninth Avenue or even in Georgia. (Trilling, Diana 566) 

Ginsberg (like Trilling) is Jewish, while Corso is Italian-American and Orlovsky is the son of a 

Russian immigrant. Trilling is emphasizing a very real generational change that came about after 

1945 where these identities are no longer seen as “racial minorities,” but are instead flattened into 

“American-like-everyone-else” status, or members of the public sphere.15 Significantly, all three of 

the readers would have been considered “white” in 1959.  

There is something distasteful about this flattening of difference to Trilling, as she 

emphasizes how this Americanness has been “crammed down” everyone’s throats. She implies there 

is something unnatural, inorganic, and forced about Americanness propaganda. During the 1950s, 

American officials attempted to project an image of racial equality both in its international 

                                                
15"Many New York intellectuals such as the Trillings were the children of first-generation Jewish 
European immigrants, and so experienced this generational assimilation intimately. 
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propaganda and in its domestic policy. After WWII, the U.S. needed to “sell” capitalist democracy, 

and the American race problem marred the U.S. image. As Mary Dudziak writes, “At a time when 

the United States hoped to reshape the postwar world in its own image, the international attention 

given to racial segregation was troublesome and embarrassing” (Dudziak 12). This seemingly cynical, 

“bad faith antiracism” on the part of U.S. officials who wanted to eliminate racial difference may not 

have been entirely dishonest. Dudziak explains, “At least on an ideological level, the notion that the 

nation as a whole had a stake in racial equality was widespread” (Dudziak 7). There was good reason 

in general to fight racial inequality. And as Dudziak admits, the difference between sincere antiracist 

motivations and cynical power moves is often impossible to parse: “Perhaps State Department 

officials argued that race discrimination harmed foreign relations simply because they thought that 

argument would be useful to civil rights reform at home, not because they thought there was any 

substance to it” (Dudziak 81). The potential for cynicism cuts both ways here. 

Trilling takes for granted racial equality, bemoaning the difference that has been erased in the 

interest of state power. She no longer believes in the reality of social outsiders, though she is 

nostalgic for them. The beats fail at being racially different just like everyone else. For Trilling, the 

public sphere does not have room or need for identity. The most interesting, though misguided, 

aspect of the beats for Trilling is what she reads as a failed attempt to mimic racial outsiderness. 

Trilling connects the beats’ will to act as marginal social figures to childishness, as this desire “to be 

taken out of it all.” She is not celebrating their refusal of the flattening of difference. Because there 

are no outsiders for Trilling, the beats are only different in their feigned marginalization. In the late 

1950s, nonwhite subjects now have access to the white public sphere, according to Trilling, because 

their nonwhite qualities have been erased. Her criticism of the beats betrays her reluctant belief in a 

post-racial society. Either the beats are too incompetent to be part of this imagined public sphere, 
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and are therefore losers, or they don’t want to be part of it, which is futile. Their lack of maturity is a 

pathetic identity marker, and they therefore fail at properly participating in sociality. 

The beats themselves notoriously identified with communities of color and other 

marginalized groups, from Allen Ginsberg’s well-known hipsters “dragging themselves through the 

negro streets at dawn looking for an angry fix” (Ginsberg 134) in “Howl” (1956) to Kerouac 

famously writing in On the Road (1957), 

At lilac evening I walked with every muscle aching among the lights of 27th and Welton in 

the Denver colored section, wishing I were a Negro, feeling that the best the white world 

had offered was not enough ecstasy for me, not enough life, joy, kicks, darkness, music, not 

enough night. […] I wished I were a Denver Mexican, or even a poor overworked Jap, 

anything but what I was so drearily, a “white man” disillusioned. (On the Road 180) 

The narrator Sal Paradise’s misrecognition of these “others” is certainly palpable. He believes that 

they get more out of life, that they get more kicks, as a result of their marginalization. It also evokes 

the crisis of identification that the beats experienced and that they embodied, even for some of their 

critics. The beats’ anxious identification with nonwhite subjects and their ambivalence about their 

whiteness has import beyond being a mere gesture of shallow hipsterism. The hipster culture of the 

1950s is a time “when,” as Michael Szalay has put it, “anxious white men sought and found in black 

subcultures a means of negotiating the conflicted ideological and organizational imperatives of 

postwar liberalism” (Szalay 8). Those are in many ways the same imperatives that worried many 

postwar intellectuals (mass culture, the feminization of labor, and identity politics), and for those 

intellectuals the beatnik often embodied those anxieties. Compared to midcentury intellectual 

liberalism, the beats’ rebellion was much more ambivalent about mass culture and about identity, 

especially racial identity.  

I want to take seriously the attempt by white hipsters to found an identity politics in social 

marginalization and particularly in blackness, however shortsighted and ultimately racist their 
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attempts may be. This is, in part, because although we may think we recognize racism when we see 

it, we still can learn much from understanding racism’s complicated contours and its troubled 

navigation of desire, especially when understood within a particular historical context. Sharon 

Patricia Holland claims that racism in general operates via two “sets of relation” in a “project of 

belonging.” A “real, biological connection” of blood relation and a  

Second set of relations [that] is the result of the work of identifying with others, a belonging 

usually imposed by a community or by one’s own choice. Given the slipperiness of identity, 

identifying with others can be a fictitious and fantastic undertaking. Fantasy, of course, can 

oscillate between delusion and creative hope. (Holland 3-4) 

White hipsters’ identification with blackness, a fantasy that oscillates between delusion and creative 

hope, problematizes the second set of racist relations in that while the hipster’s identification is on 

the one hand a simple cooptation of black culture that works to provide false security for white 

anxiety, it is at the same time, and more significantly, the beginning of an implicit distrust of white 

supremacist cultural logic in its denial of ideological beliefs about white purity and its refusal of 

notions of political belonging that necessitate racial divisions. In the 1950s, there is simply no space 

for white hipsters between a cooptation of black culture and a revaluation of values against white 

supremacy. Their position therefore becomes contradictory and problematic, however necessary it 

proves to be in the problematizing of white supremacist logic. 

James Wechsler vs. Jack Kerouac 

 In 1958, New York liberal journalist and prominent Old Left figure James Wechsler 

participated in a symposium at Hunter College along with Kingsley Amis, Ashley Montagu, and beat 

generation writer Jack Kerouac. The spat that ensued between Kerouac and Wechsler struck the 

latter as so significant that he opens his 1960 book Reflections of an Angry Middle-Aged Editor with a 

description of the event. This book in part examines the anxieties that the beats brought to the 

surface in contemporary intellectuals, but rather than dismissing the beats as culturally insignificant, 
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Wechsler sees them as a nihilistic threat to American society. During the exchange, Kerouac 

interrogates Wechsler [all parentheticals are by Wechsler]: 

Kerouac: … James Wechsler. Who’s James Wechsler? Right over there. James Wechsler, you 

believe in the destruction of America, don’t you? 

Wechsler: No. (The transcript added “laughter.”)  

Kerouac: What do you believe in, come here, come here and tell me what you believe in…You 

told me what you don’t believe in. I want to know what you do believe in. (Cries from the 

audience: “That’s right.”) This is a university, we’ve got to learn…I believe in love, I vote for 

love (applause). 

It was rather difficult to avoid a pretentious reply: 

Wechsler: I believe in the capacity of the human intelligence to create a world in which there is 

love, compassion, justice and freedom. I believe in fighting for that kind of world. I think 

what you are doing is to try to destroy anybody’s instinct to care about this world. (7) 

For Wechsler, Kerouac’s attitudes are not just nonsensical and apolitical, but nihilistic and 

destructive. Wechsler believes the beats are a symptom of a sick society, not a resistance to it. What 

is it, exactly, that so disturbs Wechsler about Kerouac? For the most part, Wechsler is offended by 

the obliqueness of Kerouac’s speech, writing, 

There were times when he sounded like a jaded traveling salesman telling obscene bedtime 

stories to the young; there were others when the melancholy of his cadences achieved a 

mildly hypnotic effect, so that one listened to it as if hearing an obscure but appealing 

fragment of music. There were also many intervals that can only be described as gibberish. 

(6) 

The fact that the beats don’t have a clear political program may seem an odd point of contention, 

but Wechsler’s 1930s Old Left generation was much more invested in clear political programs, even 

in their art. As a member of the Old Left, Wechsler values politically programmatic thinking, and 

Kerouac’s anarchic nonsense tests his patience. Wechsler quotes Kerouac’s poem about Harpo Marx 

as evidence of Kerouac’s lack of clarity:  

 Harpo, I’ll always love you. 
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 Oh, Harpo, when did you seem like an angel the 

  last and played the gray harp of gold? 

 When did you steal the silverware and buckspray 

  the guests? 

 When did you chase your last blond across a 

  millionaire’s lawn with a bait hook on a 

  line protruding from your bicycle? 

 Oh, when last you powderpuffed your white flower 

  face with a fish barrel cover? 

 Harpo, who is that lion I saw you with? . . . . (6) 

About this work Wechsler writes, “I find little rhyme or reason in these observations” (6). While he 

may be in part critiquing the lack of form in the poem, Wechsler also seems to miss the point that a 

poem is not merely a set of “observations.” The clownish, stupid, anarchic, pop culture “Marx” of 

this poem might be likened to the figure of the beat, at least as seen by the intellectual establishment 

among whom Kerouac finds himself at Hunter College. There is an ambivalent nostalgia in the 

poem for the 1930s, encapsulated in the figure of Harpo, for a Hollywood dream version of wealth 

and fullness (in gold, silverware, the millionaire’s lawn) amid the realities of economic deprivation. 

The last line, a possible double reference to the 1939 film At the Circus and to Yeats’s “The Second 

Coming,” seems especially ominous and foreboding, gesturing again toward the destructive and 

libidinal force of Harpo. The poem articulates the beat generation’s “Harpo Marxism” (Wechsler’s 

term), which stands in ambivalent relation to the Old Left of the New Deal era.  

Kerouac’s poem later appeared in Playboy a month after “The Origins of the Beat 

Generation,” an article he wrote “based on his speech” at Hunter College, appeared in the same 

magazine. In “The Origins of the Beat Generation,” Kerouac further emphasizes the commonality 

between 1930s popular culture and beatness, writing,  

It goes back to those crazy days before World War II when teenagers drank beer on Friday 

nights at Lake ballrooms and worked off their hangovers playing baseball on Saturday 
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afternoons…. It goes back to the completely senseless babble of the Three Stooges, the 

ravings of the Marx Brothers (the tenderness of Angel Harpo at harp, too). (“Origins” 32) 

Kerouac nostalgically goes on to list dozens of pop culture figures and icons from the 1930s whom 

he believes are part of the tradition the beat generation represents. “This America,” Kerouac writes,  

was invested with wild selfbelieving individuality and this had begun to disappear around the 

end of World War II with so many great guys dead (I can think of half a dozen from my 

own boyhood groups) when suddenly it began to emerge again, the hipsters began to appear 

gliding around saying “Crazy, man.” (“Origins” 32) 

The 1940s is an interruption of the cultural tradition of beatness that for Kerouac was represented in 

what he calls the “nightlong confessions full of hope that had become illicit and repressed by War” 

(“Origins” 42). Kerouac’s nostalgia for a time before WWII and the horrors that war presented 

manifests in a romantic desire for hope. Kerouac and Wechsler have totally opposite views on the 

political capability of the 1950s: Kerouac’s negativity is directed against “clear-sighted,” liberal 

political programs, while his positive hope is in the social possibilities of diffuse romanticism; 

Wechsler’s negativity is directed against that romantic anarchism, and his positive hope lies in the 

political skepticism of postwar liberalism. They share a nostalgia for the 1930s, but Kerouac’s is in 

the pop culture of that era, whilst Wechsler bemoans the postwar loss of the practical political drive 

that animated the Old Left. 

Wechsler, who came of age during the New Deal, recognizes that political hope is out of 

step with the younger culture who came to see Kerouac speak and who respond negatively to 

Wechsler’s critique: “I felt both very young and very old: young, in the sense that it seemed to me I 

found life less overwhelming than Kerouac did, and old because I knew I could not offer any 

simplicities comparable to his platform of raucous hedonism” (13). Wechsler presciently sees a break 

between 1950s liberalism and what will become the New Left, a non-liberal, non-communist 

political movement of young people in the 1960s who see little distinction between what Wechsler 

terms “raucous hedonism” and radical social freedom. Of course, the New Left’s political platform 
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is hardly reducible to lifestyle fetishization, but Wechsler’s distaste for the beats indicates a 

generational gap between his age and the youth—a gap that is being filled, in part, by Kerouac and 

the hipster counterculture. In this sense, Kerouac and the beats are an intermediary step between 

Wechsler’s generation and the New Left. As New Left figure Todd Gitlin writes, “As things turned 

out, Wechsler was absolutely right to be dismayed by his generation’s ‘failure to communicate with 

the new generation,’ and to wonder about the fragility of what was being communicated” (Gitlin 58). 

This counterculture would eventually change into the rebellious face of the New Left, as Leerom 

Medovoi writes: “Even as anticommunist ideology authorized the suppression of an Old Left rooted 

in radical class politics, the rise of a New Left, animated by identity politics, was actually abetted by a 

different face of the Cold War imaginary that envisioned the young American rebel as guarantor of 

the nation’s antiauthoritarian democratic character” (Medovoi 3). Beat culture, by emphasizing 

individuality and nonconformist attitudes, formed the blueprint for what would later be recognized 

as “identity politics:” “The rhetoric of politicized identity hinges on proclaiming the subject’s 

triumphant self-transformation as it detaches itself agonistically from the coerced expectations of 

‘society,’ ‘America,’ or one’s ‘elders’” (Medovoi 5). The beat insistence on the centrality of authentic 

personal experience helped to form a psycho-mythological impetus for New Left identity. The 

cultural impact of the beats upon the New Left has for some time been widely acknowledged: “By 

the 1990s, the line from 1950s Beats to 1960s hippies had long been accepted as conventional 

wisdom” (Raskin 43). Wechsler was prescient in recognizing the youthful appeal of the beats but 

perhaps misinterpreted the vatic political potential of the radical individuality expressed by Kerouac, 

a rebellious individualism that would in many ways become the foundation for U.S. cultural politics 

afterward. For liberal intellectuals at the time, identity was beside political identification. In contrast, 

identity was central in radical political movements after the 1950s, from the Black Power movement 

to the Women’s Movement to Gay Liberation. Certain liberals such as Wechsler were able to foresee 
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the genealogical foundation for identity politics in the beat generation and responded critically and 

negatively to that valorization of difference. 

In “The Origins of the Beat Generation,” Kerouac rails against the accusations from 

Wechsler and others that the beats are immoral, apolitical, and nihilistic. His reaction—though 

Kerouac himself was quite conservative, politically—reveals a sincere, almost utopian belief in social 

progress that would later be taken up in the style of the New Left: 

Woe unto those who think that the Beat Generation means crime, delinquency, immorality, 

amorality…woe unto those who attack it on the grounds that they simply don’t understand 

history and the yearning of human souls…woe unto those who don’t realize that America 

must, will, is, changing now, for the better I say. Woe unto those who believe in the atom 

bomb, who believe in hating mothers and fathers, who deny the most important of the Ten 

Commandments, woe unto those (though) who don’t believe in the unbelievable sweetness 

of sex love, woe unto those who are the standard bearers of death, woe unto those who 

believe in conflict and horror and violence and fill our books and screens and livingrooms 

with all that crap, woe in fact unto those who make evil movies about the Beat Generation 

where innocent housewives are raped by beatniks! Woe unto those who are the real dreary 

sinners that even God finds room to forgive…woe unto those who spit on the Beat 

Generation, the wind’ll blow it back. (“Origins” 79) 

Kerouac’s prediction about the changing winds of American political sentiment was prescient, and 

the beat generation was perhaps the first clue that postwar liberalism was simply unable to attract the 

younger generation. While for Kerouac (at least in 1959), the potential of the younger generation 

was pointing toward political progress, for many liberal intellectuals that generation was dooming 

American society to degeneration.    

Norman Podhoretz, guardian of civilization 

More than any other critic of the era, Norman Podhoretz makes most clear the paranoid 

association between the beats and adolescence, or between the hipster and the juvenile delinquent: 

“What juvenile delinquency is to life, the San Francisco writers are to literature” (“Where” 150). The 
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beats, according to Podhoretz, represent all reviled, abject, and abhorrent identities: “They have 

been advertised as the spokesmen for all the hipsters, all the junkies and all the juvenile delinquents 

in America—as though it were some kind of special virtue to speak for a vicious tendency” 

(“Where” 148). Podhoretz, a former classmate of Ginsberg’s, makes most obvious to us the ways in 

which intellectuals sublimated their anxieties about particular subjects through their antagonism 

toward the beats. Crime, delinquency, drug addiction, gang violence—these are also all traits 

typically associated in the racist imaginary with nonwhite subjects. Podhoretz’s belief that there is a 

sort of barbarism inherent in the beat sensibility also feels eerily similar to racist ideology in that 

ideology’s belief in nonwhite inferiority and the threat of racial degeneration. Like Trilling, 

Podhoretz sees the beats as affecting an identity that is opposed to white sociality. While for Trilling 

this affectation is futile and false, for Podhoretz it makes the beats dangerous. Podhoretz’s anxieties 

are most clearly and hyperbolically expressed in a particularly polemical article for Esquire in which 

he writes, “In America, we are witnessing a revolt of all the forces hostile to civilization itself—a 

movement of brute stupidity and know-nothingism that is trying to take over the country from a 

middle class which is supposed to be the guardian of civilization” (“Where”). Podhoretz codes his 

dislike of the beats in tropes associated with racist discourse: brute stupidity; a revolt, an invasion, 

taking over from the “guardians” of civilization. Like Wechsler, Podhoretz sees the beats as 

ambassadors of mass culture’s deterioration of society, but the conservative Podhoretz more overtly 

associates the rise of mass culture with a racial degrading of civilization. 

Why might Podhoretz target the beats in distinctly racist terms? The beats became a far 

more expansive, complex and dangerous figure in the intellectual imaginary than they themselves 

ever actually were, and for some, this figure was inevitably coded in racial terms. As Robert Brustein 

writes in his 1958 article “The Cult of Unthink” in the highbrow literary magazine Horizon (a 

magazine covertly funded and directed by the CIA), “The mixed aggression and passivity of the 
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hipster literati are an index of the adolescent quality of their rebellion” (Brustein 53). The beat, in a 

strange contradiction, is troped both as immature child and as violent aggressor, or degenerated and 

barbaric. This is often the double-bind in racist discourse regarding black men, who are vacillatingly 

troped as know-nothing child and as animalistic hypermasculine threat—the “ingratiating, grinning 

Negro” and the sexual terroristic threat of miscegenation (Fanon 53). Brustein writes, “Early this 

year, a rock-‘n-roll jamboree at Boston led to riots, and it is clear that the Beat Generation hero, like 

certain rock-‘n-roll singers, reflects anarchic impulses in the young” (Brustein 56). Brustein is 

referring to the “Alan Freed Riots” of May 3rd, 1958—an event that most likely never actually took 

place. While legendary black musician Chuck Berry performed for Boston disc jockey Alan Reed’s 

“Big Beat Show” at the Boston Arena, teenage fans refused to stay seated and danced in the aisles, 

leading police to harass the teens until violence erupted in the arena and allegedly spilled out onto 

the streets of Boston, though only two people were arrested and no property was reported damaged 

or stolen. Nevertheless, local newspapers reported “stabbings, sluggings, robberies, and rapes” in the 

surrounding “rough” part of town (“Rock ‘N Roll Banned”). For Brustein and similar critics, the 

beats were the symptom of racial mixing that they imagined as potentially dangerous. For these 

critics, those who possess an identity, or are not part of the white, bourgeois public sphere, are 

unable or (in the beats’ case) unwilling to participate in the public sphere. The hysteria constructed 

around rock and roll, its supposed violent tendency, and its influence on white youth are not so 

different from the paranoia about the beat generation. Like some early white rock and roll singers, 

the beats have an involved and complicated history of identification with black men, and a knotty 

association with black culture. This may account for how the beats become a logical figure for 

repressed antiblack racism. Crucially, however, hipsters’ own identification with and desire for 

blackness is not entirely recuperable toward an antiracist politics, as will be explored in the next 

section. 
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* * * 

The white hipster manifests 
 
 Though he is not typically regarded as a beat generation author, Norman Mailer’s “The 

White Negro” (1957) is the most salient example of 1950s white hipsterism’s troubled cooptation of, 

exoticization of, and identification with black culture. At the same time, it is an immediate affront to 

liberal intellectuals because it reduces the “complexity” that 1950s liberals see in the culture to a 

simple and stark divide between hipster and square: 

One is Hip or one is Square (the alternative which each new generation coming into 

American life is beginning to feel), one is a rebel or one conforms, one is a frontiersman in 

the Wild West of American night life, or else a Square cell, trapped in the totalitarian tissues 

of American society, doomed willy-nilly to conform if one is to succeed. (Mailer 339) 

In typical fashion, Mailer contradicts himself on this stark contrasting of types, writing later—in 

“Hipster and Beatnik: A Footnote to ‘The White Negro’”—that there is a difference as well between 

the hipster and the beatnik (all of it having something to do with sexual potency) and even that 

“there are also hipniks and beatsters” (Mailer 375). Classificatory minutia aside, what “The White 

Negro” did to truly disturb the intellectual establishment was to voice the proposition that American 

society was inherently violent and dualistic in its sociopolitical structure, that things really were that 

black and white, and that the hipster (the white cooptation of the black man’s abject social position) 

was simply commandeering the violence of that relation as a race traitor. There is no narrative of 

progress in “The White Negro” and there is no solution other than apocalypse. It is a theory of daily 

war being waged between hipster and square: 

What the liberal cannot bear to admit is the hatred beneath the skin of a society so unjust 

that the amount of collective violence buried in the people is perhaps incapable of being 

contained, and therefore if one wants a better world one does well to hold one’s breath, for a 

worse world is bound to come first. (Mailer 357)  
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The delicate and universal public sphere that many liberals imagined was the reality of postwar 

American life—as the antithesis of ideological, “totalitarian” life in fascist and communist nations—

is completely negated in “The White Negro.” There is good versus evil, and establishment white 

liberals are on the side of evil. If Mailer endorses any sociality, it is a post-apocalyptic one, as he 

writes, “The dilemma may well be this: given such hatred, it must either vent itself nihilistically or 

become turned into the cold murderous liquidations of the totalitarian state” (Mailer 357). The only 

alternative to “totalitarian” genocidal destruction, according to Mailer, is “democratic” nihilistic 

anarchism. 

For Mailer, racial marginalization is a commodity that can be purchased at the price of one’s 

social normativity. One drops out of the public sphere in order to join the hip subculture, and 

thereby receives all the loss associated with being black. Mailer does not distinguish between social 

death and nonconformity, and while the two sometimes can coexist in the same subject, there is an 

important difference and it is one that often hinges on racialization. “The hipster,” according to 

Mailer, “ha[s] absorbed the existential synapses of the Negro, and for practical purposes could be 

considered a white Negro” (Mailer 341). The hipster lives close to the bone, paradoxically more 

attuned to the realities of a public sphere typified, according to Mailer, by its proximity to death. As 

a hipster, one “encourage[s] the psychopath in oneself” (Mailer 339). While Mailer is prescient in 

locating sexual desire as the locus of antiblack racism, he troublingly associates black “potency” or 

orgasm with sexual terrorism and psychopathy, and believes the white Negro has the ability to adopt 

this potency through a sort of derangement of the sensibilities. The black man, in other words, is a 

psychopathic inversion of the white subject for Mailer and hipsterism is horror blackface. Thus 

Michael Szalay writes, 

Trapped between the democratic and the totalitarian, black men face “the simplest of 

alternatives: live a life of constant humility or ever-threatening danger.” Mailer’s whites think 

they too feel the force of these alternatives; they fear the arbitrary violence of their state and 
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as a result believe that they share with blacks an analogous relation to injustice. Uneasily 

conjoining bodies craving transcendence through physical release and bodies under threat, 

Mailer’s hip is a rationale for self-gratification and, at the same time, a goad toward collective 

affiliation. (Szalay 20) 

Szalay zeroes in on the primary error in Mailer’s essay, which is the implication of a false equivalency 

between white hipsters and blacks. Mailer imagines that the marginalization, the fear, the rage, and 

the melancholy that the white hipster feels is very much like or even identical to the social death and 

constant threat that the black subject lives under. This is the problematic suggestion that James 

Baldwin identifies in his 1961 critique of “The White Negro,” “The Black Boy Looks at the White 

Boy”: 

 To become a Negro man […] one had to make oneself up as one went along. This had to 

be done in the not-at-all-metaphorical teeth of the world’s determination to destroy you. […] 

Now, this is true for everyone, but in the case of the Negro, this truth is absolutely naked: if 

he deludes himself about it, he will die. This is not the way this truth presents itself to white 

men, who believe the world is theirs and who, albeit unconsciously, expect the world to help 

them in the achievement of their identity. (Baldwin 279) 

Mailer’s manifesto-like diatribe is an insistence that society take the hipster and his identity seriously, 

something blacks cannot afford to demand or to expect. “The White Negro” is in part symptomatic 

of a culture of white supremacy, in that it discovers ways to cultivate the white hipster’s identity by 

borrowing what Mailer imagines is black subjectivity as a way to shore up the anxiety of white 

masculinity. Many liberal intellectuals also critiqued the cause of this anxiety: the feminization of 

labor and the rise of corporate culture, both of which threatened the patriarchal power of bourgeois 

sociality. Mailer desires an injection of raw vitality into the culture and he adopts the “existential 

synapses” of a hypermasculine caricature of the black man to affect this cultural apocalypse. Baldwin 

emphasizes Mailer’s subjective blindspot when he writes, “There is a difference, though, between 

Norman and myself in that I think he still imagines that he has something to save, whereas I never 

had anything to lose” (Baldwin 270). While this is true—Mailer certainly is using blackness as a way 
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to shore up masculine anxiety—at the same time his valorization of blackness has an oppositional 

stake against white supremacy. As Kobena Mercer puts it, “The white negro was an inverted image 

of otherness, in which attributes devalorized by the dominant culture were simply revalorized or 

hypervalorized as emblems of alienation and outsiderness, a kind of strategic self-othering in relation 

to dominant cultural norms” (Mercer 21). It is often difficult to tease out in “The White Negro” 

where exactly cultural or political alliances end and imitation or minstrelsy begins because it 

“involves a fundamental ambivalence of identifications” (Mercer 21). 

 One black radical who bought into Mailer’s argument was Eldridge Cleaver, who claims 

“The White Negro” is “prophetic and penetrating in its understanding of the psychology involved in 

the accelerating confrontation of black and white in America” (Cleaver 98).  

Mailer described, in that incisive essay, the first important chinks in the “mountain of white 

supremacy”—important because it shows the depth of ferment, on a personal level, in the 

white world. People are feverishly, and at great psychic and social expense, seeking 

fundamental and irrevocable liberation—and, what is more important, are succeeding in escaping—

from the big white lies that compose the monolithic myth of White Supremacy/Black 

Inferiority, in a desperate attempt on the part of a new generation of white Americans to 

enter into the cosmopolitan egalitarian spirit of the twentieth century. (Cleaver 98) 

For Cleaver, “The White Negro” is a sign that white sociality is crumbling. Mailer’s recommendation 

of psychic miscegenation is, for Cleaver, an important element in the destruction of white 

supremacy. It liberates one from the myth of “Black Inferiority” because it exalts blackness as a 

superior consciousness. Cleaver optimistically sees a coming revolution on the horizon, and “The 

White Negro” is one of its signs. The “dynamics of change have prompted the white people of the 

world to re-evaluate their self-image…to disabuse themselves of the Master Race psychology 

developed over centuries of imperial hegemony” (Cleaver 69). Cleaver was “personally insulted” by 

Baldwin’s criticism of “The White Negro,” and viciously went after him in Soul on Ice (1968). It 

becomes clear in Cleaver’s essay on Baldwin from that collection, “Notes on a Native Son,” that 
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what he finds offensive about Baldwin has much to do with Cleaver’s own homophobia. Cleaver 

complains that Rufus Scott, the protagonist of Baldwin’s Another Country (1962), “let a white bisexual 

homosexual fuck him in the ass,” (Cleaver 107) and writes, “Homosexuality is a sickness, just as are 

baby-rape or wanting to become the head of General Motors” (Cleaver 110). I emphasize these 

points not to diminish the value of Cleaver’s respect for Mailer’s essay, but because Cleaver’s 

endorsement of “The White Negro” is intimately connected with his own very personal investment 

in black masculinity and heterosexuality. Mailer’s caricature of the hypermasculine, sexually 

terroristic black man was something Cleaver found appealing, or at least useful in the fight against 

white supremacy.  

 Mailer’s hipster is the subject of square scorn because of his likeness to black men. The 

hipster chooses hipness; the Negro is forced into it. “Hated from outside and therefore hating 

himself, the Negro was forced into the position of exploring all those moral wildernesses of civilized 

life which the Square automatically condemns as delinquent or evil or immature or morbid or self-

destructive or corrupt” (Mailer 348). The hipster and the Negro are part of a “popular front” against 

the square in some sort of lifestyle war that Mailer imagines might lead to a new countersociality 

after the destruction of the present. This supposed lifestyle populist uprising is terrifying to middle 

class liberals, and the blatant equation of the hipster with the black man activates a profound rage. 

The terror is libidinal, as evidenced by Norman Podhoretz when he writes “The Know-Nothing 

Bohemians” (1958) partly in response to Mailer’s article: 

The spirit of hipsterism and the Beat Generation strike me as the same spirit which animates 

the young savages in leather jackets who have been running amuck in the last few years with 

their switch-blades and zip guns. What does Mailer think of those wretched kids, I wonder? 

What does he think of the gang that stoned a nine-year-old boy to death in Central Park in 

broad daylight a few months ago, or the one that set fire to an old man drowsing on a bench 

near the Brooklyn waterfront one summer’s day, or the one that pounced on a crippled child 
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and orgiastically stabbed him over and over and over again even after he was good and dead? 

(Podhoretz 492) 

Podhoretz here demonstrates how establishment intellectuals were downright scared by “The White 

Negro,” and that that fear often surfaced in eerily sexual (i.e. “orgiastic”) terms. The fact that 

Podhoretz demonstrates his fear through a sort of sexualized racial rage further emphasizes that 

Mailer, for all his faults, is surely onto something when he writes, “Everybody who knows the South 

knows that the white man fears the sexual potency of the Negro” (Mailer 332) in an article for The 

Independent that would eventually lead to his writing “The White Negro.” As Anne Anlin Cheng 

writes, “The dominant culture’s relation to the raced other displays an entangled network of 

repulsion and sympathy, fear and desire, repudiation and identification” (Melancholy 12). While Mailer 

is guilty of using sexual stereotypes of black men for his own rhetorical purposes in “The White 

Negro,” he did not originate those stereotypes. Mailer is correct in locating racist hatred in sexual 

desire. As Baldwin writes, “It is still true, alas, that to be an American Negro male is also to be a 

kind of walking phallic symbol: which means that one pays, in one’s own personality, for the sexual 

insecurity of others” (Baldwin 270). William Faulkner responded to Mailer’s Independent article by 

writing, “I have heard this idea [that white men are threatened by what they perceive as black sexual 

potency] expressed several times during the last twenty years, though not before by a man. The 

others were ladies, northern or middle western ladies, usually around 40 or 45 years of age. I don’t 

know what a psychiatrist would find in this” (Mailer 333). Faulkner’s misogynistic suggestion is that 

Mailer’s passive, “old maid,” queer desire for black men motivates his thinking, which sparks Mailer 

(ever the defensive heterosexual) to respond by writing, 

I think it is interesting and attractive that they [the ladies of Faulkner’s acquaintance] 

hold such ideas because I heard “my” ideas expressed in one form or another by a most 

intelligent Negro carwasher in Queens, a mulatto sneak-thief and pimp who was a friend of 

some friends of mine, and lastly by a rather remarkable woman who had been the madam of 
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a whorehouse in South Carolina, had sold dope in Harlem to keep afloat, and somehow 

succeeded in raising her family and passing into a life-loving middle age.  

She was no saint, this woman, she was even downright treacherous upon one 

occasion, but I would tend to trust her sense of Negro-White relations in the South sooner 

than Mr. Faulkner’s. (Mailer 333) 

Mailer’s “authentic” sources are also sexualized racist caricatures, the pimp and the whore, but he 

nevertheless claims to trust the understanding of the abject other in the stark social divide between 

white and black, identifying black individuals as particularly capable of understanding the reality of 

this essentially violent relation. In answer to Faulkner’s white women, Mailer references “authentic” 

black voices. These figures from the underbelly of America understand the violent social reality and 

the psychic processes it produces which liberals usually disavow. On the one hand, Mailer’s belief in 

and fetishization of black subjectivity—and especially the idea that he can occupy it—is undeniably 

racist; but on the other hand it may be read as a nascent critique of white supremacy in that it is a 

critical positioning of black subjectivity in the context of the absence or abjection of blackness in the 

dominant sociality. This was a radical new form of identity politics. As A. Robert Lee writes, 

“Notwithstanding charges of exoticization, Mailer’s heady version of blackness touched a nerve, the 

would-be paradigm for a white countercultural politics of self” (Lee 196). Mailer is attempting to 

explode white sociality in the U.S., and does so by reversing its values through a new politics of self 

founded on an identification with difference. As the title “The White Negro” itself suggests, in 

paradoxically maintaining a “whiteness” in a “Negro” subject, the hipster’s identification with blacks 

is one of irreducible ambivalence. Whiteness is typically a disavowed marker of one’s role in the 

imagined public sphere, but “Negro” identity, or any “identity,” marks one as outside of that sphere. 

If whiteness itself becomes remarked upon, noted, visibilized, then it becomes imbued with difference 

and therefore identity, and this complicates the presumably universal public sphere of (white) 

bourgeois sociality. In this sense, Mailer made visible, and therefore vulnerable, whiteness itself. 
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Jones & Mailer 

When the young LeRoi Jones (later Amiri Baraka) wrote a letter to the Partisan Review 

defending the beats against Podhoretz’s response to “The White Negro” (Baraka later said 

Podhoretz “represented a full of shit point of view” (Autobiography 225)) he seemed, like Mailer, to 

be emphasizing the generative, potent value of violence: 

“Next thing you know,” Mr. Podhoretz says, “he’ll be saying that violence is just fine.” Well, 

that’s just it. Violence is just fine. I don’t mean that someone ought to walk up to Mr. 

Podhoretz and smack him down, but that this generation of writers must resort to violence 

in literature, a kind of violence that has in such a short time begun to shake us out of the 

woeful literary sterility which characterized the ‘40’s. (Partisan 472) 

Though Jones shares Mailer’s belief in the necessity for violence, his letter is devoid of references to 

race and of course Jones does not echo Mailer’s claim that the black subject is necessarily 

psychopathic, though Jones would later, as Amiri Baraka, arguably exploit white fears about black 

violence by publicly calling for a race war and the eradication of all whites. Jones was a kind of 

“fellow traveller” of the hipster. His defense of the beats comes from an identification with white 

hipsters, as Baraka writes in Autobiography of LeRoi Jones: 

I took up with the Beats because that’s what I saw taking off and flying that somewhat 

resembled myself. The open and implied rebellion—of form and content. Aesthetic as well 

as social and political. But I saw most of it as Art, and the social statement as merely our 

lives as dropouts from the mainstream. I could see the young white boys and girls in their 

pronouncement of disillusion with and “removal” from society as being related to the black 

experience. That made us colleagues of the spirit. (Autobiography 230) 

This initial identification with white hipsters is made by way of a shared refusal and reaction as part 

of a united front between blacks and hipsters against the dominating society, though it is an 

identification that ultimately proves shortsighted for Baraka16. Jones at first believes he can develop a 

                                                
16"Jones later cut ties with white literary society, adopted a Black Nationalist ideology, and changed 
his name to Amiri Baraka."
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popular front countersociality along with white hipsters, but he will soon move to endorsing a 

uniquely black countersociality. 

 Jones’s movement away from cross-racial accord and toward Black Power is reflected in a 

television interview on the David Susskind program Open End in 1966, wherein Mailer and Jones 

discuss the state of U.S. race relations. Reiterating his belief in the superior perceptive power of the 

black subject, Mailer states, “I’m certain that the black man can understand the white man better 

[than the white man can understand himself] precisely because the black man has had the 

opportunity to see the worst of us” (Open End). Nevertheless, Mailer claims a special perceptive 

ability on the part of the white man as well, though this claim earns a barbed response from Jones: 

Mailer: There is something that I think, perhaps, you can’t understand that goes on in the 

white man’s heart. And that is that the white man is a divided man, and that the white man is 

divided against himself. 

Jones: How can you say I don’t know that? Because you preach it over the television, you 

preach it in your plays and your books all the time. All I have to do is turn on the television 

and I’ll see that the white man is divided. […] I see the projections of your spirit…the mass 

media. It’s the white man’s life that’s being broadcast. (Open End) 

Jones points out the absorptive power of whiteness, its ability to consume and possess all 

perceptions (even, via a meta-perception, the single perception Mailer claims blacks have a 

monopoly upon). White subjectivity, Jones shows, is omnipresent. He does not believe, however, in 

the absolute dominance of white sociality, which is why he attempts to abandon it and produce a 

new, entirely black countersociality. Jones maneuvers away from “healing” any white/black racial 

divide because that dialogue is necessarily another “projection” of the white man’s spirit and a 

discourse of white sociality. When Susskind, in the first question of the interview, asks Jones 

whether or not he is disenchanted with black/white relations, he answers by dismissing the question 

outright: 
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I don’t think I have to address myself to that problem. I’d rather address myself to black 

people. The idea of some kind of reconnection, as it were, between white and black, that 

doesn’t concern me anymore. If that happens, it happens. I doubt it. (Open End) 

Jones’s response is countersocial in that he refuses to participate in white sociality in the interest of 

another, perhaps future, sociality. For Jones, “The power finally that will cleanse the world…will be 

a black power” (Open End). In the tradition of Black Radicalism, Jones here insists on transforming 

blackness from object into subject of history. Jones adopted an anticynical and direct resistance 

against the white, bourgeois public sphere. 

Dutchman and the limits of interracial discourse 

Jones’s movement from identification with the white Negro in 1958 toward, in 1966, a total 

indifference or opposition against all whites can better be understood by examining his most famous 

work, the 1964 play Dutchman, in which a bourgeois black man is seduced and murdered by a white 

hipster woman. In this work, Jones uses black and white racial caricatures to enact a puppet show of 

racist violence and sexuality. Jones is not interested in post-racial, post-racist fantasies. He rejects 

what he sees as the insidious utopianism of racial harmony, executing instead a tactical pessimism as 

warning from within the terms set by white sociality. 

 As is appropriate for a play concerned with the functioning of stereotypes, the 

characterization in Dutchman plays with the codes of sociality. These codes necessarily work upon 

characters’ appearances and interactions, defining and delimiting the possibilities for individual self-

determination. The protagonist, Clay, a young middleclass black man, dresses in a suit and tie that 

Lula, the white hipster antagonist, mocks:  

Boy, those narrow-shoulder clothes come from a tradition you ought to feel oppressed by. A 

three-button suit. What right do you have to be wearing a three-button suit and striped tie? 

Your grandfather was a slave, he didn’t go to Harvard. (Dutchman 18) 

Lula is consistently reminding Clay of the social meaning of what he takes to be his individuality. 

Craig Werner writes, “Lula dominates Dutchman. She seems to be in control of Clay’s psychic 
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responses—keeping him off balance with a parade of stereotyped images” (Werner 37). No matter 

what he does, Lula reminds Clay that the significance of his actions is always predetermined by 

stereotypes. As Nita Kumar writes, “Lula…. characterizes him as either guilty or fake, with little 

possibility of an authentic existence” (Kumar 277). Clay, by aspiring to be middleclass, in his own 

way attempts to outmaneuver the stereotypical definitions of the young black man—but his attempt 

at out-maneuvering is always-already socially coded. The play consistently reminds its audience that 

if a black man does it, there’s a stereotype for it. Lula “recognizes” Clay immediately, though she has 

never met him. “You’re a well-known type,” she tells him (Dutchman 12). She alternates between 

charging him with inauthenticity for not conforming to racist stereotypes, and charging him with 

self-hating complicity when he does. The most obvious example is that she plainly seduces Clay and 

then accuses him of sexual predation (“I saw you staring through that window down in the vicinity 

of my ass and legs” (Dutchman 7)). However Clay thinks of himself, Lula already has a category for it. 

She manipulates Clay by applying a dizzying social logic to every move he makes and his every 

attempt at self-definition: 

Lula: And who did you think you were? Who do you think you are now? 

Clay: [Laughs as if to make light of the whole trend of the conversation] Well, in college I thought I 

was Baudelaire. But I’ve slowed down since. 

Lula: I bet you never once thought you were a black nigger. [Mock serious, then she howls with 

laughter. Clay is stunned but after initial reaction, he quickly tries to appreciate the humor. Lula almost 

shrieks.] A black Baudelaire. (Dutchman 19) 

Clay here indicates to us that he may not have always been bourgeois, but had bohemian aspirations 

in college. Baudelaire was a hero to beat generation writers because of the shocking and rebellious 

nature of his poetry. Clay has since “slowed down” into an aspiring middleclass role, cynically 

navigating white social restrictions on his movements. Lula, however, immediately reminds him that 

no matter how deftly he navigates conformity, and no matter how inventive his efforts at self-

definition, his social identity will always be determined by white supremacist social logic. As long as 
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he is a member of this society, he will be “recognized” and objectified by it. Clay can never be a true 

member of the public sphere. 

 When Clay finally breaks down and launches into a monologue (one that is typically, and 

troublingly, read as Jones speaking directly through Clay), he attempts to demonstrate his individual 

awareness of the necessarily stereotyped categories he is under as a way to assert some kind of 

power over them. “If I’m a middleclass fake white man…let me be. And let me be in the way I 

want” (Dutchman 34). Clay is a white Negro, a “fake white man” adopting the appearance and 

behaviors of middleclass whites, but is read as inauthentic because of his black skin—much as white 

hipsters are read as inauthentic when they adopt the culture and mannerisms of blacks. While 

Mailer’s white Negro identification with blackness is a way to seize one’s authentic psychopathic 

identity, Clay’s bourgeois aspirations are a way to prevent his own psychopathic degeneration: “I sit 

here, in this buttoned-up suit, to keep myself from cutting all your throats” (Dutchman 34). Jones 

suggests that cynical conformity, the feigned participation in sociality, is an option. Mailer’s 

“psychopathic” adoption of a Negro identity is different than this definition of cynicism because 

white hipster psychopathy is destructive, murderous, and libidinal, whereas cynicism is pragmatic 

and egoistic. Cynicism is a way to maintain the self whereas white hipster psychopathy is a way to 

destroy it. Clay’s revelation of his psychopathy, the betrayal of his ego, leads to his destruction. It is 

only after Clay admits his desire to cut white people’s throats that Lula takes her cue and murders 

him. Once his psychopathic desire is made clear, when his cynical performance is dropped, he 

becomes a victim. It is certainly conceivable that if Clay had gone on living his cynical life as a fake 

white man, he would have lived. The real solution Jones seems to be edging toward, however, is 

destroying black/white sociality completely by way of the murder of whites. Werner writes, 

The irony lies on the surface. Clay recognizes the simple answer to the conflict raging about 

him. He ignores it. Lula heeds it. She kills him. The complexities of Clay’s consciousness, his 

underground insights, his spiritual superiority—all are destroyed by a simple knife, the 
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culmination of what Baraka sees as a very simple racial war in the United States. Lula 

understands the simplicity. Clay does not. The very complexity of his awareness guarantees 

his destruction by rendering him unable to act. (Werner 37) 

For Jones/Baraka, an acceptance of the totalization of white sociality is the first necessary step 

toward the development of a new black countersociality. White sociality itself must be destroyed 

through the murder of white people. Clay, as a fake white man, is a cynical figure. He pretends to be 

what he is not in order to succeed within the limits of white sociality. Though Baraka would 

certainly disagree with the reading, the play does leave open the option of maintaining one’s cynical 

conformity, though it risks inauthenticity. A true black revolutionary must not only accept that racist 

stereotyping is inevitable but that the adoption of black radical social roles (complete with 

“traditional” African garb and other notions of essential authenticity) is a tactical step toward the 

eventual overthrow of white society. Clay’s problem in many ways mirrors Jones’s own in 1964, 

which he would attempt to resolve in the coming years through Black Nationalist activism. Jones 

realized that, as a member of the hipster literati, his bohemian artistic “complexity” would always be 

limited by racist definitions of his work because white people would determine its supposed 

universal value. “Every time a black artist reaches a complex level of awareness, he negates the 

political value of his achievement for the oppressed because the oppressor has equal (or in American 

society, often superior) access to his insight” (Werner 38). Baraka had to simplify his work in order 

to craft the artistic equivalent of a murderous weapon upon white society, one that simultaneously 

carves out a black countersociality. 

 In what may initially seem a paradox, Dutchman was a hit with white audiences and provided 

Jones access to new and profound social capital in the white world. As Baraka later writes,  

There was all kinds of interest and requests and offers and propositions. It was as if the door 

to the American Dream had just swung open, and despite accounts that I was wild and 

crazy, I could look directly inside and there were money bags stacked up high as the eye 

could fly! (Autobiography 276) 
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The play therefore became another object of white absorption and the mastery of black subjectivity. 

While it was by far the most radical and provocative of his works up to that point, Dutchman also 

launched Jones into the public sphere. Partly as a reaction to the white cooptation of his voice, 

Jones/Baraka would in the next decade focus on work not about white/black racial relations, but 

singularly on blackness, which inevitably resulted in his work being relegated to publication in small, 

black-owned presses. Baraka left his white family and social circle in Greenwich Village and moved 

to Harlem to start The Black Arts Repertory/Theatre School because he discovered that 

black/white interraciality was an essentially white discourse. Baraka’s political thought would again 

evolve in the 1970s beyond nationalism and toward a philosophy he called “third world Marxism.” 

Politics, for Baraka, was always a means, never an end. His call for the destruction of the white race 

was one made in the context of a culture of white domination, and should be understood only with 

this context in mind. As Kumar writes, “These gestures of rejection have to be seen primarily as 

ideological and rhetorical strategies for the empowerment of the community. A gesture is capable of 

sustaining a goal only up to a point, beyond which it turns into its own caricature” (Kumar 272). 

Baraka’s politics served a strategic goal, and whether it achieved that goal would require an analysis 

of contemporary U.S. race relations which is outside the scope of the present chapter, but suffice it 

to say that being black in America is today not entirely without its comparable dangers.  

* * * 

Elise Cowen’s cockroaches 

As I’ve already tried to suggest, identity was a central point of contention in postwar 

American culture. Identity was something people thought often about (the term “identity crisis” was 

coined at this time), and anxieties around authenticity were all about identity. For liberal intellectuals, 

the beats were inauthentic because they adopted nonwhite identity markers. The hipster’s own 

obsession with authenticity, with keeping it real, would influence the New Left in the 1960s, which 
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imagined conformist identities as less authentic than their own. The hipster milieu in the postwar era 

was one in which notions of identity and sociality were alternatingly crucial and superfluous. In the 

final section of this chapter, I look at three “case studies” of hipsters whose cynicism offers a “third 

way” out of the sociality/countersociality bind I’ve been detailing, a third way that is neither a plain 

endorsement of the liberal universality of sociality nor a simple development of a rebellious 

nonconformist countersociality. 

During the 1950s decade of “white flight,” with many middleclass white families fleeing to 

the suburbs, the bohemian communities in New York City became sites of concentrated 

interraciality as well as homes for the socially marginalized. Many hipsters, however, had access only 

to poor housing. As historian Dawn Day Biehler writes,  

Many white, middle-class and working-class families soon escaped crumbling homes full of 

roaches as private developers and federal housing agencies invested in a massive expansion 

of suburban housing. Meanwhile, a vast stock of private, urban housing crumbled amid 

disinvestment in the postwar years. (Biehler 97) 

Biehler writes about how cockroach infestations became the norm in this period among private low-

income housing as those buildings deteriorated amid the explosion of public funding for low-

income apartments. Because many hipsters came from middleclass families, or because they were 

often criminals, or because they simply refused to work or to seek a welfare check, most did not 

have access to superior low-income public housing and instead had to rely on private housing and 

more precarious spaces in lieu of access to government assistance. Lesser-known beat writer Elise 

Cowen wrote several poems about the cockroaches that infested her apartments, and about her 

identification with them. Cowen came from an upper middleclass family but had a fraught and 

troubled relationship with her parents (who ultimately destroyed most of her creative work after her 

death). A woman in the male-dominated beat scene, Cowen was doubly marginalized. As Tony 

Trigilio writes, “As a woman within this community, Cowen needed to create a second voice for 
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herself within Beat outsider circles, since her gender destabilized her authority from the outset” 

(Trigilio 124). Cowen’s “authority-as-transgression” took form in an intensely private poetry that she 

never shared nor published during her lifetime. Until Tony Trigilio published her last surviving work 

in 2014, Cowen was known primarily by beat scholars as the typist of Allen Ginsberg’s poem 

“Kaddish,” and for appearing in Joyce Johnson’s memoir Minor Characters. After a failed relationship 

with Ginsberg (who came to terms with his homosexuality while the two were romantically 

involved), followed by some time living in abject poverty, traveling aimlessly between the hip 

communities of San Francisco and New York, and a period spent at Bellevue Hospital for 

psychiatric treatment, Cowen took her own life at the age of 28 by leaping through her parents’ 

locked seven-story window in Washington Heights. Her particular affinity for cockroaches may help 

us to better understand her own cynical position both within the beat community and the wider 

postwar U.S. culture: a position profoundly affected by a sense of alienation, ostracism, and an 

idealistic judgment of the world-as-it-is.  

 In 1960, Cowen had to move out of her apartment at 170 East 2nd Street because it “is 

infested with cockroaches and Cowen is hesitant about killing them” (Cowen 168). She would write 

several surviving, untitled poems about cockroaches, often personifying them in affectionate terms: 

“A cockroach / Crept into / My shoe / He liked that fragrant dark” (14 ll.1-4); “You’ve lost an 

antenna / I treat you / seriously affectionately as a child” (15 ll.24-26). Her ambivalent feelings 

about the cockroaches are alternatingly hesitant, violent, and empathetic, as evidenced in this 

untitled poem: 

 Must I move to get away from killing you 

 And carry to Sutton Place in the back of my mind 

  back to San Francisco ants 

 To get away from you? 

 I know— 
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  I’ll starve a hungry cat 

  And name it Darwin 

 

 Angels 

  If I crawled into your crack in the wall 

  Four clumsy appendages, too dumb to talk 

  What would you & your dynasty do? 

  Tickle me to death under your indifferent feet 

  Teach me to be a makeshift cockroach 

  Live off my flesh & use the bones for cockroach walls 

 

 Cockroaches 

  Prepare 

 I’m coming in (Cowen 56) 

The speaker’s reluctance to kill the roaches nevertheless sounds eerily violent in the poem’s opening 

line. Perhaps the ambivalent resignation evinced has to do with the fact that Cowen’s lover Carol 

Hiller had recently left Cowen and moved to Sutton Place with her aunt. The allusion to natural 

selection in the naming of the cat suggests the brutality of biological hierarchies. Trigilio tells us that 

“Angels” originally read “Cockroaches,” indicating that Cowen especially wanted to stress the saintly 

quality of cockroaches. Beats often troped themselves in saintly terms (“beat,” according to 

Kerouac, refers to “beatitude”) and the speaker’s move from violent animosity to literal 

identification with the cockroaches by the poem’s end signals that there is something righteous in 

living among those at the bottom of the biological hierarchy. Cockroaches embody Cowen’s 

“authority-as-transgression” in her identification with them, since she lived out a refusal of the 

ambition to climb social hierarchies by identifying with hipsters, criminals, addicts, and the insane. 

Just as cockroaches lived invisibly in the walls of run-down New York apartments, Cowen lived 

invisibly along the margins of the New York beat subculture, never sharing her poetry with anyone. 

The hipster’s desire to identify with the lowest in society is reflected in Cowen’s cockroach 
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identification much as it is in Mailer’s white Negro. The hipster consistently identifies with society’s 

refuse. Cowen’s crafting of her secret poems, her love for pests, and her insistence on living in 

poverty even while coming from a middleclass family, indicates that she had little investment in what 

other people might think of her. This is a radical form of self-reliance, and it is a cynical form of 

self-reliance because it does not develop collective bonds with others (other than cockroaches) 

toward some imaginary social good, nor does it happily participate in the public sphere. If Cowen 

wrote poetry not to share with others, then it was evidently for more idealistic reasons. Cynicism 

keeps an eye on the ideal, and compares the real with it. As Benjamin Schreier writes, “If we keep 

ourselves from engaging in political practices because we cynically see politics as a corrupted 

enterprise, for example, it is hard to avoid seeing that cynicism is anchored in an abused 

understanding of what politics should be and how politicians should behave” (Schreier 4). Cowen kept 

herself from engaging in the publishing world because she evidently found that world corrupted in 

some way. The real world was not worth publishing in, though writing was itself something worth 

doing. Cowen’s development of a private corpus of writing and a private authority are significant. 

Though she had no interest in affecting society, she nevertheless found hidden and invisible ways to 

forge her own meaning through personal ideals.  

The other white Negro 

In the postwar hipster culture, individuals were constantly problematizing categorical ideas 

about identity, including racial identity. The “color line” was being crossed in sex, identity, and 

sociality. Beats notoriously, and problematically, borrowed from black popular culture. They also, 

however, socially mixed with nonwhite persons in the broader American social context of 

overwhelming segregation, and this fact should be understood within its proper historical context as 

well. LeRoi Jones, for instance, was a sort of hipster gatekeeper in the culture of bohemian New 

York, editing two influential magazines. He was also married to a white Jewish woman, and carrying 
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on an open affair with the white hipster Diane di Prima. Also during this time, many films and 

popular books dealt with themes of racial passing. As N. Megan Kelley writes, “Representations of 

passing framed postwar anxieties about identity. Despite shifts in how identity was understood, 

lingering beliefs in essential categories remained, especially with regard to race and gender. Passing 

was not simply a social phenomenon, but an epistemological dilemma” (Kelley 4). Just like 

miscegenation, passing was a source of anxiety for a culture obsessed with authenticity because it 

challenged racialist notions of identity founded in pseudo-biological essentialism. Naomi Pabst 

writes, 

Historically, the color line was crossed with more frequency than is generally perceived to be 

the case. And these color-line transgressions have long constituted a site for political 

strategy, a site onto which were projected agendas for social change, visions of ways in which 

rigid racialist thinking and rigid racist infrastructures might be undermined. (Pabst 181) 

Crossing the color line, then, is just one way that hipsters challenged the fixity of identity. While 

racial passing may have in this sense challenged the rigidity of racist infrastructures, it also utilized 

those very structures toward personal, apolitical, and cynical ends. 

Perhaps the most notorious example of racial passing among American hipsters in the 1950s 

is Anatole Broyard, a key figure in postwar Greenwich Village culture and the writer who was “the 

first to discuss the emergence of the hipster in the United States” (Gates 173). While Elise Cowen 

was marginalized among the marginalized, Broyard was “alienated from alienation, an insider among 

outsiders” (Broyard viii). Broyard considered himself a conformist among nonconformists. He was 

born into a Creole African-American family and passed as white throughout most of his adult life. 

His racial heritage was not known to even his children until just before his death in 1990. When 

Broyard left his working-class family home in Brooklyn, he was black; when he arrived among 

hipsters in Greenwich Village, he was white. As Henry Louis Gates, Jr. writes, “He told his sister 

Lorraine that he had resolved to pass so that he could be a writer, rather than a Negro writer” 
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(Gates 177). Broyard eventually gained fame as the daily book reviewer for The New York Times. 

Brent Staples, a black colleague of Broyard’s at the Times, claims, “‘Over all, it made me angry. Here 

was a guy who was, for a long period of time, probably one of the two or three most important 

critical voices on literature in the United States. How could you, actively or passively, have this fact 

[of blackness] hidden?’” (Gates 197). Passing can be read as a form of race betrayal, especially after 

the Civil Rights movement. While passing may have been a mode of survival for some blacks in 

earlier times, certainly after the 1960s a black man passing as white was interpreted as an example of 

cowardice, evidence of one’s internalized racist self-loathing. Broyard saw black identity as 

something constricting, especially with regard to literary reception. As Gates emphasizes, he was 

right: “We give lip service to the idea of the writer who happens to be black, but had anyone, in the 

postwar era, ever seen such a thing?” (Gates 199).  

So here is a man who passed for white because he wanted to be a writer, and he did not 

want to be a Negro writer. It is a crass disjunction, but it is not his crassness or his 

disjunction. His perception was perfectly correct. He would have had to be a Negro writer, 

which was something he did not want to be. In his terms, he did not want to write about 

black love, black passion, black suffering, black joy; he wanted to write about love and 

passion and suffering and joy. (Gates 198-99) 

Broyard recognized the reality of racialization and chose to personally evade it, to go undetected for 

his own individual and professional gain. In this sense, his choice to pass was cynical because it was 

not a choice made in order to resist or to change structures of political domination, but to merely 

live within the terms set by those structures, to manipulate them. 

 Broyard’s posthumously published memoir of his time in Greenwich Village during the late 

1940s and early 1950s, Kafka was the Rage (1993), refrains from any discussion of the author’s race, 

indicating that Broyard had no intention, even late in his career, of revealing the fact that he was 

black. The posthumous racial context of Broyard’s life now alters the meaning of Broyard’s writing 

in such instances as when he explains his identification with white hipsters: 
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They were all the family I had now, all the family I wanted. With them, I could trade in my 

embarrassingly ordinary history for a choice of fictions. I could lead a hypothetical life, 

unencumbered by memory, loyalties, or resentments. The first impulse of adolescence is to 

wish to be an orphan or an amnesiac. Nobody in the Village had a family. We were all 

sprung from our own brows, spontaneously generated the way flies were once thought to 

have originated. (Broyard 29) 

What is so significant for Broyard is the way that the hipster creates an identity out of “a choice of 

fictions.” This choice seems authentic because it is radically individual and subjective. This is a 

radical form of freedom, the freedom to create one’s own identity, but Broyard’s choice to pass as 

white is problematic for many because it is considered inauthentic. “To pass,” Gates writes, “is to 

sin against authenticity, and ‘authenticity’ is among the founding lies of the modern age” (Gates 

198). While Cowen’s choice to live in poverty might be romantically authentic because of her 

identification with social outcasts, Broyard’s identification with the socially privileged, the insiders, 

strikes many as a shrewd and opportunistic scheme.  

 Broyard represents a bridge between hipsters and the intellectual establishment, since he 

wrote about hipster culture for Partisan Review and other “little magazines” run by the liberal 

intelligentsia. In Kafka was the Rage, Broyard describes a meeting at a bar with liberal intellectuals 

Delmore Schwartz, Clement Greenberg, and Dwight Macdonald: 

They were talking about the primitive: Picasso, D.H. Lawrence, and Hemingway; bullfighting 

and boxing. I was a bit uneasy, because my piece [for Partisan Review] was about jazz and the 

attitudes surrounding it, and I didn’t want to be typecast as an aficionado of the primitive. I 

wanted to be a literary man, like them. I felt too primitive myself to be comfortable talking 

about the primitive. (Broyard 110) 

Broyard offered the white literati access to the black world, though he was uncomfortable with this 

relationship since he wanted to dismiss any doubts about his own whiteness. Beneath Broyard’s 

anxiety about being “typecast as an aficionado of the primitive” is both his resistance to being 

perceived as a white Negro and his anxiety about his blackness being discovered by white 
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intellectuals, which would mean that he could not be a “literary man, like them.” Broyard used his 

experience as a black man to his advantage in becoming a white man in liberal intellectual circles. 

Gates explains, “The early pieces, as often as not, were about a subject to which he had privileged 

access: blacks and black culture. Commentary, in his third appearance in its pages, dubbed him an 

‘anatomist of the Negro personality in the white world.’ But was he merely an anthropologist or was 

he a native informant?” (Gates 179). While living in Greenwich Village, Broyard became known as 

an expert on black culture through his articles for little magazines. In this sense, Broyard was the 

liberal intellectuals’ version of the white Negro. 

The shadow of conformity 

  In 1959, actor John Cassavetes began appearing as the title character in NBC’s Johnny 

Staccato, a television drama about a hipster private detective in Greenwich Village. A former jazz 

piano player, Staccato uses his connections in the nightclub scene to solve lurid crimes among New 

York’s hip underground. The show was neither a critical nor a popular success, and in interviews at 

the time Cassavetes admitted his own disappointment in the series, even asking viewers to keep 

tuning in while he attempted to improve it (Carney 87). Cassavetes took the job when he was in dire 

financial straits after completing his first directorial feature Shadows (1959), which was independently 

funded. Cassavetes’ wife Gena Rowlands also gave birth to the couple’s first child in May of that 

same year, practically forcing Cassavetes to take a job offer in a mainstream television series that he 

had little interest in. Cassavetes later became notorious as the “godfather of independent cinema,” 

and his uncompromising films were almost entirely independently financed and shot with his friends 

and family. His first film, Shadows, is about racial passing among New York hipsters. The film was 

promoted as a beatnik movie, and was first screened as a double feature along with Robert Frank’s 

Pull My Daisy (which featured Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Corso). In a sense, Cassavetes the hipster 
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artist had to pass as a mainstream actor in order to fund his independent and uncompromising 

vision.  

Shadows is a fascinating film not merely because of its experimental style but for what it says 

about the dynamics of race in the late 1950s. To read the film this way, as a document of racial 

dynamics, is however to push against Cassavetes’ intentions. He claimed in an interview, “We did 

not mean it to be a film about race…. The NAACP came to us to finance it, but we turned it down. 

We’re not politicians…. Shadows is not offensive to anybody—southerners included—because it has 

no message” (Carney 59). The fact that Shadows “has no message” is what makes it an interesting 

social document because it deals with racial passing in complex and irreducible terms. The lack of 

message does not at all mean that there is a lack of ideas. The film neither denies nor assents to 

racial stereotypes, which allows it to say something far more nuanced about the relations between 

white and black hipsters than a polemical text like “The White Negro,” which is not to say that the 

film does not manifest its own unconscious racism. Cassavetes said in an interview, 

At the time I made Shadows I wished that I was a black man, because it would be something 

so definite and the challenge would be greater than being a white man…. I don’t know about 

other men’s desires but it is my desire to be an underdog, to win on a long shot, to gamble, 

to take chances. (Carney 59) 

Shadows is in part inspired by this romantic longing but the film mostly avoids the error of 

Cassavetes’ white Negro desire by not being concerned with creative expression. The film is instead 

made up of relational situations. Rather than being focused around characters per se, what is central 

to the drama in Shadows is the interaction between races.  

 The film concerns three African-American siblings: Ben (Ben Carruthers) is a hipster 

trumpet player who passes for white; Lelia (Lelia Goldoni) also passes for white, and has an affair 

with a hipster white man who is unaware at the time that she is black; and Hugh (Hugh Hurd), the 

eldest and the only one who does not pass as white, is a struggling nightclub singer and is the moral 
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voice of the story.17 The film is composed of individual vignettes of social interaction rather than a 

singular plot, and these vignettes often revolve around racial dynamics.  

After Lelia loses her virginity to the white hipster Tony (Anthony Ray), she brings him back 

to her apartment and introduces him to her brother Hugh. Upon realizing that Lelia is black, Tony 

becomes disoriented and insists on leaving. Before he can go, he becomes apologetic when Hugh 

tells him, “I don’t want you around hurting my sister. I don’t want you to hurt anything of mine. 

Now go. Just get out!” to which Tony finds a way to assuage his white guilt: “But you remember you 

told me to get out of here!” When Ben, the hipster brother who passes as white, the next morning 

asks what is wrong, Hugh explains: “Look, Bennie. It’s just a problem with the races, that’s all. Like 

I said, Bennie, nothing you’d be interested in.” Tony’s white friend David comes by the next day 

during a party to explain to Lelia, “I feel I’m involved in it. And I just want to tell you that I didn’t 

know at all what he was like,” and then, after assuaging his own guilt, immediately leaves the all-

black party.  

Much of the film’s action depends upon this interracial affair. Tony plainly seduces Lelia and 

after sex with him Lelia says, with the profound and brutal honesty that would become the 

trademark of Cassavetes’ films, “I didn’t know it could be so awful.” She then explains, “I thought 

being with you would be so important, mean so much. That afterwards two people would be as 

close as it’s possible to get. But instead, we’re just two strangers.” This inability to truly connect with 

others is the central theme of the film, and is why it deals well with the reality of social structures, 

which are the only things individuals can really ever seem to come into direct contact with in the 

administered world.  

                                                
17"Lelia Goldoni was in real life Sicilian and not at all black, and Ben Carruthers was one eighth 
black. Because their characters in part emphasize the constructedness of race, it doesn’t seem 
appropriate to criticize Cassavetes for these “inauthentic” casting decisions."
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This is hardly the only instance of disappointment in the film, as the three siblings attempt to 

find meaning in their lives but consistently fail. Hugh finds himself introducing dancing girls at a 

shabby club in Philadelphia in order to make a little cash to help support his unemployed hipster 

brother, and Ben’s disappointment comes in his inability to feel at home as either a black or a white 

man. Ben violently leaves a party after a black woman tells him his “values are all messed up,” and 

walks to a beatnik nightclub while singing to himself, “Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white as 

snow….” What finally brings Ben to an apparent acceptance of his blackness is when his brother 

tells him he loves him. Afterwards, when Tony returns to the apartment again out of white guilt, 

Ben handles it: 

Tony: Will you tell her that I realize now there’s no difference between us. 

Ben: Anything else? 

Tony: She’ll always mean a great deal to me. 

Ben: Anything else? 

Tony: Just tell her that Tony said, “I’m sorry.” 

Ben: There’s no difference between you and Lelia. She means a great deal to you. And you’re 

sorry.  

Tony: Thank you. 

Ben mimics Tony’s speech back to him. Tony is asking him to be an interracial conduit for him in 

order to communicate with Lelia. Tony expects Ben to be his white Negro. Ben acquiesces, but 

since he has recently come to a new acceptance of his blackness, it is just a cynical put-on. As soon 

as Tony is out the door, Ben and Hugh begin to laugh. Tony, for them, is a pathetic joke. They both 

know race is, however socially fated, a farce, and after their reconciliation the two brothers are able 

to understand the guilt of white hipsters as comical.   

 Meanwhile, Lelia attempts to compensate for her damaged sense of self by over-asserting 

her sexual dominance, running into another stubborn set of social codes. Her date with a young 

black man goes none too well after she attempts to belittle him, and he tells Lelia that she just wants 
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to “show off how masculine” she is. She finally surrenders when he recalls Tony to her, who they 

have just had a run-in with: “Look, I don’t know who you think you’re fighting. You know, I saw 

the way he looked at you back there. And I also saw the way he looked at me.” It is then that Lelia 

realizes the painful reality of the social definitions she lives within, both racial and sexual. While 

Lelia comes to terms with her social categorization, Ben and his hipster friends are beaten in a bar 

fight and Ben decides that he is going to be “a normal type guy” and abandon his alternative 

lifestyle. While his white friend is buying a pack of cigarettes, Ben walks off alone into the shadows 

and the film ends.  

Shadows is a film about individuals coming to terms with the dissatisfying society in which 

they live. Ray Carney explains that the characters’ acceptance or lack thereof of their social positions 

was central to the film from early on. The three main actors consulted with one another and 

concluded that, 

In terms of their racial attitudes, it was decided that Hugh had accepted his race, that Ben 

was undecided and attempting to ‘pass’ and that Lelia as the ‘baby’ of the family had been 

‘spoiled rotten’ by her brothers, with the result that she ‘lived in a very special world’ where 

she had never before had to confront racial realities. (Carney 64) 

Eventually, each character realizes that they must accept the limited possibilities of their lives in 

order to lead them as fully and as meaningfully as possible. To live as if you can negate those terms, 

the film tells us, is doomed to failure. In spite of all its aesthetic radicalness, Shadows ultimately is a 

film about the utility and pleasure of conformity.  

 Shadows was promoted as a beat film in order to capitalize on the beat generation vogue in 

the late 1950s. Cassavetes participated in this promotion by claiming that the film had been 

improvised by the actors, which was not exactly true. Cassavetes had complete control over the 

narrative, the characters, and the situations. The actors were often, however, able to choose what 

exact words they would use in their scenes (Carney 66). The original cut of the film, screened in 
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1958, reportedly inspired Robert Frank to make the beat film Pull My Daisy (Carney 79), and hip 

critics like Jonas Mekas responded favorably. Cassavetes, who was unhappy with the film, re-shot 

much of it over the course of the next year and released the new version in late 1959. “Mekas 

attacked the remake in the Village Voice (November 18th, 1959), and later suggested that Cassavetes 

had been forced to re-shoot for commercial reasons and that Shadows had subsequently lost its 

spontaneity” (Sargeant 57). Many of the people involved with the production of Shadows agreed with 

Mekas, “expressing the opinion that the film had been reshot simply to please a distributor” (Carney 

83). Cassavetes claimed the original cut was too concerned with technical aspects of filmmaking and 

that his newer version allowed for the emotional content of the film to take precedent. Because the 

original cut of the film was lost until fairly recently, and its screening is currently restricted because 

of legal issues with Cassavetes’ estate, contemporary scholars cannot determine what exactly the 

differences are between the two versions.  

What is clear, however, is that Cassavetes has an ambivalent relationship to the commercial 

side of filmmaking. In order to find a distributor Cassavetes “pulled out all the stops in his 

interviews,” 

[W]orking the fashionable “improvised” angle for all it was worth (avoiding mentioning that 

the version being screened was largely not improvised), deceptively accounting for the length 

of time it took to finish the film as due to his impoverished actors’ need to interrupt the 

shooting to take other work, and convincing everyone he met that his film was in high 

demand and a deal was about to be struck for a London release. (Carney 94) 

When Cassavetes eventually found a distributor, he rewrote the contracts with his actors so that they 

received far less in royalties than he would. “The division of profits was particularly hard to swallow 

for a group of young, unemployed actors and crew members in that it came from a wealthy, 

successful actor who had just starred in his own television series and didn’t even need the money” 

(Carney 99). Just as the characters in Shadows come to conform to a social system, Cassavetes was 
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compromising (and indeed thriving) in his relations with the film industry. It is not at all clear where 

the authentic renegade “godfather of independent film” ends and where the mainstream actor and 

shrewd businessman that he arguably “passed” as begins. While his choice to betray some of his 

friends on this project is shameful, ultimately Cassavetes’ ambivalent negotiation with the 

Hollywood system helped to form his eventual artistic success, and helped to cement the 

phenomenal success of Shadows. He was eventually able to make his personal films only because he 

knew how to maneuver within the sociality of Hollywood, a compromise that remained 

advantageous to Cassavetes financially and artistically throughout his career. 
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Shirley Jackson’s Practical Magic 

“One of the most terrifying aspects of publishing stories and books is the realization that they are going to be read, and 

read by strangers.” –Shirley Jackson, “Biography of a Story,” 1960 

 Marginalized figures did not have a monopoly on cynicism in the U.S. in the 1950s and 

1960s. While my previous two chapters deal with several queer and countercultural authors, the 

single author I focus on in this chapter was in her lifetime primarily known as a housewife—that 

social identity most typically associated with 1950s conformity and normality. Though many critics 

now recognize Shirley Jackson’s contributions to literary horror (in fiction such as “The Lottery” 

and The Haunting of Hill House), she experienced in her lifetime more popular and financial success as 

an author of semi-autobiographical humor articles about housewifery for women’s magazines that 

were eventually collected in two best-selling books, Life Among the Savages (1953) and Raising Demons 

(1957). While they have been almost totally disregarded in contemporary scholarship on Jackson, 

Jackson’s housewife writings are essential enactments of the cynicism that motivates much of her 

work—as an author whose most popular and commercial texts were written for financial gain and 

even survival, and one whose personal interests outweighed her social or political investments. By 

looking at Jackson’s work in the context of her housewife identity, I develop a more complex 

understanding of midcentury cynicism’s relationship to conformity. The individual’s navigation of 

conformity is in reality much more ambivalent and complicated than often imagined. Rather than 

thinking about conformity as the individual’s endorsement of society and cynicism as the individual’s 

doubt in society, a consideration of Jackson’s position compels us to admit much more ambiguity 

into our understanding of both concepts. Ultimately, thinking about Jackson’s work seriously asks us 

to rethink our categories of the individual and the family. 

In this chapter I examine Jackson’s housewife stories in these two collections before moving 

to a more sustained analysis of her last three novels—The Sundial (1958); The Haunting of Hill House 
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(1959); and We Have Always Lived in the Castle (1962)—in order to tease out the problematic 

relationship between her women’s magazine articles and her literary fiction, by way of the 

pronounced cynicism that motivated the production of her work in more ways than one. As a 

reading of Jackson’s housewife identity might tell us, she may have been resigned to her place, but 

she was not necessarily enthusiastic about it. At the same time, her housewife writings don’t 

necessarily reflect a longing for an alternative world, but rather portray housewifery as a mode that, 

however limited, affords some forms of pleasure. While I spend more time discussing Jackson’s 

gothic horror fiction in this chapter, I do so through the lens provided by firstly considering her 

housewife stories. For example, the plots of all three of her final novels revolve around houses, 

indicating how the absurdity and the terror of the domestic is a prevailing concern in Jackson’s 

work, whether in her housewife writings or her literary horror fiction.  

Cruel pessimism 

The postwar era in the U.S. is often considered a high watermark in consumer culture due to 

post-industrialization, a strong and large American middle class with money to burn, and the 

heightened prevalence of (primarily corporate) mass media forms. While television and film were 

probably the most obviously influential of media in the 1950s and 60s, print magazines (speared on 

by the “golden age” of advertising in the early 1960s) were widely popular and culturally significant. 

While “women’s magazines” had been published for decades, those published in the postwar years 

were especially focused on middleclass housewifery, which in part reflected the move for many 

American families from urban centers to suburbs. “Women’s magazines, targeted to the majority of 

American white women who were indeed housewives,” Joanne Meyerowitz writes, “showed special 

concern with domestic problems. Amidst advertisements for household products and articles on 

food and home decor, the magazines investigated what one article labeled ‘The Plight of the Young 
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Mother’” (Meyerowitz 1470). Because relatively few women were working outside of the home, 

there was a large market for housewives and stay-at-home mothers.  

More than half of the work Shirley Jackson published in magazines and journals in her 

lifetime appeared in popular women’s magazines such as Good Housekeeping, Woman’s Home 

Companion, McCall’s, Ladies Home Journal, Mademoiselle, Charm, Vogue, and Woman’s Day (Hague 91). 

Jackson’s voice was a unique one in this genre because her articles were especially humorous and 

sometimes darkly absurd.  

Although the audience for Jackson’s housewife articles was overwhelmingly female, and 

though she carried on meaningful and sincere correspondence with many of her readers, some 

feminist critics targeted Jackson’s writings during the period for being politically objectionable. 

According to Betty Friedan in her landmark work The Feminine Mystique (1963), Jackson (along with 

other “Housewife Writers”) behaved irresponsibly toward her housewife audience: 

“Laugh,” the Housewife Writers tell the real housewife, “if you are feeling desperate, empty, 

bored, trapped in the bedmaking, chauffeuring and dishwashing details. Isn’t it funny? We’re 

all in the same trap.” Do real housewives then dissipate in laughter their dreams and their 

sense of desperation? Do they think their frustrated abilities and their limited lives are a joke? 

Shirley Jackson makes the beds, loves and laughs at her son—and writes another book. Jean 

Kerr’s plays are produced on Broadway. The joke is not on them. (52-53) 

The premise of Friedan’s accusation was that Jackson’s absurd renderings of domestic scenes 

reinforced gender stereotypes that prevented married women who read her works from pursuing 

their autonomy. Jackson, presumably because she was a successful writer, was not part of this 

pathetic group to whom she wrote. For Friedan, this was plainly politically irresponsible and 

hypocritical: Jackson’s articles helped to prevent women from exercising their power outside the 

home and were antifeminist, even as Jackson herself benefitted from the independence of her own 

career.  
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In Friedan’s view, Jackson’s housewife humor executes for her readers what Lauren Berlant 

calls cruel optimism. The idea that the pleasure housewives take in through Jackson’s stories will in 

any way alleviate them from their bondage as housewives is a doomed hope. “A relation of cruel 

optimism exists when something you desire is actually an obstacle to your flourishing,” Berlant 

writes (Cruel Optimism 1). According to Friedan, the cruelly optimistic affect elicited by Jackson in her 

housewife stories is humor: her readers perhaps believe that this affect will finally be the proper 

relation to housewife agony that makes their labor pleasurable or bearable. By laughing at it, they 

feel like they are overcoming it, when in fact the laughter is part of what maintains the relation. It is 

not going to work, Friedan tells us, and Jackson knows it.  

Friedan’s accusation of hypocrisy seems at first to be well founded if we look at Jackson’s 

letters. Writing in response to her mother’s criticism of her housewife articles, Jackson confesses,  

I quite agree with you about the recent stories. They are written simply for money, and the 

reason they sound so bad is that those magazines won’t buy good ones, but deliberately seek 

out bad stuff because they say their audiences want it. I simply figure that at a thousand 

bucks a story, I can’t afford to try to change the state of popular fiction today. (Hall 141) 

Jackson writes her housewife stories “simply for money,” and takes an apathetic view of “the state 

of popular fiction.” She admits her irresponsibility toward her audience—she is writing “bad 

stuff”—but she takes a bluntly economic view of the situation. Just a few months prior, Jackson 

wrote a letter requesting a small loan from her parents (Hall 137). Her need to make a living in order 

to support her family is her primary motivation for writing women’s humor. This starkly realistic, 

cynical, and practical motivation is one that Friedan reads as hypocritical and destructive. Friedan 

misunderstands the conditions of labor for a writer because she doesn’t seem to allow that writing 

can be labor at all.  

While Jackson’s stories may elicit a cruelly optimistic response in her readers, their 

construction is motivated by a sort of cruel pessimism: Jackson pessimistically believes that she 
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cannot change the world (even of contemporary fiction), and that presumption (or recognition) 

cruelly prevents her from writing work that is more artistically or politically generative. The impetus 

behind Jackson’s housewife stories is not a sense of social responsibility. She at least feels that her 

personal needs outweigh her social responsibility in this case. Berlant’s “cruel optimism” cannot 

account for cynicism, since optimism is an irreducibly positive affect. “Cruel optimism” presumes 

ignorance on the part of its practitioners, and in this way is just another name for hegemony. When 

subordinated actors understand their subject position, and also understand that raging against it is 

most often an exercise in impotence, they are not practicing cruel optimism18.  

Although Friedan believes that Jackson can afford to crack jokes about housewifery because 

she is somehow distant from its labor and is privileged in ways unlike her housewife readers, Jackson 

was in fact the attentive mother of four children who made time to write in between cooking, 

cleaning, raising children, and attending PTA meetings. Furthermore, she was the primary 

breadwinner in her household, and although she had a more personal stake in her literary fiction, she 

made a much better living writing for Good Housekeeping and McCall’s. The intention behind Jackson’s 

housewife stories is cynical in that her interest in earning a living for herself ultimately outweighs her 

concern for any negative social norms her articles may reinforce19. Friedan reads this as socially 

                                                
18"This should not be interpreted to mean that cynicism then is the (post)modern form of ideology 
that thinkers like Sloterdijk or Žižek write about, wherein “we know what we are doing and yet we 
act as if we don’t.” Cynicism is premised on believing that to resist is doomed, and so the cynic is 
not really acting as if they are ignorant as much as they truly believe they have no other choice. 
19"This sort of cynicism is practical. For the ancient Cynics, their total rejection of social norms was 
a way to highlight a disconnect between reality and idealism. Diogenes tells us, while shitting in the 
public square, that norms are arbitrary. They most often have little relation to actual, transcendent 
values. This is not exactly practical—in fact, it is quite the opposite. In the twentieth century, cynics 
most often highlight the disconnect between society and the transcendent ideality by way of affect: it 
is not what they are doing, but how and why. They are practical precisely because social norms are 
arbitrary. While some critics see this sort of cynicism as weaker or less capable than that of 
Diogenes, few would honestly claim that a total personal rejection of norms would actually affect 
social change in the modern era. Modern cynicism’s value lies in its criticism of social institutions 
and norms, not in its capability to overthrow those institutions or to render alternatives.    
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irresponsible. Jackson is, in a sense, throwing her readers under the patriarchal bus. Friedan believes 

that Jackson owes her readers sincerity and honesty, while Jackson sees her readers more as a means 

toward a personal financial end. But Jackson’s irresponsibility is the result of real economic 

influences. Friedan’s mistake is in incorrectly presuming Jackson’s privilege. Jackson literally “can’t 

afford to try to change the state of popular fiction today.”  

Jackson once wrote, “I don’t like housework, but I do it because no one else will” (Hall 105). 

Her role as housewife was one she took on begrudgingly, but it was a practical role with real benefits 

for her family. Everyday domestic concerns of household management and personal income provide 

the impetus for and the central themes of Jackson’s housewife stories. This fact should help to 

emphasize for us a distinction between private and public, or between the family and mass culture. 

The fact that Jackson chooses to turn her experiences of housewife labor into profitable memoirs 

underscores her (sometimes practical, sometimes reluctant) interest in domesticity and household 

management, executing a dialectic between the home and the community that is the prevailing 

theme of all her work. 

Ephemeral fluff 

 Because Jackson is a celebrated writer, Friedan cannot imagine her as a “real housewife.” At 

the other end of this double bind, Jackson was repeatedly disregarded as a serious author due to the 

fact that she was a housewife, and that she wrote about it. Lynette Carpenter writes,  

Traditional male critics could not, in the end, reconcile genre with gender in Jackson’s case; 

unable to understand how a serious writer of gothic fiction could also be, to all outward 

appearances, a typical housewife, much less how she could publish housewife humor in Good 

Housekeeping, they dismissed her. (Carpenter 143) 

As Ruth Franklin notes in her biography of Jackson, male reviewers tended to view her housewife 

books with suspicion. Sterling North wrote in the New York World Telegram,  
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There is no reason, I suppose, why a mother should not write at some length about her four 

children (ages one to ten), about the cat named Shax and the dog named Toby and the 

continuous bedlam in what must be one of America’s most chaotic households. But when 

the mother is a prose stylist of the caliber of Shirley Jackson it is something of a shock to 

read such ephemeral fluff. (Franklin 324) 

The criticism was even more pointed at the New York Post, where the headline was “Cute Kids, but 

Mommy’s Better When She’s Sinister.” In Life Among the Savages, when Jackson is about to give birth 

to her youngest son and the nurse asks her occupation for a form, the two plainly disagree about the 

possible seriousness of the woman writer:  

 “Age?” she asked. “Sex? Occupation?” 

 “Writer,” I said. 

 “Housewife,” she said. 

 “Writer,” I said. 

 “I’ll just put down housewife,” she said. (67-68) 

Jackson was well aware that she was expected to be one or the other, depending on who was asking. 

When Life Among the Savages debuted as a New York Times bestseller (her first), Jackson “gloated” in a 

letter that her husband no longer had a right to complain about her housewife stories (which he saw 

as less serious than her literary fiction, and which he thought kept her from real domestic duties): 

“when i am making three hundred dollars a day just sitting around he can’t open his mouth whatever 

i do” (Franklin 323)20. Her housewife stories might have contributed to reinforcing gender 

stereotypes in the wider culture, but they provided Jackson herself with more personal freedom and 

independence. Rather than forfeit family life for a more radical mode of freedom, Jackson eked out 

her own, more practical freedom in the context of her complicated life. 

 Jackson’s housewife stories are written in a spontaneous, misleadingly haphazard style that at 

first seems to indicate a general lack of editing in contrast to her literary fiction. Paragraphs move to 

                                                
20"The lower-case letters are in the original. Jackson wrote in all lower-case in her personal letters as 
well as in early drafts of her books and stories. 
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new topics without warning and no subject is maintained for more than two or three pages. In this 

sense, this work might appear to be less controlled than Jackson’s literary fiction. In all her work, 

however, Jackson’s prose is written in a breath that is long and unwieldy—made up of clauses piled 

one on top of another, syntactical interruptions, and conjunctions wedged between nouns like 

numbers in a list. Her housewife writings are similarly disorganized stylistically. The first page of Life 

Among the Savages reads like a chaotic waterfall of household accounting:  

Our house is old, and noisy, and full. When we moved into it we had two children and about 

fives thousand books; I expect that when we finally overflow and move out again we will 

have perhaps twenty children and easily half a million books; we also own assorted beds and 

tables and chairs and rocking horses and lamps and doll dresses and ship models and paint 

brushes and literally thousands of socks. (1) 

What might appear to some readers as a lack of formal editorial organization may indicate that 

Jackson spent less time on this work than on her literary fiction (which would make sense in the 

context of her relative lack of interest in housewife stories), but it actually reflects the thematic 

interests of the work: the messy and chaotic nature of domestic management. As Jackson writes in a 

long, single sentence, 

I believe that all women, but especially housewives, tend to think in lists; I have always 

believed, against all opposition, that women think in logical sequence, but it was not until I 

came to empty the pockets of my light summer coat that year that I realized how thoroughly 

the housekeeping mind falls into the list pattern, how basically the idea of series of items, 

following one another docilely, forms the only possible reasonable approach to life if you 

have to live it with a home and a husband and children, none of whom would dream of 

following one another docilely. (Life 77) 

The “ephemeral fluff” of the housewife stories, their investment in the quotidian, is their most 

striking quality. Daily household management is truly everyday: Jackson’s best-laid plans fall away as 

each day brings with it absurd (and entertaining) chaos. Women reviewers tended to be more 

sensitive to these qualities, and saw in them not simply entertainment, but an eerie (if humorous) 
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familiarity. Margaret Parton in the New York Herald Tribune wrote, “It is the very familiarity of the 

material which makes it such pleasant reading—emotional catharsis, no doubt” (Franklin 325). For 

many women readers of these stories, they elicited more catharsis than escapism. Much of the 

voluminous fan mail that Jackson received in response to the stories were from aspiring housewife 

writers who wanted to know how Jackson made time to write in between raising a family (Franklin 

307). What was especially appealing to many of her fans was that Jackson portrayed herself as an 

inept housewife, which “implicitly deflates the expectation that every woman must fulfill that role” 

(Franklin 370). This is part of what reviewer Edmund Fuller called “the humor of frustration” in 

Jackson’s housewife stories: they don’t sentimentalize housewifery—rather, they allow housewife-

readers to recognize the familiar chaos and disappointment in their work in the form of humor. 

 Friedan believes Jackson’s humor encourages her readers to laugh at themselves in order to 

lessen the pain of their labors and thereby normalize conventional gender roles. But immediately in 

Life Among the Savages, the humor is darkly ironic and even critical of traditional domesticity:  

I cannot think of a preferable way of life, except one without children and without books, 

going on soundlessly in an apartment hotel where they do the cleaning for you and send up 

your meals and all you have to do is lie on a couch and—as I say, I cannot think of a 

preferable way of life, but then I have had to make a good many compromises, all told. (1-2) 

Like Bartleby, Jackson would prefer not to. Her comically cynical awareness of the unsatisfactory 

quality of her life does help to make it more bearable, but it does not optimistically evacuate a critical 

capacity to recognize its limitations and its displeasures. There is no way out of housewifery in these 

stories, no obvious subversion of the traditional role of the wife. The fact that housewifery involves 

an unhappy compromise and a surrendering to social norms is not mystified in these texts. It is 

made into comedy, indeed, but it is a dark and cringe-worthy sort of comedy, indicating that Jackson 

is less concerned in perpetuating or buttressing social norms than she is in presenting them 
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authentically, even if humorously. Ultimately, the sustained irony and dark absurdity of these stories 

ensures that they don’t sentimentalize domesticity. 

The malevolent hand 

 The sequel to Savages, Raising Demons, is deliberately titled to highlight the strange dialectic in 

Jackson’s writing life as an author of both gothic horror novels and sardonic housewife memoirs. 

They are not so distinct from one another, though critics have for decades struggled with reconciling 

the two modes, as Ruth Franklin writes: 

It is the enduring question of Shirley Jackson’s career. How could she simultaneously write 

the dark, suspenseful fiction that would define her legacy—“The Lottery,” “The Daemon 

Lover,” The Haunting of Hill House, We Have Always Lived in the Castle—and the warm, funny 

household memoirs that brought her fame and acclaim in the 1950s but have largely been 

forgotten since? (Franklin 304) 

One might argue that Jackson’s housewife writings damaged contemporaneous critical reception of 

her work, particularly with some male critics. The almost complete absence of critical 

acknowledgement of the housewife texts in today’s Jackson scholarship haunts treatment of her 

work. It seems that for some, Jackson’s humorous and light-hearted, family-friendly, arguably 

nonfeminist writings problematize her serious, dark fiction in ways that are ultimately irreconcilable 

to critical evaluation. This betrays a hierarchy of taste among literary scholars, but it is not far from 

Jackson’s own evaluation of this work if we take her at her word in the letters to her parents. From 

Jackson’s claims there, it seems clear that her personal interests outweighed her political 

investments.  

 What those political investments were, exactly, is not always clear. Jackson was not 

particularly vocal about social issues throughout most of her adult life, though she founded a 

magazine with her husband while she was an undergraduate at Syracuse University entitled Spectre, 

after Marx’s “spectre haunting Europe.” “Under the heading “We the Editor,” Shirley and Stanley 
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[Jackson’s husband, Stanley Edgar Hyman] opened each issue with an editorial dedicated to a 

pressing political or social issue” (Franklin 122). The magazine’s “primary political cause was 

discrimination against blacks,” a contentious issue at the time since black students were admitted to 

Syracuse but not allowed to live on campus (Franklin 123). Years later, the couple’s youthful 

interests in Marxism would lead to a secret FBI investigation. While Jackson was writing Life Among 

the Savages, FBI agents interviewed the family’s neighbors about alleged Communist activity (Franklin 

310). It is unlikely that Jackson or Hyman were ever aware of this investigation, though it is probable 

that the atmosphere of suspicion influenced the family’s decision to move after only a year and a 

half in their home in Westport, Connecticut.  

The FBI investigation does not seem to have continued for long, and agents likely 

discovered soon that Jackson and Hyman were in fact typical American middleclass liberals. As 

Jackson puts it in Raising Demons, “Our active participation in the operations of the government had 

been confined, not to put too fine a point on it, to voting” (28). The social bleakness of Jackson’s 

fiction can also be read as a distinctly midcentury liberal sort of skepticism about social democracy. 

Amanda Anderson explains that in the political philosophy of midcentury liberalism, “In place of 

the gap between the invisible hand and the self-interested individual…we find a gap between the 

moral agent and darker sociological tendencies: the malevolent hand” (Anderson 3). The malevolent 

hand is the imagined dangerous will of mass opinion. It is, in the liberal imagination, a persistent 

sociological and psychological barrier to projects of collective betterment (Anderson 3). This 

malevolent hand, for instance, seems to be guiding the village in Jackson’s well-known 1948 story 

“The Lottery,” wherein “everyone subordinated personal feelings to the social demands of the 

ritual” (Hall 175). This ritual, of course, was the town’s violent human sacrifice via stoning. The 

reception of that famous early story seemed at first to legitimize Jackson’s pessimistic doubt about 

people. In 1960 she wrote,  
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It had simply never occurred to me that these millions and millions of people might be so far 

from being uplifted that they would sit down and write me letters I was downright scared to 

open; of the three-hundred-odd letters that I received that summer I can count only thirteen 

that spoke kindly to me, and they were mostly from friends. Even my mother scolded me 

[….] Judging from these letters, people who read stories are gullible, rude, frequently 

illiterate, and horribly afraid of being laughed at. (Hall 127) 

This helps to explain why Jackson justifies writing housewife articles, since she doesn’t think very 

highly of most readers. It is clear, however, that Jackson has a profound compassion and empathy 

for the individual person, if for no other reason than her contempt for and fear of the social horde. 

The critical consensus on Jackson’s fiction has long been that it depicts an essential struggle 

between individual freedom and communal conformism. Richard Pascal writes, “In story after story 

the small town or neighborhood is depicted as a nexus of sanctioned intrigue against whatever is 

individual, different, or alien, and in which the ties that bind may also strangle” (Hall 163). 

According to Angela Hague, Jackson’s fiction “reveal[s] her characters’ reactions to a culture of 

repression, containment, and paranoia” (Hague 74). Jackson herself pithily summed up her work 

near the end of her life as “one long documentation of anxiety” (Hague 76). Her husband, after 

Jackson’s death, wrote that 

Her fierce visions of dissociation and madness, of alienation and withdrawal, of cruelty and 

terror, have been taken to be personal, even neurotic, fantasies. Quite the reverse: they are a 

sensitive and faithful anatomy of our times, fitting symbols for our distressing world of the 

concentration camp and the Bomb. (Magic viii) 

The transition Jackson and Hyman made from young Marxists to middleclass liberals may have had 

more to do with an acute skepticism about progress after the horrors of World War II than anything 

else. As Anderson writes, “The liberalism of the early postwar era was marked by a chastened 

rationalism and a caution against progressive optimism” (101). Jackson is typically read as 

documenting the fear and paranoia of the “Age of Anxiety.” The reason her fiction so often 

portrays conflict between individuals and collectivities undoubtedly has much to do with Cold War 
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anxieties. This was a time when notions of autonomy, freedom, self-determination, and non-

conformity were in constant cultural flux, simultaneously abstracted as American ideals and violated 

by American institutions. 

Many Americans in the 1950s were anxious about security, especially because of the 

perceived fragility of international relations between Communist and western nations and the 

persistent presence of nuclear weapons on both sides. Many government agencies and officials used 

this anxiety as justification for infringements on personal liberty. As the FBI’s investigation of 

Jackson and Hyman should show, U.S. citizens had reason to be paranoid of even their own 

government. Senator Joseph McCarthy’s notorious hearings to rid the U.S. of Communist 

infiltration were powerful proof that individual citizens were now being targeted as potential threats 

to the social whole. McCarthy’s campaign has often been referred to as a witch-hunt, and “The 

Lottery” has sometimes been read as an allegory of McCarthyism. Jackson’s personal interest in 

witchcraft (she owned thousands of books on the occult) is interesting in this context. In 1956 

Jackson was commissioned to write a children’s book on the Salem witch trials, The Witchcraft of 

Salem Village, which often reads as if describing the paranoid political atmosphere of the 1950s: 

“Anyone who defended or sympathized with or said a good word for a witch was automatically 

suspected” (Witchcraft of Salem 11). Most of the book is a straightforward historical account, but in 

response to letters from curious children who read the book, Jackson wrote about the significance 

of Salem Village for modern-day society: 

The people of Salem hanged and tortured their neighbors from a deep conviction that they 

were right to do so. Some of our own deepest convictions may be as false. We might say that 

we have far more to be afraid of today than the people of Salem ever dreamed of, but that 

would not really be true. We have exactly the same thing to be afraid of—the demon in 

men’s minds which prompts hatred and anger and fear, an irrational demon which shows a 

different fact to every generation, but never gives up in his fight to win over the world. 

(Franklin 361) 
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This demon in men’s minds is the permanent guarantor against utopia for Jackson and other 

midcentury liberals. The demon is the malevolent hand, that inborn and persistent danger of mass 

opinion, of collective groupthink spurred on by “hatred and anger and fear.” A moderate, tempered 

society of checks and balances—which guarantees nothing like radical political change or revolution 

can happen—is then necessary in order to counteract this permanent problem in men’s minds. For 

Jackson, this is especially a problem with groups, more so than on an individual level. There are no 

collectivities in her fiction that are justifiable or honorable—all social groups beyond the very 

personal are corrupt and dangerous. The pessimism of this conception, particularly the belief that 

the demon will never give up, is one of the central motivating forces of Jackson’s fiction. And 

though it is perhaps most clearly visible in “The Lottery,” her final three novels activate this 

pessimism in ways more complex and fascinating.  

What is this world? 

 The Sundial (1958) concerns the Halloran family as they come to grips with the revelation 

that they will be the only survivors of an approaching apocalypse. Whether or not this prophecy 

comes true in the end is not clear. Because the book ends just before the supposed end of the world, 

the reader is never quite sure if Aunt Fanny’s visions of her father’s ghost (who communicates the 

apocalyptic knowledge) are in fact real. Though some critics have written that there is no coming 

apocalypse in the novel, and that the family is simply mad, this is a misreading of a narrative that is 

so obviously concerned with appealing to its readers21. We can see ourselves in the Hallorans, no 

matter how eccentric or unpleasant they are, precisely because they are isolated from the rest of the 

                                                
21"John G. Parks, for instance, claims (in rather sexist terms) that “the mad spinster Aunt Fanny” is 
hysterical, and that the Halloran family believes the prophecies out of insane pride as “the chosen 
race” (Parks 23). Parks confuses eccentricity and madness, something Jackson (who consistently 
creates oddball protagonists perceived by society as insane) would not do. The reader is asked to 
identify with the Halloran family not in spite of their oddness but because of it—it allows for a 
stronger and more meaningful connection because it is personal rather than social since the 
Hallorans are not representative of society. 
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world. And because we are dealing with a writer who makes decisions like writing housewife humor 

in order to help her family, regardless of the greater social impact, it is probably safe to assume that 

the authorial sympathy in this novel is with the family and not with society more generally. While 

Jackson’s housewife stories critique housewifery in a sense, they were explicitly written to simply 

appeal to housewives and not to promote any alternatives. Jackson might have her doubts about the 

traditional structure of family life, but her skepticism for society generally outweighs any of those 

concerns. This is partly why, in her personal life, she became more agoraphobic as the years went 

on—the home, if not utopic, was at least preferable to the outside. The family for Jackson (in her 

“family-friendly” housewife articles as well as her horror fiction) is a site of mediation between the 

individual and the malevolent hand of the wider social sphere. This is certainly a fraught site for 

mediation, and never portrayed by Jackson as utopian, but it establishes a social buffer, a sort of 

system of checks and balances, between the individual and society. 

The Halloran family’s sharp distinction from the rest of the world is without doubt. The 

ghostly patriarch, Mr. Halloran, first constructed the Halloran estate in a form that starkly 

demarcated the family’s separateness. “The Halloran land was distinguished from the rest of the 

world by a stone wall, which went completely around the estate, so that all inside the wall was 

Halloran, all outside was not” (7). Because it diverges so certainly from the outside world, the estate 

seems to exist beyond time, or at least outside contemporary social influence. The novel’s title 

indicates the significance of time to the story, as does the apocalyptic theme. The sundial that Mr. 

Halloran has built on the property ambiguously reads “WHAT IS THIS WORLD?” which Mr. 

Halloran “persuaded himself […] was a remark about time” (9). Because of their unique knowledge 

about the end of time, the Hallorans have a greater claim to an authentic understanding of “THIS 

WORLD.” This world, Jackson seems to be implying, is not reducible to human society, but goes 

on—and ends—indifferent to it. If the central question of The Sundial is “What is this world?” then 
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we must understand the extents to which Jackson goes to trouble what exactly the world is in this 

novel.  

In his treatise on “the horror of philosophy,” In the Dust of This Planet, philosopher Eugene 

Thacker distinguishes between three understandings of “the world:” the world-for-us, which “we, as 

human beings, interpret and give meaning to” (4); the world-in-itself, “in some inaccessible, already-

given state, which we then turn into the world-for-us” (5); and the apocalyptic world-without-us, or the 

“subtraction of the human from the world” (5). The world-for-us is society beyond the walls of the 

Halloran estate, the world for humanity, “the other world” which Mr. Halloran instructs “was to be 

plundered ruthlessly for objects of beauty to go in and around Mr. Halloran’s house” (8). The 

Halloran family believes that this world is coming to an end, that it will soon be a world-without-us, 

a nonhuman world in contrast to the Halloran mansion, their private familial revision of the world-

for-us that will remain. Mr. Halloran, who “could think of nothing better to do with his money than 

set up his own world,” builds the estate as an alternative world-for-us that “should contain 

everything” (8). The wider social world will soon be destroyed and so is of little significance. The 

world of the future, the world that the outsider Halloran clan occupies, is their own private world—

one that will outlast society and so has greater worth.  

The Hallorans feel ambivalently flippant and eager for the destruction of the outside world: 

“‘The experiment with humanity is at an end,’ Aunt Fanny said. ‘Splendid,’ Mrs. Halloran said. ‘I was 

getting very tired of all of them’” (40). When Fancy, the youngest of the Halloran family, asks if the 

entire world will be destroyed, Aunt Fanny answers, 

“All of it, dear. It has been a bad and wicked and selfish place, and the beings who 

created it have decided that it will never get any better. So they are going to burn it, the way 

you might burn a toy full of disease germs. Do you remember when you had the measles? 

Your grandmother took your teddy bear and had it put in the incinerator, because it was full 

of germs?” 
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 “I remember,” Fancy said grimly. 

 “Well, that is just what they are going to do with this diseased, filthy old world. Right 

in the incinerator.” (37) 

While some critics simplistically read the Hallorans’ enthusiasm for the apocalypse as a sign of the 

characters’ mental or moral degeneracy, we should bear in mind that sympathy for eccentrics is one 

of the motivating forces in all of Jackson’s work. When the world beyond the Halloran estate is 

described, such as in a summary of newspaper articles, it is hardly in flattering terms:  

A woman in Chicago was arrested for leading a polar bear clipped like a French poodle into 

a large downtown department store. A man in Texas won a divorce from his wife because 

she tore out the last chapter of every mystery story he borrowed from the library. A 

television set in Florida refused to let itself be turned off; until its owners took an axe to it, it 

continued, on or off, presenting inferior music and stale movies and endless, maddening 

advertising, and even under the axe, with its last sigh, it died with the praises of a hair tonic 

on its lips. (179) 

This television is destroyed much like the world of the novel will soon be. Similarly, the world will 

likely engage in inconsequential and stupid spectacle until it is destroyed. The Halloran family 

chooses near the end of the novel to eliminate all media, especially radio, from the mansion. “We 

don’t want to see any of it, and we don’t want to hear about it, either,” Mrs. Halloran says (211). The 

Hallorans are separate from the world because they are not plugged in to mass culture. Jackson’s 

housewife stories are part of mass culture—a source of irresolvable tension for any critic seeking to 

find in Jackson a simplistically damning indictment of and withdrawal from mass culture. Jackson’s 

ambivalent relationship to mass culture, however, is decidedly cynical. She participates in mass 

culture not so much because she believes in its ideologies, but rather because she has something to 

gain (namely, money). Though it in no way harbors a necessarily powerful critique of or resistance to 

the dominant society, cynicism is beyond ideology. 
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After a young woman named Gloria is accepted into their party—Gloria is the only 

character besides Aunt Fanny who has prophetic visions—she describes mass culture in striking 

terms of irreality:  

The world out there, Fancy, that world which is all around on the other side of the wall, it 

isn’t real. It’s real inside here, we’re real, but what is outside is like it’s made of cardboard, or 

plastic, or something. Nothing out there is real. Everything is made out of something else, and 

everything is made to look like something else, and it all comes apart in your hands. The 

people aren’t real, they’re nothing but endless copies of each other, all looking just alike, like 

paper dolls, and they live in houses full of artificial things and eat imitation food [….] [T]he 

people out there have cakes and bread and cookies made out of pretend flour, with all kinds 

of things taken out of it to make it prettier for them to eat, and all kinds of things put in to 

make it easier for them to eat, and they eat meat which has been cooked for them already so 

they won’t have to bother to do anything except heat it up and they read newspapers full of 

nonsense and lies [….] [T]he only real people left any more are the shadows on the television 

screens. (166-67) 

This long speech demonstrates cynicism’s ambivalence: Gloria may be mad, or at least bitter, but her 

indictment of the world is not wholly without cause. Jackson may imagine, in her literary fiction, 

ways to drop out, but in her life she found ways to profit off a mass culture she didn’t necessarily 

wholly endorse. Given Jackson’s love of good cooking, Gloria’s denunciation of convenience foods 

should not be read as the mere senseless ravings of a madwoman. The family doesn’t stop at the 

radio. They also throw out all the books in the mansion’s library in order to make room for more 

practical supplies. They destroy both literally and figuratively the world outside: all that will remain, 

and consequently all that really matters, is the family and their home. Society is to be erased in 

physical reality and in its cultural traditions. 

 The cynicism about society in the novel is not only for those outside the Halloran estate: the 

Hallorans themselves are in many ways unpleasant characters, and even among them there develops 

a political struggle. Mrs. Halloran declares herself, shortly before the apocalypse at a party that the 
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family has planned for the local villagers, as ruler of the next world. She also names Fancy, the 

youngest Halloran, as her successor. On the night the apocalypse is to arrive, Mrs. Halloran is found 

dead. Whether she was murdered is not known, but young Fancy sinisterly takes up her crown and 

places it on her own head. The final line of the book implies that this power struggle will continue 

indefinitely, as Mrs. Halloran’s kept man, Essex, tells the teenage Gloria, “The first thing I will do 

[…] is make you a crown of flowers” (222). Even if the Hallorans are the sole survivors of the 

apocalypse, the novel concludes pessimistically that social problems will inevitably continue as long 

as there is any social system. The family may have been better off as the contrasting private 

alternative to a corrupt society. Though the book distinguishes sharply between the family and the 

rest of the world, the demon in men’s minds is eternal. 

 Jackson’s final three novels, beginning with The Sundial, each take a house as their primary 

setting. In 1957 Jackson told an audience at Syracuse University,  

Prominent in every book I had ever written was a little symbolic set that I think of as a 

heaven-wall-gate arrangement [….] I find a wall surrounding some forbidden, lovely secret, 

and in this wall a gate that cannot be passed [….] What happened, of course, was the end of 

the world. I had set myself up nicely within the wall inside a big strange house I found there, 

locked the gates behind me, and discovered that the only way to stay there with any degree 

of security was to destroy, utterly, everything outside. (Franklin 385) 

The confining insularity of Jackson’s settings requires her characters to refuse and oppose the 

outside world in order to maintain the walled heaven they occupy. This is most literal in The Sundial, 

but it is, as Jackson points out, a common device in most of her work. There is always an opposition 

between the safety and security of the domestic, and the chaotic outside world seeping in. This does 

not mean that there is not ambivalence about family life and the home in her work, but it is clearly 

preferable to enthusiastic participation in mass society, and it acts as a buffer against it. In her 

Syracuse speech, Jackson is describing a narratology of containment: a small, private scene is pitched 

against a massive and threatening outside. We might compare this with the U.S. Cold War policy of 
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containment, which on both the foreign and domestic stage dictated that the threat of Communism 

must be confined. Jackson’s outsider characters, who often have supernatural or psychic powers and 

are therefore doubly similar to victims of a witch-hunt, are inside by virtue of Jackson’s narrative 

focus. Society and normality are outside threats in Jackson’s fiction. In this way she flips the 

ideology of containment. For the U.S. state apparatus, containment was a means to limit, recognize, 

survey, and ultimately eliminate the Communist threat. It was a logic of political mastery and 

domination. In Jackson’s fiction, containment works to lock her characters inside and therefore to 

protect and shield them from a totally threatening world. While containment might be thought of as 

a mode of control, for Jackson it cultivates a private space of freedom. This is the sort of private 

financial freedom that Jackson cultivated for herself and her family by publishing her housewife 

stories. This sense of freedom is limited, in that it does not negate the disadvantages of housewifery, 

but it is preferable to any available alternative that Jackson can see. 

Absolute reality 

 Eleanor Vance, the protagonist of Jackson’s penultimate novel The Haunting of Hill House 

(1959), is pursuing freedom when she enters Hill House. She is escaping from her suffocating and 

dull life with a sister she hates and a brother-in-law she dislikes. Against the protests of both, she 

drives the family car to Hill House and immediately feels at home with the place and the inhabitants 

assembled there by the parapsychologist Dr. Montague, who joins Eleanor along with a young 

psychic named Theodora and a young man set to inherit the house, Luke Sanderson. “During the 

whole underside of her life, ever since her first memory, Eleanor had been waiting for something 

like Hill House” (4). The ambivalent horror of Hill House, at least for Eleanor, is represented in its 

cold familiarity. Her entrance into the interior of the estate is like reoccupying a dead womb. The 

house is inhuman, cold, unwelcoming. At the same time Eleanor feels oddly at home. Her 

conflicting feelings of fear and desire ultimately make it impossible for her to leave Hill House.  
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Eleanor quickly becomes obsessed with each of her co-inhabitants. She is suspicious and 

uncomfortable with Luke, though she develops a crush on him. She first, however, forms a sisterly 

bond with Theodora (“She is lovely, Eleanor thought, turning to look; I wish I were lovely” (33-34)). 

She eventually asks if she can come live with Theodora and is derisively rejected (154). In Jackson’s 

fiction, the character of close interpersonal female relationships is based on mutual admiration, play, 

and fantasy. Many critics have suggested these connections are queer, and the interpretation is 

certainly plausible, though limited in its ability to illuminate the meanings of the text for us. Rarely is 

sexuality expressed overtly between women in Jackson’s work. It may be truer to admit that all close 

same-sex connections have a queerly sexual aspect to them, in fiction as in life. Theodora, however, 

does seem to be troped in lesbian terms. As Laura Miller writes in her introduction to the Penguin 

Classics edition of the novel, “Theo’s sexuality is ambiguous; she lives with a ‘friend’ to whom she is 

not married and whose gender remains coyly unspecified” (xviii). It is uncertain whether Jackson 

was entirely aware of these connotations. She wrote to her friend Howard Nemerov exasperatingly 

after a critic detected “lesbian themes” in one of her novels,  

I am writing about ambivalence but it is an ambivalence of the spirit, or the mind, not the 

sex…. It is not a he or a she but the demon in the mind, and that demon finds guilt where it 

can and uses them and runs mad with laughing when it triumphs; it is the demon which is 

fear…. We are afraid of being someone else and doing the things someone else wants us to 

do and of being taken and used by someone else, some other guilt-ridden conscience that 

lives on and on in our minds, something we build ourselves and never recognize, but this is 

fear, not a named sin. Then it is fear itself, fear of self that I am writing about…fear and guilt 

and their destruction of identity. (Haunting xviii-xix) 

This demon in the mind is not limited to queer guilt, but Jackson’s resistance to the limitations of a 

lesbian reading does not foreclose queer connotations in her work. What this quote reveals is that 

Jackson’s reluctant investment in queerness is focused on the cynical and psychological implications 

of queerness, not sexuality itself.  
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The haunted history of Hill House is indeed rather queer: it was occupied by a never-married 

Miss Crain rumored to be “crossed in love,” “‘although that is said of almost any lady who prefers, 

for whatever reason, to live alone,’” according to Dr. Montague (56). Whatever the reason, Miss 

Crain “took a girl from the village to live with her, as a kind of companion” (56). This girl was to 

inherit the house after Miss Crain’s death, but Miss Crain’s younger sister takes the house since the 

companion’s relationship to Miss Crain could not establish a legal status for ownership. The family 

and the townspeople reject the companion’s claims on the property, and she eventually commits 

suicide in the house before giving it up. This history is so obviously queer that it was excised from 

the film version of the novel produced in 1963. If nothing else, this backstory gives credence to the 

critical notion that The Haunting of Hill House is a novel in part about psychosexual disturbances, and 

it also reflects Jackson’s abiding interest in outsiders and scapegoats. 

 Hill House is both outside and inside, both freedom and imprisonment. This is, in many 

ways, much like housewifery for Jackson. The limitations and dissatisfaction produced in 

housewifery are dissatisfying. Again, however, those dissatisfying conditions are for Jackson 

preferable to anything else she thinks is possible. While Eleanor finds liberation within the walls of 

Hill House, she is also doomed there. The impossible architecture of the place reflects its 

paradoxical nature, likewise reflected in the novel’s famous opening line, “No live organism can 

continue for long to exist sanely under conditions of absolute reality” (1). One might assume that 

“conditions of absolute reality” would be the real world beyond the seemingly otherworldly confines 

of Hill House. But Hill House is absolute reality, not the other way around. The real world is only a 

piecemeal reality, a fantasy people construct because they must be able to live in it. Here, again, 

Jackson is distinguishing between the world-for-us and the world-in-itself or world-without-us. Reality at its 

most fundamental is impossible to conceive, remote from human experience, perhaps mercifully so. 

As Eugene Thacker writes, “The genre of supernatural horror is a privileged site in which this 
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paradoxical thought of the unthinkable takes place” (Thacker 2). The horror genre gives us a way to 

consider the inaccessible. That which is beyond comprehension in the modern era seems to grow at 

an alarming rate. Stanley Edgar Hyman is right that Jackson’s horror is representative of midcentury 

anxieties. Those anxieties often had to do with the fact that the newly globalized world, determined 

for the most part by shadowy and often-secret government programs, by rapid advancements in 

technology, and by unthinkably complex economic systems, was fast becoming incomprehensible. 

Thacker writes,  

In spite of our daily concerns, wants, and desires, it is increasingly difficult to comprehend 

the world in which we live and of which we are a part. To confront this idea is to confront 

an absolute limit to our ability to adequately understand the world at all—an idea that has 

been a central motif of the horror genre for some time. (1) 

Hill House represents this limit on our ability to understand the world that is absolute reality. To 

surrender oneself to this reality is horrifying and ultimately deadly—“No live organism can continue 

for long to exist sanely under conditions of absolute reality.” Only our fortified fantasies keep us 

from going insane. For Jackson, family life was a form of salvation, however dissatisfying it was. To 

consider the outside (mass society), much less to live in it, was an unbearable weight. For Thacker, 

reality terrifies because it refuses understanding, denies control or mastery. For Jackson, society 

terrifies because the demon in men’s minds is omnipresent. In The Haunting of Hill House, by again 

reversing the ideology of containment, the distinction between outside and inside, Jackson is able to 

give imaginary form to the world we cannot understand.  

 Many horror studies scholars have emphasized the role of the uncanny in horror, and this at 

first seems appropriate to an analysis of Jackson’s fiction, especially since her stories so often revolve 

around houses (Freud’s unheimlich literally translates to “un-homely”). Jackson is not writing about 

the return of the repressed in the familiar, as much as she is writing about what is fundamentally 

alien to human experience. Mark Fisher has attempted to move the conversation in horror studies 
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beyond its investment in the uncanny, by defining the weird as “that which does not belong. The weird 

brings to the familiar something which ordinarily lies beyond it, and which cannot be reconciled 

with the “homely” (even as its negation)” (Fisher 10-11). Hill House is not a domestic space; it is 

something totally inhuman and other. The fact that it is “absolute reality” does not contradict this 

assertion—it is precisely what makes it horrific. As Fisher explains further, 

I want to argue that the weird is a particular kind of perturbation. It involves a sensation of 

wrongness: a weird entity or object is so strange that it makes us feel that it should not exist, or 

at least it should not exist here. Yet if the entity or object is here, then the categories which 

we have up until now used to make sense of the world cannot be valid. The weird thing is 

not wrong, after all: it is our conceptions that must be inadequate. (Fisher 15) 

We might think of the weird as the trace of the world-in-itself or the world-without-us. Absolute 

reality, utterly inhuman, takes form in the weird. Thacker asks, “What happens when we as human 

beings confront a world that is radically unhuman, impersonal, and even indifferent to the human?” 

(Thacker 96). The immediate answer, of course, is horror. Confrontation with the weird produces 

horror because it signifies that our understanding of reality is an invalid fantasy.  

According to Paul Hurh, “[L]iterary fear critiques the limits of Enlightenment thought by 

expressing as horror the irrational outside of its bounds” (Hurh 4). Hurh draws a critical distinction 

between horror and terror: 

Horror is…closely associated with outrage in its normative assumptions, the sense that 

something is out of place and that the anomaly must be assimilated or destroyed…. Horror, 

in its symptomatic function, accordingly proceeds from two assumptions: (1) the world is 

fundamentally a good and stable and desirable order, and (2) something has trespassed on 

that world and must be destroyed or assimilated to regain what is threatened. (16) 

Clearly Hill House is not representative of horror in this sense. Jackson’s cynical sensibility is hardly 

normative in its assumptions. Horror, in Hurh’s sense of the term, is akin to a philosophy of 

containment. The literary fear in Hill House is more like what Hurh defines as terror, which 

“operates in a more subconscious register. Rather than the world being known and stable, terror 
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occurs when the world itself becomes out of place” (16). Because Hill House is the architecture of 

absolute reality, The Haunting of Hill House may be considered a terror novel, rather than a horror 

novel. While Hurh’s horror/terror distinction (inherited from the Romantics) serves his critical ends 

generatively, horror as a codified genre quite often elicits fear via terror. In fact, we might consider 

the terror produced by the weird to be the most essential element in twentieth-century American 

literary horror, central to authors from H.P. Lovecraft to Thomas Ligotti. In the work of these 

horror authors, it is not a simplistic outside threat that is frightening and weird, but the nature of 

reality itself.  

“The people of the village have always hated us.” 

 The modern cynical response to an unthinkably complex world would be to reluctantly 

accept it and to barricade, as much as possible, one’s self from its influence. Typically, Jackson’s 

protagonists do just that, finding sanctuary in houses protected from surrounding communities. The 

Haunting of Hill House is unique in that the house is absolute reality, not a sanctuary. In Jackson’s final 

completed novel, We Have Always Lived in the Castle (1962), she returns to the trope of the outsiders 

finding sanctuary. Eighteen-year-old Mary Katherine Blackwood, nicknamed Merricat, narrates the 

novel. First-person narration is rare in Jackson’s fiction. Although Merricat is another of Jackson’s 

eccentric outsider characters, her narration helps to bring the reader empathically close into the 

otherworldly sphere of the Blackwoods.  

Merricat lives with her older sister Constance and the elderly Uncle Julian, and is the only of 

the three who ventures into the village beyond their property. The novel begins when Merricat is in 

the village buying supplies, telling the reader, “The people of the village have always hated us” (4). A 

less generous reader might think this is a strangely pathological character, one with a cynical and 

even homicidal bent (“I wish you were all dead,” Merricat thinks to herself (8)). But these violent 

fantasies, which become more descriptive as the book continues, are very soon made understandable 
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when the villagers begin to taunt and threaten Merricat. It is clear that the Blackwood sisters have 

reason to fear and avoid the villagers. Over the course of several more scenes, we learn that the 

sisters’ parents were poisoned years ago, and that Constance was blamed, though she claimed 

convincingly in court that it was an accident. In fact, we come to learn, Merricat poisoned her family 

by putting arsenic in the sugar as revenge for being sent to bed early. The only visitor the family now 

has is Helen Clarke, who sees the sisters so that she can gossip about them, as is made clear when 

she brings a salaciously curious friend with her. Soon the happily isolated life of the Blackwoods is 

interrupted with a visit from a mysterious cousin Charles, who moves in and immediately takes the 

place of patriarch, even donning their deceased father’s watch and ring.  

Merricat’s fantasies about killing Charles are equally as disturbing as her daydreams about 

stepping over the villagers’ corpses in the general store. Charles, in fact, initially seems a healthy 

influence on the family. He is well-adjusted in comparison to the Blackwood sisters, and his 

romantic attachment to Constance nudges her toward normalcy. Constance tells Merricat, “I never 

realized until lately how wrong I was to let you and Uncle Julian hide here with me. We should have 

faced the world and tried to live normal lives” (82). Charles is the Blackwoods’ guide back out of 

pathology and toward a conventionally healthy life. But Jackson’s sympathy lies with Merricat and 

not with Charles, even before she reveals that he is a conniving thief. That she effectively conveys 

this sympathy and imparts it on readers is a fantastic accomplishment. As Dorothy Parker quipped 

in a contemporary review, “This novel brings back all my faith in terror and death. I can say no 

higher of it” (Franklin 453).  

Constance continues to repent of her failure to adhere to social norms, explaining to 

Merricat, “‘Uncle Julian should have been in a hospital all these years, with good care and nurses to 

watch him. We should have been living like other people. You should…’ She stopped, and waved 

her hands helplessly. ‘You should have boy friends’” (82). The villagers refer to the Blackwood 
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sisters as “old maids,” and their non-heteronormativity is central to their alienation. After all, the 

story is essentially a female Oedipal narrative: what happens when the daughter kills the father and 

destroys patriarchal authority? Merricat accepts Uncle Julian, who survives the poisoning, only 

because he is womanly: symbolically castrated, he is unable to walk after being poisoned, and 

Merricat is always concerned that he is warm beneath his feminine shawl. Merricat immediately 

despises Charles, whose romantic interest in Constance is obvious (though it is actually a cover for 

his coveting of the family fortune). The fact that he begins to wear their father’s things and to sleep 

in their father’s bed only makes it clearer that he has come to take the vacated patriarchal position. 

Merricat, as she repeats throughout the novel, loves Constance, and she must destroy male figures in 

order to keep Constance for herself. Although we might accept that Merricat is mentally unstable, 

our sympathy is with her and Constance throughout the novel. There is no question that Merricat 

and Constance are protagonists: we want them to defeat the villagers and Charles. Merricat 

eventually confronts Charles: “‘You are evil,’ I said to Charles. ‘You are a ghost and a demon’” (92). 

Merricat and Constance are good and the rest of the world is evil. Charles is effectively the ghost of 

their dead father, a demonic male force of control come to disrupt the free existence the sisters 

enjoy without a father. The demon in men’s minds, perhaps, is not quite as pronounced in the minds 

of women. 

Jackson flips the haunted-house narrative in We Have Always Lived in the Castle. Merricat and 

Constance haunt the Blackwood mansion: by the novel’s end, young boys are daring one another to 

approach their porch (146). The world, however, is the malevolent force in the novel, not the 

Blackwood sisters or the house they haunt. After Merricat sets fire to her father’s room, in a final act 

to rid the family of Charles, the villagers arrive not to help the sisters, who have escaped into the 

surrounding woods, but to help destroy the house. Afterward, the sisters re-occupy their ruined, 

half-burned house and barricade themselves in, never to leave again. Ironically, this is a happy 
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ending. The very last line in the novel is when Merricat tells Constance, “We are so happy” (146). 

Jackson’s great skill is in convincing us of the truth of this statement. We end up sympathizing with 

and celebrating two sisters who murdered their parents and will never again leave their house. As 

one contemporary reviewer phrased it, the novel “manages the ironic miracle of convincing the 

reader that a house inhabited by a lunatic, a poisoner and a pyromaniac is a world more rich in 

sympathy, love and subtlety than the real world outside” (Franklin 452-53).  

This is the redeemed version of the backstory from The Haunting of Hill House, which is 

similarly concerned with two women who lock themselves away, choose one another over male 

companionship, and are persecuted because of it. In fact, Jackson wrote Constance and Merricat 

(who was originally named “Jenny”) as sisters in order to dispel a lesbian reading of the novel such 

as the one some critics applied to Hill House: 

i want my jenny in castle to be absolutely secure in her home and her place in the world, so 

much so that she can dispose of her husband [in the final draft, her father] without 

concern…but when jenny’s identity depends entirely upon her thoroughly romantic 

association with constance, then i am tagged again. jenny wants to see the world, with always 

one foot on base at home, constance never wants to leave home. they are again two halves 

of the same person, and must i then suspect that? together they are one identity, safe and 

eventually hidden. do they hide because they are somehow unnatural? am i never to be sure 

of any of my characters? if the alliance between jenny and constance is unholy then my book 

is unholy and i am writing something terrible, in my own terms, because my own identity is 

gone and the word is only something that means something else. (Franklin 441) 

What Jackson resists here—and we should say she denies it rather too vehemently—is not the 

homophobic “unholy” alliance of lesbianism, but the reductivism of a myopic sort of queer 

interpretation that flattens meaningful female relationships into simply sexual ones. Jackson is 

reacting against what Eve Sedgwick calls “paranoid reading,” a practice of critical habits which “may 

have made it less rather than more possible to unpack the local, contingent relations between any 

given piece of knowledge and its narrative/epistemological entailments for the seeker, knower, or 
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teller” (Sedgwick 124). Jackson wants her female relationship to be more than sexual because she 

wants to maintain ambiguity. Like many of the authors in this study, Jackson is opposed to queer 

readings of her work, and there is something undeniably homophobic in this resistance. At the same 

time, Constance and Merricat have a more complex and ambiguous relationship because their 

relationship is not reduced to a sexual one.22 

 In We Have Always Lived in the Castle, the domesticity of a private sanctuary contrasts with the 

intolerance of an exterior world. “Like the alleged witches of Salem Village, Merricat and Constance 

are outsiders, living a nontraditional lifestyle, vulnerable to the ill will spread by gossip—which 

Jackson felt to be her own social status in North Bennington” (Franklin 449). Though her interest in 

outsiders can be tracked through much of Jackson’s work, it perhaps takes on a more biographical 

element in her final completed novel. Jackson felt out of place in the small college town where her 

husband taught. In her last years, Jackson suffered increasingly from agoraphobia. As Lynette 

Carpenter explains, 

We Have Always Lived in the Castle was written during the early years of Jackson’s illness, when 

she found the company of others increasingly difficult to bear and began to withdraw into 

seclusion. She created Mary Katherine Blackwood, a narrator all contemporary reviewers 

labeled mad, shortly before beginning psychiatric treatment for her own anxieties. (Carpenter 

147) 

Jackson’s social anxiety was at times crippling, but Castle’s “happy” ending also indicates that she 

imagined in that isolation a sense of hope, or at least of comfort. The fact that that comfort became 

compulsive for Jackson personally does not delegitimize the cynical qualities in her fiction, her 

defense of and reverence for brazen individuality and intense privacy, and her belief in the limited 

freedom of the domestic sphere.  

                                                
22"This reading itself is informed by contemporary queer theory (Sedgwick not least of all), which is 
not quite as myopic as what we might call “queer theory” in the 1950s and 1960s that Jackson was 
resisting. 
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Magical realism 

 Merricat makes the world of fantasy real, and transforms the world-in-itself into fantasy. 

When she is in the village in Castle’s first scene, she pretends that the real world is a game board: 

I played a game when I did the shopping. I thought about the children’s games where the 

board is marked into little spaces and each player moves according to a throw of the dice; 

there were always dangers, like “lose one turn” and “go back four spaces” and “return to 

Start,” and little helps, like “advance three spaces” and “take an extra turn.” (4-5) 

This game is a way for Merricat to imaginarily escape the “absolute reality” of the village and its 

townspeople. In pretending these people are obstacles, she turns them into mere psychic objects in 

her game of subjectivity. Toward the end of the novel, after their house has been partly destroyed, 

Merricat muses, “Perhaps the village was really a great game board, with the squares neatly marked 

out, and I had been moved past the square which read ‘Fire; return to Start,’ and was now on the last 

few squares, with only one more to go to reach home” (111). It does seem that Merricat wins the 

game by the novel’s end, as she is ensconced in a perfect fantasy world with Constance: “My new 

magical safeguards were the lock on the front door, and the boards over the windows, and the 

barricades along the sides of the house” (145-46). They survive in part because the townspeople 

leave offerings of food on their porch with penitential notes apologizing for the harm they’ve 

caused. By disappearing, the sisters become magical beings to the townspeople, garnering much 

more respect than they could have while living among them. Castle is a story about withdrawal and 

isolation, but also magic—personal will overcoming the limitations of the real world. 

 Jackson begins a 1958 essay about fiction writing, “Experience and Fiction,” with an 

amusing domestic anecdote about her refrigerator: 

I was trying to get the door of our terrible old refrigerator open; it always stuck when the 

weather was wet, and one of the delights of a cold rainy day was opening the refrigerator 

door. My daughter watched me wrestling with it for a minute and then she said that I was 

foolish to bang on the refrigerator door like that; why not use magic to open it? I thought 
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about this. I poured myself another cup of coffee and lighted a cigarette and sat down for a 

while and thought about it; and then decided that she was right. I left the refrigerator where 

it was and went in to my typewriter and wrote a story about not being able to open the 

refrigerator door and getting the children to open it with magic. When a magazine bought 

the story I bought a new refrigerator. That is what I would like to talk about now—the 

practical application of magic, or where do stories come from? (Hall 117) 

The refrigerator story Jackson ended up writing would later be included in Raising Demons. Writing 

for money is Jackson’s practical magic, applying her personal will to the alteration of her domestic 

sphere. It seems that, for Jackson, stories come from a desire to fulfill material and practical needs. 

This helps to explain both her housewife stories and her horror fiction, the latter of which is 

consistently invested in outsider characters and settings that emphasize their separateness. While she 

wrote women’s articles out of transparently economic incentives, her horror fiction is thematically 

focused on the cynical pleasures of the private domestic sphere. The housewife stories pay the bills, 

but the horror fiction philosophically justifies, through generic and aestheticized means, the private 

life financed by those stories. 

 The critical association to be made, then, between Jackson’s two primary authorial modes 

can be formed through a consideration of the cynical impulse in her work. While Jackson’s literary 

reputation is now garnering newfound respect, she was until quite recently misunderstood and 

dismissed by many scholars. Though “The Lottery” had seemingly guaranteed her position in the 

twentieth-century American literary canon, the rest of her work received relatively scant critical 

attention. This has much to do with Jackson’s persona and her personal life, which the housewife 

humor problematizes for critics interested in her serious and dark fiction. As Lynette Carpenter 

explains,    

Perhaps the literary historians would have accepted Jackson had she led the ill-fated life of 

an Edgar Allan Poe. But she did not conform to stereotype. Married to distinguished critic 

Stanley Edgar Hyman, she was, by published accounts, a model mother, hostess, PTA 
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activist, cookie baker, and faculty wife. And if, in the end, she fell victim to severe nervous 

depression, no one considered it madness, since model wives and mothers did not, in those 

days, go mad. How could such a woman write stories about thirteen-year-old suicides, 

human sacrifice rituals, twelve-year-old girls who dispatched their families with arsenic? To 

make matters worse, she called herself a witch. (Carpenter 144) 

Jackson’s legacy has been obscured by the singularity of her persona, the fact that she cannot be 

easily categorized by misogynist critics or by feminists. Jackson’s lack of interest in broad social 

questions, when compared to her interest in the particular and the eccentric, has also damaged 

critical reception of her work, since it makes it difficult to argue for the social value of her writing. 

Of course, her concern for the individual in the midst of the crowd made her an important author 

for the critique of conformity, something many midcentury critics engaged in. This sort of 

relationship between the individual and the community has since been problematized, and no longer 

looks the same to contemporary readers, many of whom are justifiably suspicious of the “grand 

narratives” of individualism that have undeniably served to reinforce the dominance of white, 

straight, cisgender men who continue to serve as the unconscious default identity for the isolated 

individual in the cultural imaginary. Jackson’s work helps us to rethink this category, since her 

isolated individual is more often an eccentric, anxious, physically unattractive, and disturbed young 

girl. The individual is still a useful critical category when not in the service of existing forms of 

political domination, just as the genre of horror is a rich literary type if it is not limited to ideological 

fantasies of containment. Jackson’s work can help us to think through some of these conceptual 

limitations, in order to recuperate ideas for imagining cynical forms of existence—modes of living 

through a complex negotiation with the unsatisfactory world-as-it-is. 
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Plath Fantasia 

“A glamour of fatality hangs over the name of Sylvia Plath, a glamour that has made her a darling of our culture.” –Irving Howe 

In 2004, Sylvia Plath’s daughter Frieda Hughes published for the first time the unexpurgated text of 

her mother’s final book of poetry, Ariel, to wide acclaim. Many reviews (the following are selections 

reprinted in the first pages of the Harper paperback version) welcoming the book praised Hughes in 

particular for her efforts: 

“Frieda Hughes has had the courage to bring her mother back, not as a symbol, but as a 

poet. [Plath’s] poems are here and will have the last word. They remain remarkable…. Ariel: 

The Restored Edition is illuminating.” –New York Review of Books 

“Sometimes it takes a long time for a book to reach its readers in the form the writer 

intended…. Ariel: The Restored Edition does the job, and then some…. Best of all, there’s a 

poignant, level-headed foreword by Frieda Hughes.” –Seattle Times 

“[Frieda] Hughes’s thoughts on her mother’s life and writing offer a calm, tender account of 

a life that has too often been fodder for sensationalist coverage.” –Associated Press (Ariel) 

The reviews seem to indicate that it took much strength and bravery for Frieda Hughes to bring her 

mother’s manuscript to print. In Hughes’s foreword to the collection, it becomes evident that that 

courage was in part necessary because of the perceived vindictiveness of Ariel. Plath’s husband, Ted 

Hughes, had previously published a censored version of the collection shortly after Plath’s suicide. 

Frieda Hughes explains in her foreword to the restored Ariel, “My father left out some of the more 

lacerating poems” (Ariel xvi). She writes that many of the poems in the Ariel manuscript reference 

Plath’s friends and family in offensive terms. “In considering Ariel for publication my father had 

faced a dilemma. He was well aware of the extreme ferocity with which some of my mother’s poems 

dismembered those close to her—her husband, her mother, her father, and my father’s uncle Walter, 

even neighbors and acquaintances” (xv-xvi). A staunch defender of her father Ted Hughes (who has 

long been suspected of physically and emotionally abusing Plath), Frieda Hughes stresses that Plath 

“had a ferocious temper and a jealous streak” (xviii), and that Ariel was an “act of revenge” against 
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the “victim” Ted Hughes (xx). The Plath Estate (run by the Hughes family) has long defended Ted 

Hughes and has particularly attacked feminist interpretations of Plath’s work and life that may be 

unflattering to her husband, oftentimes suing or otherwise preventing feminist scholars from 

publishing work on Plath. These motives—to defend Hughes and to attack feminists—are 

intertwined, something one can see by reading closely the blurbs selected by the publisher for Ariel: 

The Restored Edition that praise Frieda Hughes’s defense of her father: she has reclaimed her mother 

“not as a symbol,” or the feminist icon she had become since the 1970s, and her “level-headed 

foreword” is presumably in contrast to the hysterical ravings of feminist critics who have long been 

critical of Hughes and the management of the Plath Estate.  

Perhaps the most interesting part of all this is that Sylvia Plath has for decades been 

characterized by the Hughes family and the Plath Estate as a thoroughly vicious person. Plath’s work 

has long been believed, by her closest relatives and by many critics, to be distinguished by a fiercely 

concentrated malevolency. Many readers have described her as a “monstrous” writer (Howe 91) 

whose most outstanding characteristic is “not-niceness” (Malcolm 31). According to some, Plath’s 

poetry “indulg[es] in a form of emotional plagiarism” (Boswell 54), and “the moral assumptions 

behind Sylvia Plath’s poetry condemned her to death” (Oates 505). Ted Hughes secreted away many 

of the poems he deemed “more personally aggressive” (Plath, Collected Poems 15) and he destroyed 

much of Plath’s more hostile writing after her suicide. Many friends and family members, after 

Plath’s death, are intensely critical in their judgment of her personality, memorializing her as 

“malicious” (Malcolm 48), “a natural-born appropriator,” a “tiresome and demanding invalid” 

(Stevenson 346) who “never [said] she was sorry for or about anything” (Stevenson 326-27). Plath 

published her only novel under a pseudonym so that her mother wouldn’t read her daughter’s 

offensive caricature of her in the book as a nagging and self-centered weakling. She kept many of the 

poems in Ariel secret from her husband because of their vengeful and vindictive nature. The only 
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biography “authorized” by the Plath estate, Bitter Fame by Anne Stevenson (which Frieda Hughes 

claims is “the most accurate” biography of her mother (Ariel afterword 9)) portrays Plath 

throughout as an almost psychopathic narcissist who deliberately hurt everyone around her, and 

whose most outstanding traits were anger, violent hatred, and pettiness23. For many, including some 

of Plath’s closest friends and relatives, she was a thoroughly unpleasant and vindictive person, and a 

cruel and bitter writer.  

 At the same time, some remember Plath fondly, and shortly after her suicide she achieved 

feminist cult status as a brilliant though troubled woman who was victimized by her husband and 

her society. In fact, some more recent feminist critics have targeted unsympathetic reviewers of 

Plath’s work quite convincingly, describing how many of the criticisms launched at Plath and her 

work are part of a midcentury misogynistic discourse that developed partly in reaction to the second 

wave of feminist activism in the 1960s and 1970s—the same time Plath’s work was being discovered 

and popularized among an overwhelmingly female readership. Janet Badia explains that the anti-

feminist discourse then developing around Plath reception “rather unabashedly constructs women 

readers as a body of uncritical, misguided, even pathological readers” (Badia 8). Much of the 

criticism directed at Plath seems motivated by this anti-feminist discourse, even among her friends 

and family. Bitter Fame stresses, to the point of suspicion, Plath’s culpability in the failure of her 

marriage, while failing to mention that her husband, Ted Hughes, was engaged in at least two sexual 

affairs at the time of her suicide. Many of the defenders of Hughes and the management of the Plath 

estate have expressed their distaste for the “simplified feminist ideology” (Stevenson 304) of “the 

                                                
23"Stevenson’s 1989 biography is controversial, to say the least. After publishing the book, Stevenson 
admitted that Ted Hughes’s sister, Olwyn, had effectively ghost-written the book and attached 
Stevenson’s name to it. The construction of the book was a long and laborious journey for 
Stevenson, who was essentially bullied by Olwyn Hughes into publishing a biography that was a 
damning indictment of Plath and a moral exoneration of Ted Hughes. Much of this drama is 
covered in Janet Malcolm’s The Silent Woman (1994). 
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Lib Lobby” (Stevenson 336). The fact that these persons who are most critical of feminism are the 

same who disparage Plath herself seems to bear out the truth of Badia’s and others’ claims that the 

denunciation of Plath may be in part the result of a misogynistic ideology. Plath became a martyr 

figure for second wave feminism, the exemplar of a woman who was destroyed by the partriarchy 

because she lived just a few years too early to enjoy the redemption offered by the women’s 

movement, and so her posthumous redemption was attacked by anti-feminist ideologues. She is thus 

a charged, over-determined figure on all sides. 

I spend much of this chapter discussing the many-sided interpretations of the social 

significance of Plath’s work and her cultural reception. This reception, especially in popular culture, 

inevitably indicates a broad fascination with social negativity in midcentury American society. Plath’s 

writing performs narcissistic self-pity and a clear-eyed critical judgment of an inadequate and unjust 

world, two capacities which are mutually reinforcing drives in her work—for it is only by way of a 

profound and ultimately melancholic egotism that Plath is able to decisively damn her society. As 

Joyce Carol Oates writes,  “Sylvia Plath’s poems convince us when they are most troubled, most 

murderous, most unfair” (Oates 517). Plath is at her illuminative best when she is impolite; her work 

is most affective when it is morally questionable. What many see as the venomous quality of her 

work is precisely what enables its cynical critique of the world.  

In relation to figures covered in other chapters of this dissertation, Plath is a special case. 

The cynicism of Shirley Jackson, for example, manifests in Jackson’s resigned conformity as 

housewife. In that chapter, I wanted to stress the ways in which conforming to social norms is not 

necessarily the same as endorsing them. Plath is not someone whose work or person conforms in 

easily recognizable ways24. She actively resists norms in sociality and in her poetry (especially in her 

                                                
24"Though Plath was herself a consummate housewife, as detailed later in this chapter. Her 
relationship to normativity is ambivalent. 
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late work). However, cynicism is about the disjunction between what is and what should be. Cynics are 

idealists; their doubt in society is the product of disappointment. In this sense, Plath’s anger, 

animosity, and even her suicide can be read as cynical acts: the world is a dissatisfying place, and 

rather than change that world (if such a thing could be done), the cynic either resigns to it or 

abandons it. Ultimately, Plath’s cynicism reveals itself in what critics see as her grotesque and 

offensive use of available personal and historical material, from the subject of her own miscarriage 

to her utilization of Nazi imagery. 

Confession 

 Plath’s literary transgressions stem from her sometimes troubling investment in 

problematizing the distinction between private and public, a distinction she imagines analogous to a 

dialectic between propriety and vulgarity. As Hughes’s censoring of her final poems suggests, Plath 

wrote about her private life and desires in ways that many, especially those closest to her, deemed 

improper. The poems in Plath’s final manuscript Ariel (1965) “violate taboos against exposing the 

intimate and familial to public scrutiny” (Bundtzen 37). Her prose likewise proved to be no 

exception to Plath’s interest in indecently exposing her life and the lives of the people around her. 

Plath’s mother Aurelia wrote of her daughter’s plainly autobiographical novel The Bell Jar (1963),  

Practically every character in The Bell Jar represents someone—often in caricature—whom 

Sylvia loved; each person had given freely of time, thought, affection, and, in one case, 

financial help during those agonizing six months of breakdown in 1953 … [A]s this book 

stands by itself, it represents the basest ingratitude. (Egeland 18) 

Aurelia Plath reportedly had a heart attack as a result of The Bell Jar’s publication (Egeland 19). Sylvia 

Plath made public that which she was not permitted to voice in private, including her animosity for 

and disgust with the people around her. The public literary sphere, then, became in many ways a 

more intimate space for Plath than that of her private relations, and even more so beyond her death.  
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Plath’s interest in exposing the private, including her most socially unacceptable thoughts 

about others, is one of the reasons she has been labeled a confessional poet. While confessional 

poetry—a designation coined by critic M.L. Rosenthal—is not a cohesive literary movement, critics 

agree that it more or less begins with and is typified by Robert Lowell’s Life Studies (1959), a volume 

that demonstrates Lowell’s shocking movement from staid formalism toward the exposure of quite 

private autobiographical material. As Irving Howe writes, “To the small number of people who read 

poetry at all, Life Studies came as a valued, perhaps overvalued, shock—a harsh abandonment of the 

Eliotian impersonality that had previously dominated American poetry” (89). Plath took a class from 

Lowell in 1959 and was influenced by this new personal element in poetry. In a 1962 interview, Plath 

said,  

I've been very excited by what I feel is the new breakthrough that came with, say, Robert 

Lowell's Life Studies, this intense breakthrough into very serious, very personal, emotional 

experience which I feel has been partly taboo. Robert Lowell's poems about his experience 

in a mental hospital, for example, interested me very much. These peculiar, private and 

taboo subjects, I feel, have been explored in recent American poetry. I think particularly the 

poetess Anne Sexton, who writes about her experiences as a mother, as a mother who has 

had a nervous breakdown, is an extremely emotional and feeling young woman and her 

poems are wonderfully craftsmanlike poems and yet they have a kind of emotional and 

psychological depth which I think is something perhaps quite new, quite exciting. (Orr) 

Sexton—who also later committed suicide—was Plath’s fellow pupil in Lowell’s course, and Sexton 

later remembered that she and Plath would sometimes get together after class to reminisce about 

their earlier suicide attempts (Stevenson 150). The confessional poets’ radical break from modernist 

dogma was, indeed, something surprising, as Deborah Nelson explains: 

The turn toward confession in poetry startled many contemporary readers because the 

reigning orthodoxy of the mid-century was impersonality. Eliot’s famous declaration of the 

impersonality of the poet, along with William Carlos Williams’s dictum, “no ideas but in 
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things,” put the psyche of the poet firmly out of view, irrelevant to the poetry project. 

(“Confessional Poetry” 32) 

Plath’s work, like that of other confessional poets, is autobiographical and concerned with issues of 

subjectivity. This new interest was in part a response to modernism, developing at a midcentury 

period that witnessed the popularization of many genres focused on the individual subject, including 

self help, new journalism, true crime, and psychoanalysis. The 1950s and early 1960s witnessed a 

revival of the belief in the romantic self as a rebel against social conformity. Even American culture’s 

most seemingly modernist and impersonal postwar artistic genres, such as abstract expressionism, 

were primarily seen as the outpouring of remarkable, individual personalities.  

Confessional poetry exposes the private as an emotionally and politically contentious realm. 

However, confessional poetry did not merely revel in the poet-as-speaker contentment of some lyric 

poetry. It exposed shameful and taboo details of the poets’ lives. Lowell wrote about his time in a 

mental institution and his struggles with manic depression. Anne Sexton wrote about menstruation, 

abortion, and her many suicide attempts. John Berryman wrote about alcoholism and depression. 

The contribution to this mode by Plath, a combative and antagonistic person by many accounts, 

inevitably exposed her hostility toward friends and family. As Stevenson writes, “Her ambition to 

produce a publishable story or poem seemed to cancel out any normal regard for people’s 

sensibilities, however dear to her the people were” (Stevenson 161). This is undoubtedly coming 

from the biased voice of Olwyn Hughes, though it makes a good point: under the pressure of 

publishing, of producing work, and of creating and maintaining an image in the literary marketplace, 

Plath had to make certain concessions and compromises. That this sometimes meant offending 

friends and family may not have mattered all that much to a person who, according to many who 

perhaps knew her best, didn’t seem to care much for those individuals. This is possibly what she had 

to “confess,” her hatred of others. Plath’s antipathy could also be read for its value as social critique. 

Nelson writes, “The revelations of confessional poetry were extreme and transgressive, particularly 
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with respect to norms of white, middle-class, heterosexual society” (“Confessional Poetry” 34). The 

anger Plath directed in her poems toward her husband, for instance, while personally hurtful, is also 

a powerful refusal of patriarchal authority. By making the private public, Plath and other 

confessional poets invite readers to interrogate the moral and political assumptions that maintain 

domestic life, even if only when they challenge readers to contemplate the social inadmissibility of 

their content.  

 Like the beat generation, confessional poetry’s social negativity foreshadowed the move 

toward identity politics in the late 1960s and 1970s, as Nelson explains: 

In the political realm, most importantly in the feminist movement but also the civil rights 

and gay liberation movements, speaking personally was considered a crucial form of 

intervention into the public sphere and the political process. In many of these cases, the 

personal voice was a rebuke to what was increasingly viewed as a fraudulent objectivity or a 

false universality. (“Confessional Poetry” 33) 

Confessional poets’ focus on the personal could be read as a literary social intervention, a way to 

redirect (or in Plath’s case, to simply negate) generalized and presumably universal social 

assumptions by exposing the previously hidden aspects of life. Unlike some beat poetry, particularly 

the late 1960s work of Allen Ginsberg and other beats who had by that time moved into hippie 

circles, confessional poetry did not typically comment on society-as-such, nor on political events. 

Confessionalism was focused on the personal—the family, the everyday, the individual psyche, the 

domestic. Many readers feel that any social commentary is necessarily limited or obscured by this 

interest in the personal. But as Nelson points out, this type of reading “overlooks the extreme 

political importance of privacy and private life in the high period of the Cold War” (“Confessional 

Poetry” 35). As I stressed in Chapter One, privacy was perceived to be under attack in the 

midcentury U.S., the outcome of increased governmental authority and paranoia, rapid technological 

development, a fear of political totalitarianism, and the move toward a highly regulated post-
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industrial management economy. And so the private, at least in the minds of contemporary readers, 

was not a space devoid of political significance, but one that was under political threat and thereby 

had something to lose politically. The private sphere was also for many the sole place of political, or 

rather pseudo-political, involvement, and one of the last places where people imagined social 

resistance possible. The private protected and fomented cynicism. The private was threatened by 

institutions of authority at the same time that it was being idealized in the political imaginary as a 

space of freedom. At the same time, social critics also targeted the private-domestic sphere as the 

site of maximal conformist pressure, the site of the suburban home and the domesticated family. 

This sort of critique, which takes for granted that appearing to conform is reflective of actual 

conformity, is problematized by cynicism, “which poses such a problem because of its curious 

combination of allegiance to recognizable normative ideals and skepticism about these norms’ actual 

relevance to the practices and institutions that demarcate and evaluate social experience” (Schreier 

xv). As securitization and privatization delimited the public sphere, the possibility for political 

change outside of the home was consequently delimited as well. The private could in this sense be 

seen as a placeholder for the political.  

 Through self-disclosure, many confessional poets reveal that privacy is not noble and is not a 

space of freedom, but is marked by isolation, depression, paranoia, abuse, hopelessness, and 

cynicism. During the first two decades of the Cold War, there developed in the U.S. a privacy 

discourse about the similarities and distinctions between democracies and totalitarian states. The 

U.S. state projected itself as the guardian of democratic freedom in opposition toward the Soviet 

Union—a freedom that hinged on privacy. As Nelson writes elsewhere, this discourse was “typically 

apocalyptic”: “Either we preserved the integrity of private spaces and thus the free world, or we 

tolerated their penetration and took the first step toward totalitarian oppression” (Pursuing Privacy 

xiii). The necessity to “preserve the integrity” of privacy ultimately meant that the private sphere, 
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paradoxically, had to be infiltrated. Nelson demonstrates how a nostalgia about privacy develops at 

this time, something evident when one looks at how common “death of privacy” screeds were in 

popular media. The “lost privacy” that this nostalgia mourned “was also elite and patriarchal, which 

yoked together private property, bodily integrity, sovereignty over family members, and the 

proprietary interest in family name as one coherent interest” (Pursuing Privacy xiii). Much 

confessional poetry, although invested in notions of the private, problematize and dispute this 

nostalgic lost privacy. Plath does this by outright violating privacy.  

“I feel weak.” 

 In Plath’s poem “A Secret,” privacy is shown to be grotesque. Plath wrote “A Secret” in 

October 1962, one month after she separated from Ted Hughes as a result of his infidelity. Rather 

than a candid or sincere poem one may expect from a confessional or “autobiographical” work, “A 

Secret” is ambiguous, cryptic, and sardonic. It references an event—a secret—that it never truly 

reveals. The poem’s drama is contingent on the perpetual withholding of the secret. In this way, it 

works as an oddly acerbic meditation on exposure, on the publicizing of the private. “A Secret” was 

also one of the several poems that Hughes removed from the Ariel manuscript before publication. 

Obviously, by leaving out several poems in his rearrangement of Ariel, Hughes encouraged the 

suspicion of critics. “What is his secret?” readers wanted to know. This suspicion was only increased 

by Hughes’s claim that he was censoring the more personally aggressive poems. “A Secret” 

maintains its ambiguity throughout, but it exposes the nostalgia for lost privacy through its cryptic 

hinting and, in spite of or due to Hughes’s intentions, through its posthumous suppression25. The 

poem baffles critics because while its riddling speaker suggests exposure of the secret, the secret 

remains veiled in metaphorical ambiguity. It is not a poem that has been exhaustively analyzed—

                                                
25"The poem was subsequently included in the Collected Poems in 1981 and the “restored” text of Ariel 
in 2004."
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such as the more notorious “Daddy” or “Lady Lazarus,” both written during the same period—but 

there is a critical consensus on the meaning and form of the poem, at least since Edward Butscher’s 

Sylvia Plath: Method and Madness (1976). Butscher suggests that the poem is an imaginary dialogue 

between two women, Plath herself and Hughes’s mistress Assia Weevil (Butscher 331). This is a 

generative reading, but not necessarily supported by the text. There is a moment in the poem in 

which quotation marks overtly indicate separate “voices,” but the trademark Plath “not-nice” tone 

of bitterness, anger, and sharp irony is maintained in both. All critics who have written on the poem 

agree that it has an autobiographical element. It was, according to Paul Alexander, written the day 

before Plath drove Hughes to the train station, “the date that, essentially, marked the end of her 

marriage” (Alexander 299). While the couple had been separated for several months, this was the 

decisive break in their living together. This was during a period that Plath suddenly was writing at a 

rapid pace, sometimes producing one or two completed poems a day (most of which would be 

included in her manuscript for Ariel). A “confessional reading” of the poem, one necessarily 

premised on biography, reveals that it is likely traumatic violence which is the hidden event kept 

private in “A Secret.”  

 The poem begins with an exclamation: “A secret! A secret!” (Ariel 21 l.1), a glee for gossip 

that is sardonically undercut in the second line—“How superior.” Secrets are forms of power that 

give one person an advantage over another. Even cynicism is a sort of secret, as a person pretends 

to endorse a social system and plays along, all the while harboring doubt, disappointment, and anger 

in private. Of course, one secret Plath would have been considering was Hughes’s affair, which has 

led critics to interpret the poem as an apostrophe to Weevil. The final two lines of the first stanza, 

however, thrust the reader into a surreal and seemingly allegorical frame of reference: “You are blue 

and huge, a traffic policeman, / Holding up one palm” (ll.3-4). Echoing the allusion to power, an 

embodiment of authority emerges. This blue figure will return in the seventh stanza where it is 
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revealed to be “An illegitimate baby— / That big blue head!” (ll.25-26). Butscher writes that this is a 

reference to an abortion Plath or Weevil underwent earlier in life, though there is hardly evidence 

enough to support the inference. If we were to maintain a biographical analysis, it may be more 

likely that the illegitimate baby, seemingly premature, references the miscarriage Plath suffered only 

one year before writing this poem. This becomes clearer later in the poem as the baby is figured in 

ways more and more echoing a miscarriage, when two voices dialogue:  

 ‘It smells of salt cod, you had better 

 Stab a few cloves in an apple, 

 Make a sachet or 

 Do away with the bastard. 

 

 Do away with it altogether.’ 

 ‘No, no, it is happy there.’ 

 ‘But it wants to get out! 

 Look, look! It is wanting to crawl.’ 

 

 My god, there goes the stopper! 

 The cars in the Place de la Concorde— 

 Watch out! 

 A stampede, a stampede— 

 

 Horns twirling, and jungle gutterals. 

 An exploded bottle of stout, 

 Slack foam in the lap. 

 You stumble out, 

 

 Dwarf baby, 

 The knife in your back. 

 ‘I feel weak.’ 

 The secret is out. (ll.29-48) 
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One cannot discuss Plath’s 1961 miscarriage now without acknowledging the revelation, in 2017, 

that Plath alleged—in a private letter to her psychologist—that the miscarriage was the result of 

Hughes’s physical abuse (Kean). This accusation significantly alters a critical understanding of the 

poem, since the knife in the dwarf baby’s back may very well have been put there by Hughes. The 

dwarf baby, out in the final stanza, is the poem’s secret. The dialogue is between the mother and 

someone insisting the baby wants out of the womb. “Do away with the bastard” certainly may 

reference an abortion, or someone’s suggestion that the expectant mother get an abortion, but there 

is more than one way to do away with an unborn child. The sudden explosion rushing forth, likened 

to congested traffic and an exploding beer bottle, is rather more like a miscarriage than an abortion. 

The dwarf baby, premature and dead, a knife in its back, betrayed by someone before it is even born, 

stumbles out and we are not sure who exclaims, “I feel weak.” If we were to continue inferring that 

the poem is about a miscarriage, it may well be the mother. The secret, an unborn child, is now out 

of the womb and out of existence. Of course, the sustained ambiguity of the poem’s central images 

is part of its appeal, and it would be inappropriate to read it simplistically as a coded message about 

Plath’s actual miscarriage. But the poem is interested in exposure, in secrets, in coy revelation. This 

interest is perhaps the single greatest motivation in Plath’s poetry at this time, as she rapidly 

composes poem after poem referencing her life in a confessionalist mode, exposing her husband’s 

infidelity, her suicide attempts and desire for death, her disgust with other women, her troubling 

identification with victims of the Holocaust. In “A Secret,” Plath handles this interest in an 

especially self-conscious way, toying with the exchange between private and public, tempting the 

reader to read into the poem in order to discover the secret. 

 The now almost undeniable fact that Hughes physically abused Plath changes much Plath 

criticism, especially in how critics have portrayed the relationship between Hughes and Plath. It has 

long been known that it was a troubled and tempestuous marriage. But it has typically been troped, 
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especially in the literature endorsed by the Plath Estate, as a relationship between a disturbed and 

angry woman, and an aloof but sensitive man. Plath devotees, many of them vocal feminists, have 

long been told (by Hughes, his sister, Plath’s mother, Hughes’s daughter Frieda, and others) that the 

idea that Hughes mistreated Plath in any way is a fiction. Hughes wrote to the Guardian newspaper 

in 1989, complaining that literary critics’ claims were libelous, “A rational observer might conclude 

(correctly in my opinion) that the Fantasia about Sylvia Plath is more needed than the facts” (Rose 

239). The fantasia about Plath, and the supposed personal fantasia guiding her hysterical bitterness 

(which would presumably motivate her to make false claims, in private, about abuse), may actually 

be more rational than the biography readers have received from the Plath Estate. All the 

complicated and romantic conjectures about the stormy nature of the Plath/Hughes marriage that 

have been put forth over the decades may, in the final analysis, come to a disappointingly simple 

explanation that a wife was being beaten by her husband. In any case, it further troubles the far-too-

easy distinction that is sometimes made between Plath’s psychological state and her interpersonal 

relations. In much of her work, and especially in The Bell Jar, a question lingers about who is to 

blame for a young woman’s emotional trauma. Plath, like Esther Greenwood in the novel, may be 

an ungrateful and selfish person, but she might also have good cause to be that way. 

The Bell Jar 

 Plath published The Bell Jar under the pseudonym Victoria Lucas in the U.K. shortly before 

her death in 1963. She chose not to publish under her actual name because of the personal, 

autobiographical nature of the novel. She was worried some would be offended, and worried that 

some would even bring a lawsuit against her. Most of all, Plath didn’t want her mother Aurelia to 

read the novel. Her mother was so upset by the portrayal of Esther Greenwood’s mother in the 

book (an obvious caricature of Aurelia Plath) when she finally read the novel after Sylvia’s death that 

she was prompted to publish Letters Home, a collection of saccharine-sweet (and often banal) letters 
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Sylvia wrote to Aurelia, in order to somehow reprove the emotional myopia of The Bell Jar. Aurelia 

and Ted Hughes actively prevented publication of the novel in the U.S. until 1971, when a copyright 

loophole would have meant anyone could publish the book, leading the Plath Estate (under Hughes’s 

direction) to work out a publishing contract.  

For a novel so closely identified with the biography of its author, it is curious that The Bell Jar 

begins by referencing a national event rather than a personal one: the execution of Ethel and Julius 

Rosenberg for espionage in 1953. The novel’s narrator and protagonist, Esther Greenwood, says, 

“I’m stupid about executions…. It had nothing to do with me, but I couldn’t help wondering what it 

would be like, being burned alive all along your nerves” (Bell Jar 1). While this is rather obvious 

foreshadowing, as Esther will undergo botched electrotherapy later in the novel, it also performs a 

dialectical relation between private and public. Esther responds personally to a public event that has 

“nothing to do with [her].” Her personal response is a “perverse refusal of history” (Davidson 269). 

She thinks of the execution neither in political nor in compassionate terms, but on a personal, even 

bodily level—it makes her sick. Later in the novel, we witness an entirely different reaction to the 

executions. Esther asks her friend Hilda,  

“Isn’t it awful about the Rosenbergs?” 

The Rosenbergs were to be electrocuted late that night. 

“Yes!” Hilda said, and at last I felt I had touched a human string in the cat’s cradle of 

her heart. It was only as the two of us waited for the others in the tomblike morning gloom 

of the conference room that Hilda amplified that Yes of hers. 

“It’s awful such people should be alive.” 

She yawned then, and her pale orange mouth opened on a large darkness. Fascinated, 

I stared at the blind cave behind her face until the two lips met and moved and the dybbuk 

spoke out of its hiding place, “I’m so glad they’re going to die.” (100) 

Hilda’s response is no less personal, emotional, and petty than Esther’s, but it is the response 

solicited by the mass media portrayal of the event. The spectacular society of the U.S. 1950s 
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promotes primarily personal responses to national events, often exploiting the emotional thrill of 

death in order to sell the news. Esther’s response is just as frivolous, but it is not a media-endorsed 

response. It is instead a uniquely personal response. 

Throughout The Bell Jar, public and political realms are consistently collapsed into the 

personal. Esther responds to the wider world by taking it into herself. Confessional poets make the 

private public; Esther makes the public private. She tells the reader, “I flipped to the middle of the 

nearest magazine. The face of Eisenhower beamed up at me, bald and blank as the face of a fetus in 

a bottle” (89). Here again, mass media solicits from consumers an emotional response to a political 

figure, and Esther responds personally but idiosyncratically. Once again, the narration alludes to a 

later event in the novel when Esther’s boyfriend, Buddy, shows her jars of fetuses at his medical 

school. When she visits the United Nations building, Esther thinks about her personal 

incompetence: 

Then Constantin and the Russian girl interpreter and the whole bunch of black and white 

and yellow men arguing down there behind their labeled microphones seemed to move off 

at a distance. I saw their mouths going up and down without a sound, as if they were sitting 

on the deck of a departing ship, stranding me in the middle of a huge silence. 

 I started adding up all the things I couldn’t do. 

 I began with cooking. (75) 

The political institution is alien and alienating, and Esther responds by receding into herself. Why 

does she respond this way? We might answer that Constantin, the U.N. representative with whom 

she is on a date, doesn’t ask or expect Esther to understand or participate in the political. Her 

worldview is constantly being domesticated and privatized by the men around her. It isn’t that 

Esther is unable to participate in the political through lack of will as much as it is a function of her 

actual social position. At the same time, Esther’s personally idiosyncratic reactions to the world help 

her to maintain a cynical distance from the grotesque exchanges of power she witnesses. 
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The actual source of Esther’s melancholy, her disgust with the world and with herself, is a 

consistent tension in the novel. Esther feels as if she cannot participate in the world directly, as she 

is kept suffocating inside the bell jar, isolated from society. Explanations for Esther’s melancholy—

from friends and family, from authority figures, from the medical establishment—are all 

unsatisfying. This is because each explains melancholy in ways that belittle Esther and question the 

authenticity of her experience. She visits a comically unhelpful psychiatrist who tells her,  

“Suppose you try and tell me what you think is wrong.”  

I turned the words over suspiciously, like round, sea-polished pebbles that might 

suddenly put out a claw and change into something else. 

What did I think was wrong? 

That made it sound as if nothing was really wrong, I only thought it was wrong. (129-

30) 

Esther’s problem, this representative of the medical establishment seems to imply, is internal and 

ultimately imaginary. Seemingly psychic problems, this line of thinking claims, precede the subject in 

biology, brain chemistry, or sexual hang-ups. The problem cannot be a subjectively legitimate 

reaction to unjust social forces in the narratives of the medical establishment. Medicine doesn’t 

critique or attempt to change society—it critiques and changes the patient. Medicine in this sense is 

an institution of the public sphere attempting to normalize Esther, to conscript her into public life 

by erasing her personal difference. Is Esther’s problem not her mother, her boyfriend, and the 

society she lives in? The most reasonable answer might be that those are hard things to change, 

maybe even impossible. But isn’t Esther’s suicide attempt precisely an attempt at changing those 

things? To end not just her life, but her consciousness and by proxy, her world? The novel gives us a 

glimpse of the normative mindset about psychic reality in Esther’s medical student boyfriend 

cleverly negating the value of art: 

  “Do you know what a poem is, Esther?’ 

“No, what?” I said. 
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“A piece of dust.” And he looked so proud of having thought of this that I just 

stared at his blond hair and his blue eyes and his white teeth—he had very long, strong white 

teeth—and said, “I guess so.” 

Now, lying on my back in bed, I imagined Buddy saying, “Do you know what a 

poem is, Esther?” 

“No, what?” I would say. 

“A piece of dust.” 

Then just as he was smiling and starting to look proud, I would say, “So are the cadavers you 

cut up. So are the people you think you’re curing. They’re dust as dust as dust. I reckon a 

good poem lasts a whole lot longer than a hundred of those people put together.” (56) 

Esther’s fantasy retort reduces people to art, and even values great art more than people. One might 

say there’s something obviously inhuman in her assertion, but it is precisely a humanist ethos that 

Esther defends. Esther’s humanism ascribes profound significance to what people create, while 

medicine values human life in biopolitical terms as a resource. These resources are ultimately to be 

exploited by a society and its managers. The “good poem” Esther defends lasts beyond biological 

life and beyond the society that produced the person who wrote it. In this sense it is not good for a 

public because it is not in service to it. Esther’s humanism is decidedly idealistic, or cynical, because 

it ascribes transcendent value to things that may not have a direct social value. 

 Perhaps Esther’s mind isn’t really her primary problem, but the world she lives in. Esther’s is 

a melancholic disposition. In Freud’s landmark essay, “Mourning and Melancholia,” he distinguishes 

between the “normal” reaction to the loss of a loved object through mourning, and the 

“pathological” reaction to that loss in melancholia, or depression. Both a emotional reactions to loss. 

Melancholia produces self-hatred and if not overcome, suicide. It is a complicated emotional state 

because of its ambivalent psychic relation to the loss of an idealized object. For modern cynics, 

many of whom like Plath suffer from depression, the lost idealized object is the democratic good 

life. In melancholia, as Freud tells us, the lost object can often be an idea or feeling “such as one’s 

country, liberty, an ideal, and so on” (Mourning 19).  
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The object has not perhaps actually died, but has been lost as an object of love…. [O]ne 

cannot see clearly what it is that has been lost, and it is all the more reasonable to suppose 

that the patient cannot consciously perceive what he has lost either…. This would suggest 

that melancholia is in some way related to an object-loss which is withdrawn from 

consciousness, in contradistinction to mourning, in which there is nothing about the loss 

that is unconscious. (Mourning 21) 

Esther’s depression and self-loathing is the internalization of the loss she senses in the external 

world. She is surrounded by ugliness and horror, especially in the forms of patriarchal power, mass 

media vulgarity, and biopolitical dehumanization, all of which are negations of the values Esther 

loves and desires. She projects her hatred of the world onto her ego, resulting in self-harm and 

attempted suicide, but it is the world that she truly hates. Freud writes, “If one listens patiently to a 

melancholic’s many and various self-accusations, one cannot in the end avoid the impression that 

often the most violent of them are hardly at all applicable to the patient himself, but that with 

insignificant modifications they do fit someone else, someone whom the patient loves or has loved 

or should love” (Mourning 24). Plath herself ultimately turned her disappointment with life toward 

self-destruction. Her self-hatred, however, was the outcome of a disgust with the world.  

 Nine years after Plath’s suicide, illustrious critic Irving Howe wrote an article in Harper’s 

titled, “Sylvia Plath: a partial disagreement,” in which he says, “A glamour of fatality hangs over the 

name of Sylvia Plath, a glamour that has made her a darling of our culture” (Howe 88). By 1972, 

Plath had already become a cultural icon associated with both feminism and romantic tragedy. Howe 

is undoubtedly sexist in his denunciation of Plath and her readership, primarily women, whom he 

imagines read for all the wrong reasons: personality, autobiography, and emotional extremity. As 

scholars such as Janet Badia have explained, these are classic presumptions about why women read, 

but these reasons are also the primary appeals of Plath’s work. Howe is especially offended by 

Plath’s extremity:  
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Given the fact that in a few poems Sylvia Plath illustrates an extreme state of existence, one 

at the very boundary of nonexistence, what illumination—moral, psychological, social—can 

be provided of either this state or the general human condition by a writer so deeply rooted 

in the extremity of her plight? (91) 

There is a strange paradox in claiming that Plath’s work denies communing while at the same time 

bemoaning her garnering a very popular readership. Howe implies that the attraction readers have to 

Plath’s poems is personal. And, what’s more, it is a sick attraction because it is not based on any 

“moral, psychological, [or] social” values. One might ask why art needs to endorse any social values 

in order to be enjoyed, but one would inevitably be answered by an insecure moralist with a need for 

literature to affirm their ideology. There is, however, a tendency in some more recent literary 

scholarship—from entirely different sphere’s than Howe’s—to think of literature (or in ways typical 

of navel-gazing in academia, the study of literature) as directly reinforcing or negating social norms26. 

This consistent delusion that artists create the world through their imagination and their political 

affiliations, if pursued to its logical end, would mean we have always lived in the world we desire and 

thereby deserve, something that is clearly not the case.  

Sociality’s Settings 

The Bell Jar is critical of the most dominant forms of sociality in the 1950s. The novel takes 

place in three settings, each representing a different form of the dominant culture: Manhattan, a 

commercial media center; the suburbs, most obvious site of cultural conformity; and a mental 

asylum, disciplinary ground zero for the cynical-melancholic subject.  

The first part of the book, which takes place in New York where Esther interns for a 

women’s magazine, contains detailed description of food, clothing, interior decorating, cocktails, and 

people. The odd thing is that Esther describes people in ways similar to her descriptions of 

                                                
26"Though this is hardly an exhaustive list, some more recent important texts which make these sorts 
of claims that literature or the study of literature reproduces political power include Amy 
Hungerford’s “On Not Reading,” Michael Szalay’s Hip Figures, and Seth Moglen’s Mourning Modernity.  
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everything else. She says of one friend, “Doreen…had bright white hair standing out in a cotton 

candy fluff round her head and blue eyes like transparent agate marbles” (4). The girls around Esther 

are in many ways just like the objects that surround her: they don’t have subjectivity or will, they are 

merely being used by magazine editors and by men. The commodities that Esther describes (clothes, 

purses, telephones, rugs, etc.) are just like the girls she works with: they can all be exchanged by the 

people who have power over them. Their value is not really in themselves, but in what they can be 

used for.  

When their bodies become violently subjectivized, we get something else entirely. When 

Esther is desired by the world and reified into part of that world, as a woman or as a biopolitical 

resource, she wishes to destroy herself and thereby the world. When she is sick, she is disaffected 

from the world inside her body, comfortably distanced from it and pleased. After Esther and the 

other girls get violently sick, there are plenty of vivid descriptions of vomit, diarrhea, and fainting 

spells. The bodies of the girls, objects for the editors and men, become abject: rejected, base, low, 

disgusting, and repulsive. Esther finds an odd pleasure in being abject—she finally feels at home, 

one might say. The violent reminder of the inescapable presence of her body, and its repugnance to 

others, comforts Esther because it means she is not completely subsumed by the commercial and 

gendering forces around her. It also means she can stay in bed. The differentiation between the body 

and the world is again performed later when Esther repeatedly attempts to kill herself—to end the 

world—and her body denies it: 

Then I saw that my body had all sorts of little tricks, such as making my hands go limp at the 

crucial second, which would save it, time and again, whereas if I had the whole say, I would 

be dead in a flash. 

I would simply have to ambush it with whatever sense I had left, or it would trap me 

in its stupid cage for fifty years without any sense at all. (159) 
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Esther’s relationship to her body is ambivalent because it is a source of pain and a symbol of 

imprisonment when in relation to the world, and a source of comfort when it is alienated from the 

world.  

After Esther’s internship in the city, she takes a train back to the Boston suburbs: “I stepped 

from the air-conditioned compartment onto the station platform, and the motherly breath of the 

suburbs enfolded me. It smelt of lawn sprinklers and station wagons and tennis rackets and dogs 

and babies. A summer calm laid its soothing hand over everything, like death” (113). The sterility of 

the suburbs clashes with her most recent experience of physicality via sickness, and she immediately 

feels the hands of social management begin to wrap themselves around her throat after her mother 

picks her up at the station: “The gray, padded car roof closed over my head like the roof of a prison 

van, and the white, shining, identical clapboard houses with their interstices of a well-groomed green 

proceeded past, one bar after another in a large but escape-proof cage” (114). The suburban 

panopticon ensures that Esther is always being watched: through her windows, while she’s out 

walking, shopping, etc. The “community bonds” of the suburbs, constrictive of Esther’s private 

sphere, begin to suffocate her. As a cynic, Esther’s survival depends upon camouflaging her true 

feelings from discovery, since if it were known what she truly believes then she would be punished 

for it. This actually reinforces Esther’s suicidal desires, since suicide is one of the most taboo acts a 

person can perform. Esther finds comfort in suicide ideation because it is her secret. 

After a suicide attempt, Esther moves into a mental institution where she undergoes botched 

electroshock therapy. Plath also entered into treatment after a suicide attempt—like Esther, she took 

an overdose of sleeping pills and crawled under her mother’s house, where she lay for three days 

until waking. Plath later said of the experience that she “blissfully succumbed to the whirling 

blackness that I honestly believed was eternal oblivion” (Alexander). Plath also underwent badly 

administered electroshock therapy while in treatment. Esther’s experience at the mental institution at 
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first reminds the reader of her conversations with Doctor Gordon and with Buddy Willard—her 

problem is seen as one that she is willing into existence, and so she need only be convinced of this 

fact and she will regain her health. She soon meets Doctor Nolan, a woman psychologist who she 

comes to trust. Doctor Nolan reaffirms Esther’s personal experience, letting her know that the 

electroshock therapy she had undergone was not supposed to be the way it was. This means Esther’s 

subjective experience could be a result of objective reality, not fantasy. Instead of dismissing 

Esther’s personal experience, Doctor Nolan recognizes her autonomy and subjectivity. The problem 

is not completely a personal and idiosyncratic one—the limitations of the world that Esther 

perceives are in fact real. It is only by way of judging and, essentially, of blaming the world—a world 

full of incompetent doctors, manipulative men, and callous people—that Esther becomes “normal,” 

or able to live. Cynicism is ultimately intolerable because it externalizes anger and doubt instead of 

merely turning it upon the self. This makes it easier for the person to live, but more incompatible 

with the world and those who accept it, which leads to an inevitable confrontation or compromise. 

Ordinary Perfection 

 Because it is common knowledge that The Bell Jar is an intensely autobiographical novel, 

Esther’s distaste for these settings perhaps deceives readers about Plath’s own much more 

ambivalent feelings about mass media and normativity. Anne Stevenson writes, “For most of her life 

Plath wanted above everything to be accepted as ‘ordinary,’ while at the same time conceiving of the 

ordinary in terms of unattainable perfection” (Stevenson xiii). Contrary to much critical opinion, 

Plath was hardly a rebel opposed to society in any simple way, as Marsha Bryant writes: “Most critics 

argue that Plath rebels against cultural norms, but her interactions with advertising extend beyond 

the stance of parody or satire” (Bryant 18). Bryant describes how Plath and Hughes “entered several 

ad slogan contests during 1958,” and quotes a colorful description from Plath’s journals:  
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The Dole pineapple and Heinz ketchup contests close this week, but the French’s mustard, 

fruit-blended oatmeal & Slenderella & Libby-tomato juice contests don’t close till the end of 

May. We stand to win five cars, two weeks in Paris, a year’s free food, and innumerable 

iceboxes and refrigerators and all our debts paid. Glory glory. (Bryant 18) 

While Esther’s internship is a plainly negative ordeal, and one that may be read as an indictment of 

1950s mass media, Plath’s own internship with Mademoiselle didn’t turn her off from a sustained 

interest in women’s magazines throughout her life. Jacqueline Rose writes, “Look at the range of 

Plath’s publications—not the forms but the places where she published her work—and it is her 

simultaneous or alternate occupancy of all the possible sites of culture production (low and high) 

which is so dramatic” (Rose 173). In addition to some highbrow literary journals, Plath published in 

Seventeen, Mademoiselle, Ladies’ Home Journal, and McCall’s, among others. In hopes of combating 

homesickness, she repeatedly asked her mother to forward her copies of Ladies’ Home Journal while 

she was living in England. As evident from reading her many descriptions, in journals and letters, of 

elaborate meals she prepared, Plath was a consummate cook and housewife. As Kate Moses put it, 

“She out Martha’d Martha Stewart” (qtd. in Bundtzen 79). Many have claimed that Plath herself is 

“literary culture’s ultimate commodity” (Bryant 17), “a darling of our culture” (Howe 88). The 

representation of Plath as a sort of “domestic goddess” conflicts with the image of Plath as the 

tragic enemy (and victim) of the culture. Janet Malcolm writes, 

Plath embodies in a vivid, almost emblematic way the schizoid character of the period. She is 

the divided self par excellence. The taut surrealism of the late poems and the slack, girls’-

book realism of her life (as rendered by Plath’s biographers and by her own autobiographical 

writings) are grotesquely incongruous. (Malcolm 16) 

Like many of the authors discussed in this project, Plath maintained an ambivalent relation to 

mainstream culture. But, as Malcolm points out in the above quote, this cynical position was 

emblematic of the period. It is likely the ambivalence of her position that eventually made Plath into 

such a fantastic literary commodity. Plath appeals to both the rebel and the housewife because she 
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herself performed both roles. Plath’s popular reception gives the lie to what Michael Davidson has 

called “the presumed gap between margin and mainstream as it pertains to American culture at 

midcentury” (Davidson 266). Plath did not reject the mainstream—she adopted many of its features, 

from housewifery to advertising. At the same time, she wrote convincingly about the sexism, 

patriarchy, and the hollowness of mass culture. The confessional mode lends itself to this 

paradoxical position: “The personalist lyric of the 1950s acknowledges the complicity between the 

poet’s voice and a world of highly mediated ideological messages” (Davidson 282).  

 While the housewife is a paradigmatic figure for the 1950s and our contemporary imagining 

of the era, we should keep in mind that it is precisely that: a figure. As Betty Friedan writes, 

“Strangely enough, as the feminine mystique spread [in the 1950s], denying women careers or any 

commitment outside the home, the proportion of American women working outside the home 

increased to one out of three” (Friedan 48). I would add that the two out of three women working in 

the home (which might include Plath and Shirley Jackson when they were not actively publishing) 

were never simply housewives. As a figuration and a label, the concept cannot account for the true 

complexity of labor or of personality in the individuals who were considered housewives. The 

housewife does not really exist. Friedan makes a mistake in presuming that housewifery had 

alchemically become a reality, writing,  

A new breed of women writers began to write about themselves as if they were “just 

housewives,” reveling in a comic world of children’s pranks and eccentric washing machines 

and Parents’ Night at the PTA…. [T]hey implicitly deny the vision, and the satisfying hard 

work involved in their stories, poems, and plays. They deny the lives they lead, not as 

housewives, but as individuals. (Friedan 52) 

No one is “just a housewife,” nor is anyone just an individual. Perhaps both Plath and Jackson 

understood the power (both negative and positive) in this cultural figuration and exploited it, while 
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critics like Friedan argued for a social and political purity of the individual that was, and remains, 

impossible. 

Plath fantasia was able to take hold of the readership that developed after Plath’s death 

because ambivalence and complicity are so attractive in a cynical culture. Many scholars and the 

Plath Estate itself have fought against popular readings of Plath: “We have been told [by the Plath 

Estate] that there is a Plath fantasia which deforms the truth of her writing and distorts the facts of 

her life” (Rose 11). The elements most sought after and enjoyed by readers of Plath’s work are 

morbidity, volatility, rage, cynicism, and self-indulgence. These qualities are attractive because they are 

not positive social values. Jacqueline Rose writes, “Above all, Sylvia Plath desired fame” (Rose 3). It 

was her most cynical qualities that eventually gained that fame for her. 

Barbaric Poetry 

 Plath’s work has come most under fire in her references to the Holocaust in some of her 

final poems such as “Daddy” and “Lady Lazarus.” Jacqueline Rose declares, “For a writer who has 

so consistently produced outrage in her critics, nothing has produced the outrage generated by Sylvia 

Plath’s allusions to the Holocaust in her poetry” (Rose 205). Paul Bentley writes, “Within the critical 

debate surrounding Sylvia Plath’s poetry, the chief bone of contention seems to be whether or not 

Plath’s use of Holocaust imagery is in any sense justifiable” (Bentley 27). As Al Strangeways puts it, 

“Plath’s whole oeuvre is frequently and superficially viewed as somehow ‘tainted’ by the perceived 

egoism of her deployment of the Holocaust in these poems” (Strangeways 370). And Susan Gubar 

writes, “Exploitation, larceny, masochism, sensationalism: the terms of opprobrium hurled against 

Sylvia Plath’s use of Holocaust material generally accord with George Steiner’s distress at any writer 

boasting ‘the right to put on this death-rig’” (Gubar 178). As a result, an entire subgenre of Plath 

studies has developed as a sort of apologetics for her deployment of Holocaust imagery. These 

defenders have come to a wide variety of conclusions, but perhaps the most accepted is the line of 
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thought promoted by those like James E. Young, who claim that Plath uses the Holocaust as a 

metaphor for her own suffering: “Sylvia Plath represented herself—her inner life—in the figure of the 

Holocaust Jew” (Young 127). Initially, this claim does not at all absolve Plath of exploiting the 

Holocaust for the reader’s sympathy. In fact, it seems to support the dismissal of Plath’s Holocaust 

poems by critics like Irving Howe: 

Plath’s poem aggrandizes on the “enormity of ready emotion” invoked by references to the 

concentration camps, in behalf of an ill-controlled if occasionally brilliant outburst. There is 

something monstrous when tangled emotions about one’s father are deliberately compared 

with the historical fate of the European Jews; something sad, if the comparison is made 

spontaneously. (Howe 91) 

For Howe, Plath’s use of the Holocaust fails as metaphor because of the enormous disparity 

between her emotional state and genocide. But as Gubar has written, “Such derogations depend on 

reading Jewishness as the mere figure of verse ‘really’ about womanhood, but what if Plath is ‘really’ 

writing about what she claims to be writing about, namely the Holocaust?” (Gubar 181). Howe’s 

mistake, I think, is in attributing a singular and myopic intention to Plath’s use of the failed 

metaphor, and in presuming that Plath misused (or even somehow created) the “enormity of ready 

emotion” provided in mass media about the Holocaust from 1945 until the early 1960s. These critics 

mistake Plath’s use of Holocaust imagery as an appeal for sympathy at all.  

Plath was hardly the only poet of her generation to write about the Holocaust without 

actually having been a Holocaust victim. Charles Reznikoff, Randall Jarrell, John Berryman, and 

many other midcentury American poets took up the Holocaust as subject27. But, as James Young 

                                                
27"Plath is of course writing as a non-Jewish American. The Holocaust undoubtedly has a special 
significance for Jewish peoples, including American Jews. In a 1962 interview, however, Plath 
stresses her unique subject-position with regard to the Holocaust: “In particular, my background is, 
may I say, German and Austrian. On one side I am a first generation American, on one side I'm 
second generation American, and so my concern with concentration camps and so on is uniquely 
intense” (Orr). Clearly, Plath’s relation to the Holocaust is one marked by culpability. Rather than 
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explains, Plath approached the matter differently than other, more seemingly respectful, American 

poets of the Holocaust: 

Unlike these poets, who attempted to capture—or at least, respond to—aspects of the 

Holocaust, Plath has not tried to re-imagine, to capture, or to represent these events in any 

way. The Holocaust exists for her not as an experience to be re-told or described, but as an 

event available to her (as it was to all who came after) only as a figure, an idea, in whose 

image she has expressed another brutal reality: that of her own internal pain. (Young 128) 

Had Plath tried to represent the events more accurately, perhaps Howe would have been more 

sympathetic. Plath did not experience the Holocaust—it was, as Young points out, “a figure, an 

idea” that was simply available. Critics may say this is profoundly distasteful, and it probably is, but 

Plath was hardly the first person to turn the Holocaust into an image. In 1962, when Plath wrote 

poems like “Daddy” and “Lady Lazarus,” the Holocaust had already been spectacularized in U.S. 

media. The Nuremburg trials were an international sensation, and the Eichmann trial took place the 

previous year. Eichmann was executed in June 1962. Countless books were published and films 

produced about the Holocaust by 1962—there was a veritable Holocaust spectacle developing in 

U.S. popular culture. Al Strangeways describes how the conversion of Holocaust from event into 

imagery was something Plath grew up alongside:  

A schoolmate recalls how Plath’s history teacher at Wellesley High School, Raymond 

Chapman, confronted his class: “[W]eary of our affluent, teenaged complacency, [he] had 

photographic blow-ups made of the inmates of Bergen-Belsen and Buchenwald, Dachau and 

Auschwitz. These tragic, skeletal inmates looking out from their packed bunk beds in their 

ragged striped pyjamas stared down upon our crisply shampooed heads, giving us shudders.” 

(Strangeways 371) 

The obscene disparity between images of agony and the daily toils of a high school history class 

obliterates the possibility of any real sympathy on the part of the students. Plath first encountered 

                                                                                                                                                       
dismiss her complicity, Plath weaponizes it against itself through poetry: by betraying the terror of 
the Holocaust, she refuses to deny the inhuman violence of it and Americans’ supposed innocence.  
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the Holocaust as image, and this is reflected in her use of the Holocaust as metaphor. Plath wrote 

“The Thin People” in 1957, a poem that references the derealization of the Holocaust in American 

mass culture: 

 They are always with us, the thin people 

 Meager of dimension as the gray people 

 

 On a movie-screen. They 

 Are unreal, we say : 

 

 It was only in a movie, it was only 

 In a war making evil headlines when we 

 

 Were small that they famished and 

 Grew so lean (Collected 64) 

Though she recognizes the commodification of the Holocaust in mass media images and headlines 

and its consequential effect of irreality, “the thin people,” the victims of the event, stubbornly 

demand recognition and ultimately supersede their spectacularized media portrayals.  

 They found their talent to persevere 

 In thinness, to come, later, 

 

 Into our bad dreams, their menace 

 Not guns, not abuses, 

 

 But a thin silence. (Collected 64) 

The thin people force themselves into the speakers’ collective consciousness through their silence. The 

Holocaust’s horrific and real qualities that have been washed away from media portrayals are 

negatively revealed through derealization’s ghostly effects of erasure and silencing.  

Plath’s cynical poetics leads her away from romantic self-expression, and toward taking up 

the symbolic weight of what already exists in the culture. The culture, and its reproduction and 
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commodification of Holocaust imagery, is grotesque. Plath, in a maneuver of cynical bricolage, 

utilizes that grotesquery to her own personal ends. By using the terror of the Holocaust and 

Holocaust spectacle, Plath tackles head-on the complicity that less offensive, “committed literature” 

about the Holocaust labors to escape.  

The Holocaust poems written by Plath’s contemporaries certainly deal with the event in 

ways more overtly sympathetic, but this does not avoid the irreducibly dubious nature of using the 

Holocaust as artistic subject matter. As Gubar has demonstrated, portrayals and interpretations of 

the Holocaust were in many ways taboo until the 1950s, when the rise of Holocaust studies 

coincided with the rise of a Holocaust spectacle in mass media: “The period between 1959 and 1963 

serves as one signpost for this transition because in those years The Diary of Anne Frank premiered as 

a movie, Elie Wiesel’s Night appeared in translation, and the Eichmann trial was reported around the 

world from Jerusalem” (Gubar 3). Theodor Adorno, who famously wrote, ““To write poetry after 

Auschwitz is barbaric” (“Cultural Criticism and Society” 34), sees in what he terms “committed 

literature” a shortsighted and doomed pseudo-political agenda that is destined to be reabsorbed into 

the dominant culture. Most “tasteful” literary representations of the Holocaust during Plath’s time, 

such as the 1955 Pulitzer-winning play version of The Diary of Anne Frank, could be called a literature 

of commitment. And as Adorno writes, 

When genocide becomes part of the cultural heritage in the themes of committed literature, 

it becomes easier to continue to play along with the culture which gave birth to murder. 

There is one nearly invariable characteristic of such literature. It is that it implies, purposely 

or not, that even in the so-called extreme situations, indeed in them most of all, humanity 

flourishes. (“Commitment” 85) 

The “humanity” in Plath’s final poems is represented negatively, if at all. There is a barbarism and 

lack of redemption in her poetry that actually makes it more appropriate, as a truthful indicator of 

the quality of the horror of the Holocaust. Gubar writes, “Like a number of poets in her generation, 
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and not unlike Adorno, Plath viewed the Shoah as a test case for poetry and, indeed, for the 

imagination as a vehicle for conveying what it means for the incomprehensible to occur” (Gubar 

181). Plath’s violent and grotesque use of the Holocaust is in some ways more true to the event 

itself, and certainly more true of what the event had turned into in the spectacular society, as Young 

helps to explain: 

The choice of the Holocaust Jew as a trope here by Plath has less to do with its intrinsic 

appropriateness than it does with its visibility as a public figure for suffering. As was the case 

to some extent with the Rosenbergs’ execution, the salient aspect of the Holocaust was its 

wide public knowledge, its place as a figure in the public mind, whence it derived its lexical 

properties as a common trope. Where figures of destruction had traditionally taken 

generations to enter the literary imagination, being passed down an epoch and a book at a 

time, in America’s mass media of the fifties and England’s of the sixties, generations of 

inherited memory were compressed within the space of months. Images selected by the 

media for their spectacular and often horrifying qualities became the most ‘common’ figures 

of all. (Young 130-31) 

Plath’s use of the Holocaust as a poetic subject exposes the spectacular nature of the Holocaust-as-

Image that had developed in American culture by the early 1960s. Plath did not develop those 

images—she recycled them, much as she recycled Nazi clichés in some of her final poems. 

 “Daddy” has been interpreted and reinterpreted more than any other single poem in Plath’s 

body of work. It has all of the most recognizable Plath Fantasia traits, including confessionalism, 

emotional extremity, rage, violent sexuality, and Holocaust imagery. Howe ungenerously reads 

“Daddy” as a simple statement equating the Holocaust to Plath’s troubled relationship with her 

father. This is hardly the case. The poem, instead, consistently scrutinizes Holocaust references and 

their capability to operate as metaphors for sadomasochistic sexuality.  

 I have always been scared of you, 

 With your Luftwaffe, your gobbledygook. 

 And your neat moustache 
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 And your Aryan eye, bright blue. 

 Panzer-man, panzer-man, o You— 

 

 Not God but a swastika 

 So black no sky could squeak through. 

 Every woman adores a Fascist, 

 The boot in the face, the brute 

 Brute heart of a brute like you. (Ariel 75) 

Gubar has probably been the most generative critic in interpreting these lines. Rather than, like 

many readers, presuming that Plath is using the Holocaust in order to talk about femininity, Gubar 

asks us to read “Daddy” as using femininity in order to talk about the Holocaust: “Although 

numerous readers have noted that Plath anathematizes Nazism as patriarchalism pure and simple, 

they have failed to understand how the dependencies of a damaged and damaging femininity shape 

her analysis of Jews caught in a genocidal regime” (Gubar 196). Plath figures Jews as dominated and 

shamed victims. Gubar’s is sharp and thoughtful criticism, but it fails to account for Plath’s clear 

interest in especially spectacular Holocaust imagery. Plath is not simply talking about the Holocaust, 

or Jewishness, or Nazism by way of feminine metaphor. In this poem, she uses the most sensational 

elements of the Holocaust in the American imaginary: barb wire, gas chambers, “The boot in the 

face,” bones. If noting this allows us to say anything, it is that “Daddy” is interested in fetishizing 

the aberrant. The poem is extreme, and is about extremity. Jacqueline Rose writes, “In fascism, the 

realm of politics reveals itself as massively invested with the most private and intimate images of our 

fantasy life” (Rose 7). The aesthetics of Nazism are especially carnal because sadomasochistic sex is 

premised on a perversion of the relation between image and value. The discord between image and 

value is the locus of the fetish, which has led to the production of Nazi fetish content from stalag 

fiction to Nazisploitation cinema to pornography. Plath’s interest in metaphor, if we can call it that, 

is precisely this: that metaphors, especially those most loaded, pervert the easy relation between 
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image and value. She is sexually fascinated by her discordant use of the Holocaust to tell her own 

personal history. The libidinal thrust of “Daddy” leads the speaker to obscenely allude to a catalog 

of sexual taboos including, at its center, father/daughter incest. “Daddy” is reflected in the fascist 

every woman adores as he puts his boot in her face, and he is also the “vampire” at the poem’s end, 

who sucks the speaker’s blood for seven years. Plath wrote this poem in October 1962, just eight 

months shy of her seventh wedding anniversary, and so this figure indulging the speaker in her “love 

of the rack and the screw” is also Ted Hughes. At the center of the century, at the center of Plath’s 

own life, and at the center of the culture is a sick fascination with the aberrant: depravity, indecency, 

shamefulness, grotesquery. Plath neither damns nor celebrates this barbarism in her work; she 

merely handles it. In most “committed literature” about the Holocaust, Nazism is rendered into pure 

evil, dehistoricized and impossible to represent. As Kriss Ravetto writes, “The nazi and the fascist 

become the acme of evil, transformed into symbols of violence, impurity, and immorality” (Ravetto 

6). This abstraction of the Nazi is itself a fantasy that Plath misuses toward opposite ends than 

authors of committed literature. She cynically employs “Nazi fantasia” in order to unite desire with 

historical violence, to exploit the complicity of spectacularization and the supposed ahistoricity of 

the Holocaust. In this sense, the Holocaust is central even when it is abject. 

That almost eternal hour 

It was during her final days that she wrote most of her poems dealing with the Holocaust, 

and so it is not entirely inappropriate to imagine a link between suicide and the Holocaust in Plath’s 

poetics. Her use of Holocaust imagery cannot be reduced to a simple one-to-one metaphorical 

statement—this profoundly weighted metaphorical imagery alters the poem in far-reaching ways. 

Her barbaric poetry altered her life in far-reaching ways as well, and her poems about her love of 

suicide feel grossly disproportionate to the reality of her ultimate end. Laura (Riding) Jackson has 

written, “Sylvia Plath destroyed herself as a poet and tore herself up as a person by making her 
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problem as a poet the problem of herself” (Jackson 76). Plath’s late work is invested in destroying 

the line between life and art, and with that comes a risk whether one uses history as subject matter 

or uses one’s own private desires as poetic content.  

 The reception of Plath’s work has always, since her suicide in 1963, been profoundly 

affected by that singular act. For some, even, the evidence of her extreme depression and desire for 

death goes a long way in explaining or excusing her use of offensive subject matter. We should not 

take the simplistic position that because Plath at the age of 30 killed herself, that she is absolved of 

all crimes literary or otherwise. However, because she invested so much of her person in her work, it 

would be misguided to ignore Plath’s death in an analysis of her poetry.  

Plath’s friend A. Alvarez, in his book on suicide The Savage God (1971), describes for us the 

real-life context of Plath’s final poems: 

“These new poems of mine have one thing in common,” she wrote in a note for a reading 

she prepared, but never broadcast, for the BBC, “they were all written at about four in the 

morning—that still blue, almost eternal hour before the baby’s cry, before the glassy music 

of the milkman, settling his bottles.” In those dead hours between night and day, she was 

able to gather herself into herself in silence and isolation, almost as though she were 

reclaiming some past innocence and freedom before life got a grip on her. Then she could 

write. For the rest of the day she was shared among the children, the housework, the 

shopping, efficient, bustling, harassed, like every other housewife. (Alvarez 37) 

Plath’s time to write is in a marginal moment where she is liberated from social duties. She attempts, 

especially in her final work, to plunge her life into her poetry regardless of social propriety. Her 

personal conformity (as housewife and homemaker) is, perhaps paradoxically, a cynical element of 

this lack of regard as well since it reveals the absence of sociopolitical concern in her attitudes. Sylvia 

Plath did not care to remake the world, nor did she finally care to live in it.  
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Elitist Pessimism: The Case of Joan Didion 

For awhile there back in the bliss of acid and guitars, she was practically counterrevolutionary, a poster girl for anomie, wearing 

a bikini but also a migraine to the bonfires of the zeitgeist. –John Leonard 

My final chapter focuses on the early journalism of Joan Didion because her work helps to 

demonstrate both the sustaining force of cynicism (when a cynical attitude enables you to withstand 

disappointment) and cynicism’s dangers (when it forecloses even the desire for positive political 

change). Didion’s writing career begins in the 1960s and is marked early on by her severe doubt in 

radical social movements. While most of the authors in this dissertation are cynical about 

normativity or the establishment, the cynical feelings that Didion in her earliest work expresses are 

most often targeted toward progressive political actors rather than the dominant society. In some 

ways, Didion’s skepticism about the left was prescient, as the utopian ideology motivating “the 

movement” eventually “crippled the counterculture, creating not a radical communitas or radical 

collective alternatives, but instead a consensus model that ultimately seems to have been co-opted by 

the capitalist hegemony established after World War II. In short, much of the counterculture’s 

activity was self-subverting subversion” (Martinez 8). According to Fredric Jameson, the 1960s 

marks the beginning of “postmodernism” in the U.S.: 

[Postmodernism is] a periodizing concept whose function is to correlate the emergence of 

new formal features in culture with the emergence of a new type of social life and a new 

economic order—what is often euphemistically called modernization, postindustrial or 

consumer society, the society of the media or the spectacle, or multinational capitalism. 

(“Postmodernism and Consumer Society” 113) 

The social and political progressivism of the 1960s historically coincides with this new economic 

order. Many of the most radical factions of the “left” in the late-60s U.S. would in a short while be 

co-opted by mainstream culture (via lifestyle fetishization) or descend into chaotic violence (Charles 

Manson, Jim Jones, etc.). Didion’s cynicism is a melancholic response to this foreseeable shoring up 
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of political possibility. Didion actually desires radical political change, as she expresses in a 1977 

interview: 

Q. Do you vote? 

A. Once in a while. I’m hardly ever conscious of issues. I mean they seem to me like ripples 

on an ocean. In the life of the body politic the actual movement is going on underneath, and 

I am interested in what’s going on underneath. The politics I personally want are anarchic. 

Throw out the laws. Tear it down. Start all over. That is very romantic because it presumes 

that, left to their own devices, people would do good things for one another. I doubt that’s 

true. But I would like to believe it. (Davidson) 

It is Didion’s (entirely reasonable) doubt that leads her to contempt for the left that she believes is 

engaging in an unrealistic and deranged self-delusional fantasy. In many ways, Didion shares the 

desires and aspirations of the radical left, but she pessimistically doesn’t believe those desires can be 

fulfilled. I spend this chapter looking at Didion’s early nonfiction work in the 1960s and 1970s, 

especially the work that reveals her contempt for leftist and progressive political actors, from the 

articles written for fashion magazine Vogue and conservative political journal National Review at the 

beginning of her career to her pointed critique of political psychosis in the 1970s. Didion’s cynicism 

is a reaction to the foreseeable reduction of politics into style and violence after the 1960s.  

Didion the conservative 

While Didion has been a consistently popular and critically acclaimed author since the 

publication of her first collection of essays, Slouching Towards Bethlehem, in 1968, in more recent years 

she has gone so far as to become something of a cultural icon, at least among American liberals. She 

has appeared on PBS Newshour and NPR’s Fresh Air, has been a New York Times best-selling author, 

was awarded the National Medal of Arts by President Obama, and has been contributing political 

pieces to The New York Review of Books and The New Yorker since the 1980s. This embrace by liberals 

is rather odd when considering Didion’s personal history with American politics up until the Reagan 

administration. While she has on many occasions, since Salvador in 1983, written critically of the 
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Republican Party, that critique is more the outgrowth of her total cynicism about electoral politics 

than part of a coherently liberal or leftist political position. As Thomas Reinert writes, “To examine 

political talk critically means, for her, exposing its rhetorical character and function, and especially in 

her later writing, the distance of such writing from political reality. But what that political reality 

actually is, is hard to determine” (Reinert). Didion got her start while writing for William F. 

Buckley’s conservative magazine National Review in the early 60s. She wrote the title essay of Slouching 

Towards Bethlehem as a damning indictment of the New Left in late 60s San Francisco, published in 

1972 an article in The New York Times ridiculing feminists, and very proudly voted for conservative 

Barry Goldwater in the 1964 Presidential election. This all seems pretty clear: Didion, at least in the 

first half of her career, was a staunch conservative.  

By the second half of her career, however, aided in part by her publishing in liberal outlets 

and her total distrust of the Reagan administration, her politics were confusing enough to many 

people that Didion eventually, reluctantly explained herself in the introduction to her 2001 collection 

Political Fictions, writing,  

I was asked [in the 1980s] with somewhat puzzling frequency about my own politics, what 

they “were,” or “where they came from,” as if they were eccentric, opaque, somehow 

unreadable. They are not. They are the logical product of a childhood largely spent among 

conservative California Republicans (this was before the meaning of “conservative” 

changed) in a postwar boom economy. The people with whom I grew up were interested in 

low taxes, a balanced budget, and a limited government. They believed above all that a 

limited government had no business tinkering with the private or cultural life of its citizens. 

In 1964, I voted, ardently, for Barry Goldwater. Had Goldwater remained the same age and 

continued running, I would have voted for him in every election thereafter. Instead, shocked 

and to a curious extent personally offended by the enthusiasm with which California 

Republicans who had jettisoned an authentic conservative (Goldwater) were rushing to 

embrace Ronald Reagan, I registered as a Democrat, the first member of my family (and 

perhaps in my generation still the only member) to do so. (We Tell Ourselves 735-736) 
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There is a definite coyness, if not downright mendacity, in Didion’s claim that she finds questions 

about her politics “somewhat puzzling,” as if her political beliefs are transparent. Before Reagan, she 

was a consistently conservative voice in mainstream literature and journalism. Throughout the 1980s 

she had become a public critic of the Republican Party, and particularly of the Reagan 

administration’s destructive foreign policy, and in the 1990s she excoriated the right wing for their 

doomed attempt to impeach Democratic President Bill Clinton on what she thought were 

insignificant charges. There is cause for confusion.  

What is especially striking in Didion’s explanation, though, is the stress on her own passivity: 

that her politics, rather than a social philosophy or a set of guiding civic principles that she follows, 

is just “the logical product” of what she was born into. This accidental politics, she implies, has little 

to do with Didion as an individual in the basic sense. Her politics are not the outgrowth of an 

internal ethical code—they are the developmental result of social forces. There is a crucial tension 

throughout all Didion’s work between her moralistic belief in abstract principles and her conviction 

that those principles are culturally constructed and arbitrary outcomes from our personal experience 

of social forces. Didion doesn’t blame herself—she’s just going with the flow, or the “social 

effluvia” Deborah Nelson once described. She does not believe the personal is political. The 

political is what we are already in—for Didion, there is no way to change it via individual means. 

If nothing else, Didion’s surprise at the confusion over her politics might mean that she is 

unfamiliar with the body of criticism concerned with her work that was even in the 1980s 

impressive. Almost nowhere, in over fifty years of criticism written on Didion, does a scholar or a 

reviewer define or interrogate her political views. As Meghan Daum writes,  

[Didion] occupies the rare cultural position of having been a sacred cow (or sacred mouse) 

from almost the beginning. The gushing love she gets from readers and fellow writers has 

often been characterized as obsessive, but it’s always been, at its root, protective. To be a 
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Didion fan is to be a defender of the sharp and brutal edges, a champion of the dispassion, a 

forgiver—even an appreciator—of the simmering elitism. (Daum) 

Didion’s “simmering elitism” has a transpolitical appeal, since anyone identifying with it can likewise 

imagine their own self as a similarly cynical outsider, looking on coldly with Didion. Readers sense 

Didion’s marginalization, her outsideness, partly by way of her elitism, and this leads them to protect 

an otherwise weak and peripheral character. The elitist is a marginalized figure that many readers 

desire to protect and to identify with, if for no other reason than it enables them to cynically imagine 

their own subjectedness or helplessness in a sociality as actually superior to the majority, not simply 

apart from it. 

Another aspect of Didion’s transpolitical appeal can be found in the operations of her 

writing itself, or her personal style. Didion’s interest, above all else, is in style, and her chosen style 

appeals to readers across the U.S. political spectrum. While style can refer to the quality of an era, a 

film studio, a genre or subgenre, or even a national culture, it is also often used in literary studies as 

an individual author function. This is the sense of style that I will be exploring, the sense of which 

Susan Sontag writes, “Style is the principle of decision in a work of art, the signature of the artist’s 

will” (“On Style” 32). Style in this sense is the record of an artist’s presence, their unique human 

trace in the work itself. It is the evidence of subjectivity in the work. In its most basic literary 

definition, style is the way a text is written—which is just a way of saying it is difficult to talk about. 

Style occurs between words, sentences, and paragraphs. It coheres a text or a collection of texts and 

marks them with an unfixed, mobile presence that nevertheless produces a unifying effect. Style, 

then, is syntactical. If style generally is produced in between words, Didion’s is style par excellence. 

Her work is marked by emphasized gaps and randomly juxtaposed images that highlight the in-

between and produce a remarkable and singularly disjointed syntax. Critics have long noted Didion’s 

interest in the particular. This is emphasized, in part, through her style. She regularly constructs lists 
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of seemingly unrelated details in order to produce in her reader a sense of a time or place, as in her 

1970 essay “On the Morning After the 60s,” when she writes,  

I remember a woman picking daffodils in the rain one day when I was walking in the hills. I 

remember a teacher who drank too much one night and revealed his fright and bitterness. I 

remember my real joy at discovering for the first time how language worked, at discovering, 

for example, that the central line in Heart of Darkness was a postscript. All such images were 

personal, and the personal was all that most of us expected to find. We would make a 

separate peace. We would do graduate work in Middle English, we would go abroad. We 

would make some money and live on a ranch. We would survive outside history, in a kind of 

idée fixe referred to always, during the years I spent at Berkeley, as “some little town with a 

decent beach.” (We Tell Ourselves 330) 

Mark Muggli points to this essay as representative of Didion’s interest in the “emblematic.” “[T]hese 

images have become emblems that reverberate with an intensity that suggests a large world of 

meaning beyond the confines of the particular story” (Muggli 408). In “On the Morning After the 

60s,” Didion describes her distance from the generation of the 1960s by emphasizing her 

identification with preceding “silent generation” of the 1950s not through a narrative of concrete 

detail, but through generalizable images. Didion’s focus on the general by way of the personal and 

the particular in her work is part of her interest in telling a larger story about social fragmentation. “I 

am only telling you how it was,” she writes (We Tell Ourselves 330). 

 By the midpoint of her career, these images in Didion’s essays often are divorced of any 

clear meaning other than a sort of chaotic senselessness. In “The White Album,” (1979) Didion 

describes attending a recording session with Los Angeles rock band The Doors, spending hours 

with the recording crew and the band members while waiting for singer Jim Morrison to finally 

show up: 

It was a long while later. Morrison arrived. He had on his black vinyl pants and he sat down 

on a leather couch in front of the four big blank speakers and he closed his eyes. The curious 

aspect of Morrison’s arrival was this: no one acknowledged it. [….] [Morrison] lit a match. 
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He studied the flame awhile and then very slowly, very deliberately, lowered it to the fly of 

his black vinyl pants. Manzarek watched him. The girl who was rubbing Manzarek’s 

shoulders did not look at anyone. There was a sense that no one was going to leave the 

room, ever. It would be some weeks before The Doors finished recording this album. I did 

not see it through. (We Tell Ourselves 194-95) 

Most critics have read her idiosyncratic style as evidence of Didion’s thematic interests in social 

fragmentation and chaos, a modernist-style mourning for a pre-modern era implied in the apparent 

loss of social cohesion and meaning in twentieth-century life. Muggli writes,  

Some of the early modernist poets reveled in the magic of an Image that had no 

paraphrasable theme. But for Didion, the uninterpreted Image is a timeless moment of 

despair—it is an inexplicable part of an inexplicable world, evoking a chaos indecipherable. 

The burning match that Jim Morrison holds at the fly of his black vinyl pants is not merely a 

recorded example of Morrison’s personal habits, nor is it a symbol of the rock music scene, 

nor is it an emblem that eternizes the conflicts of the late 1960s. It is an Image, a non-

parphrasable vision of a world without sense. (Muggli 410) 

These thematic concerns inform Didion’s politics. Her conservative nostalgia for a more cohesive, 

well-ordered, and traditional society is everywhere in her work. It is only in the 1970s that Didion 

begins to lose belief in the reality of her nostalgia. While she learns to be skeptical of the goodness 

or meaningfulness of a “traditional society,” she nevertheless mourns the lack of meaning or social 

cohesion in postwar U.S. culture that she believes is in part the product of leftist and liberal false 

consciousness. As Katherine Henderson writes in the context of Didion’s fiction, “Didion’s novels 

explore the moral dilemmas and the human failures resulting from the confrontation between 

traditional American values and a new social and political reality” (Henderson vii).  

 Didion’s despair is caused by postmodernism, that “new type of social life” Jameson 

describes. Much of her work is an attempt to write against this tendency toward fragmentation and 

senselessness, though in the late 60s she finds herself increasingly incapable of turning images into 

generalizable truths. She writes in “The White Album,”  
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We live entirely, especially if we are writers, by the imposition of a narrative line upon 

disparate images, by the “ideas” with which we have learned to freeze the shifting 

phantasmagoria which is our actual experience. Or at least we do for a while. I am talking 

here about a time when I began to doubt the premises of all the stories I had ever told 

myself, a common condition but one I found troubling. I suppose this period began around 

1966 and continued until 1971. (We Tell Ourselves 185)  

During the late 60s, “Certain of these images” Didion writes, “did not fit into any narrative I knew” 

(187). Didion’s style, which relies so much on extrapolating the image into a generalizable truth, was 

by this time unable to translate its form into a more profound meaning. This was, however, itself 

indicative of a broader social truth, the postmodern dissolution of American society, something I 

will delve more into later in this chapter. We must start, however, with the beginnings of Didion’s 

style. 

Fashionable politics 

Didion was raised by California Republicans, but in 1955 she moved to New York City, 

where her sensibility was fired into permanence. In New York, she was given a job at Mademoiselle as 

a guest editor in fiction. She soon went to work at Vogue in 1956, after winning an essay contest 

sponsored by the magazine during her senior year at UC Berkeley. She ended up working as an 

editor and writing feature articles for Vogue until 1963, during the same time she wrote reviews and 

shorter pieces for conservative icon William F. Buckley’s National Review, from 1959 to 1965.  

Vogue magazine was founded in 1892 as a weekly newspaper targeted toward New York’s 

upper class. By the 1950s, it had evolved into a fashion magazine for women. Didion worked under 

editor-in-chief Jessica Daves, whose conservative personal fashion sense would later be far 

outshined by the radical interests of her successor Diana Vreeland, who ushered in the magazine’s 

focus on the “Youthquake” of the 1960s. Daves targeted the magazine toward a housewife 
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readership. Daves hired Didion not because of the latter’s fashion sense, but because of Didion’s 

writing style. “Writing was [Daves’] great obsession” (Angeletti 152). Didion left Vogue along with 

Daves in 1963, just before Vreeland began to mold the magazine to particularly appeal to the 

growing youth market (Vogue – History). Didion’s tenure at the magazine therefore occured during 

a time when the editorship of the magazine was its most conservative. Daves was herself 

“unfashionable” by most accounts, but she ushered in a new era of the magazine that expressed a 

clothing style more focused on comfort than on luxury, placing a special emphasis on sportswear. As 

Grace Mirabella later said, “Jessica Daves brought Vogue into the post-war era and positioned it so it 

could survive in an increasingly democratic America. A career woman, with no particularly great 

social aspirations or standing, she was perfectly suited to the ‘real world’ message of sportswear” 

(Angeletti 153). Daves was “behind the times” in a sense, as was Didion, but they each also held a 

special (if sometimes contemptuous) understanding of the contemporary, and their pragmatic “real 

world” approaches were appealing to a postwar sensibility.  

William Buckley founded National Review in 1955 as a conservative publication that “stands 

athwart history, yelling Stop, at a time when no one is inclined to do so, or to have much patience 

with those who so urge it,” as Buckley wrote in the magazine’s mission statement (Buckley). From 

the beginning, National Review posited itself as a radical reaction against political norms. 

“Conservatives in this country,” according to Buckley, “are non-licensed nonconformists” (Buckley). 

Didion’s early style, edgy and ironic, caustic and adversarial, fit in well beside Buckley’s contrarian 

sensibilities manifested in National Review’s mission statement: 

Radical conservatives in this country have an interesting time of it, for when they are not 

being suppressed or mutilated by the Liberals, they are being ignored or humiliated by a 

great many of those of the well-fed Right, whose ignorance and amorality have never been 

exaggerated for the same reason that one cannot exaggerate infinity. (Buckley) 
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National Review promoted itself as a defiant publication, even if it was conservative. “Radical 

conservatism” was a term coined by William Buckley, and the idea that one could be simultaneously 

conservative and rebellious was something that undoubtedly held a strong appeal for someone like 

the young Didion.  

Didion writes in National Review in 1965,  

Everyone wants to tell the truth, and everyone recognizes that to juxtapose even two 

sentences is necessarily to tell a lie, to tell less than one knows, to distort the situation, cut 

off its ambiguities and so its possibilities. To write with style is to fight lying all the way. 

Nonetheless, this is what must be done or we end up maundering. We tell nothing. To tell 

something, really tell it, takes a certain kind of moral hardness. (“Questions about the New 

Fiction” 1101)  

Moral hardness is Didion’s solution to the fact that language is always untruth, and her decision to 

decide is an existential one even if it is superficial. Didion’s decision to “write with style” is marked 

by an ironic and sometimes brutal skepticism. As Deborah Nelson explains, “Bad style,” for Didion, 

“is not a question of beauty but a logical extension of the politics and morality of writing well” 

(Nelson 160). Didion’s chosen style is minimalist, specific, simultaneously direct and ambiguous. 

These are the tensions at the heart of her writing, her morality, and her politics.  

Didion approaches her subjects with a seemingly cold and objective stance. In 1967’s 

“Slouching Towards Bethlehem,” Didion doesn’t just come out and write that the San Francisco 

hippies are insane and dangerous, that they are a symptom of a society that has lost all meaning or 

coherence. However, that is her position, part of her moral hardness. She simply shows it to the 

reader: 

When I finally find Otto he says “I got something at my place that’ll blow your mind,” and 

when we get there I see a child on the living-room floor, wearing a reefer coat, reading a 

comic book. She keeps licking her lips in concentration and the only off thing about her is 

that she’s wearing white lipstick. 

   “Five years old,” Otto says. “On acid.” 
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The five-year-old’s name is Susan, and she tells me she is in High Kindergarten. She 

lives with her mother and some other people, just got over the measles, wants a bicycle for 

Christmas, and particularly likes Coca-Cola, ice cream, Marty in the Jefferson Airplane, and 

Bob in the Grateful Dead, and the beach. She remembers going to the beach once a long 

time ago, and wishes she had taken a bucket. For a year now her mother has given her both 

acid and peyote. Susan describes it as getting stoned. (Slouching 109-110) 

Didion’s judgment and contempt for these hippies may seem obvious to many who read this, in the 

language, the punctuation of statements, and the like. She nevertheless creates the illusion through a 

cold and seemingly objective journalistic style of merely relaying the story and leaving it to the reader 

to draw a conclusion, when in reality she is crafting the narrative with a great deal of polemical 

intent. Her list of innocuous details from her interview with Susan emphasizes the girl’s innocence 

but it does not suggest any sort of damage. Surely any respectable reader, Didion knows, will 

disapprove of feeding LSD to five-year-olds no matter the possible outcome. This passive style of 

narration produces a sense of the moral superiority of the author by way of feigning objectivity. 

Those who cannot understand her tacit indictment are aesthetically incompetent. Didion’s 

competent reader shares in her moral and stylistic elitism. Hers is an ironized morality, one that is 

potentially lost on those who don’t share her morals or don’t understand her style.  

Her suggestion that hippies are symptomatic of a larger social problem—the social chaos 

referenced in the title of the piece, itself a reference to W.B. Yeats’s apocalyptic poem “Second 

Coming”—was apparently lost on most readers. She writes in a preface to Slouching Towards Bethlehem, 

After it was printed [in the Saturday Evening Post] I saw that, however directly and flatly I 

thought I had said it, I had failed to get through to many of the people who read and even 

liked the piece, failed to suggest that I was talking about something more general than a 

handful of children wearing mandalas on their foreheads. Disc jockeys telephoned my house 

and wanted to discuss (on the air) the incidence of “filth” in the Haight-Ashbury, and 

acquaintances congratulated me on having finished the piece “just in time”, because “the 

whole fad’s dead now, fini, kaput.” I suppose almost everyone who writes is afflicted some of 
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the time by the suspicion that nobody out there is listening, but it seemed to me then 

(perhaps because the piece was important to me) that I had never gotten a feedback so 

universally beside the point. (Slouching 11-12) 

Didion does not vulgarly go on to tell us the point. The universal misreading she describes is the fault 

of her readers, not her writing. Their inability to see the synechdochal logic, communicated in the 

essay via ironized morality, is proof of their lack of style. The Haight-Ashbury hippies are 

emblematic of Didion everything that is wrong with late 60s America. Ironically, her readers take her 

too literally, and this is not her fault even though her style is careful to always pretend to just be 

reporting what she sees. If you don’t get it, you never will, she is saying. What’s especially striking is 

Didion’s unwavering elitist self-confidence. Everyone who read her piece is wrong, and it is their 

fault for not getting it. 

 Didon’s conservatism expressed in National Review is almost always ironically presented, but 

some of the most revealing pieces Didion wrote for the magazine are articles in which she defends 

something she believes in. She reviewed The Alamo in 1960, a film starring one of her heroes, the 

actor John Wayne. She describes seeing the film in a theater among journalists, and she is the only 

person weeping throughout: “I wept as he [Wayne] explained why Republic Is A Beautiful Word.” 

She continues to cry in spite of the lack of sympathy surrounding her: 

I was inconsolable by the time the battle was done, and Wayne lay on the cold cold ground, 

bleeding as no one has bled since Janet Leigh in Psycho. The last white woman walked out of 

the Alamo then. She had soot on her face, and she was carrying her child, and she held her 

head high as she walked past Santa Anna into the sunset. So conspicuous was my sniffling by 

then that you could scarcely hear the snickers from my neighbors, a couple of young men 

from Esquire, both of whom resembled Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. (“Wayne at the Alamo” 

415) 

Didion ironizes her weeping; she knows that the film is ridiculous and emotionally manipulative. We 

shouldn’t presume, however, that this means she wasn’t actually crying in the theater. By contrasting 

her hysterical weeping with the pretentious snickering of the men from Esquire, a posh and mostly 
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liberal men’s magazine, she shows us that while her emotions may be extreme, and even absurd, they 

are preferable to the superiority of the cultural elitism affected by the Esquire men she likens to 

liberal icon Arthur Schlesinger. Didion doesn’t really care if her emotions are irrational—she knows, 

intellectually, that The Alamo is an absurd film, but she also knows that, aesthetically, it is somehow 

beautiful. Republic is a beautiful word for Didion, even if she thinks it is ridiculous and blatantly 

calculating to make such a claim, which is why she capitalizes every word of the “title” of Wayne’s 

“speech.” The political style of the film (Republican, Western, traditional, white) appeals to her 

aesthetic sense, even in spite of the fact that, intellectually, she knows it to be a lie. Lying is necessary 

to say anything at all, and Didion prefers a particular style of lie. Her emotional reaction to the film, 

though premised on a falsity, is sincere. This essay demonstrates two forms of midcentury cynicism. 

The cynical Esquire men know very well that the republic they live in is a lie, and while they will live 

in it they don’t believe in it. Meanwhile, Didion is genuinely moved by the republican principle, 

though she also knows that it is a lie. She chooses, in bad faith, to believe the lie. This is no less 

cynical, though Didion conforms on a certain intellectual register that the Esquire men reject. 

Didion’s conservatism makes her repudiate a cynical society because she believes something has 

been lost, but she doesn’t really believe in the transcendental truth of the republic any more than the 

Esquire men. 

 Many articles Didion wrote at this time are clever defenses of her idiosyncrasies, her 

preferences, and her self-pity. In a 1961 Vogue article justifying everyday social negativity, entitled 

“Take No for an Answer,” she writes, “To be unable to say no is eventually to feel coerced, so 

entirely at the mercy of others that the most casual or reasonable pressure—an invitation to dinner, 

a letter that calls for an answer—seems an unreasonable demand, one last grievance among the 

many with which one is asked to put up” (“Take No” 132). Didion actually forms a moral impetus 

out of denying others. Denial of self, for her, is a sin. The fact that Didion focuses on seemingly 
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petty, everyday social obligations should not obscure the fact that this article—written, after all, for a 

fashion magazine—is in fact an antisocial defense. Sociality is formed in the everyday. The U.S. 

domestic everyday was in 1961 a site of commonplace, routine patriarchal power. “Take No for an 

Answer” dwells on relations with men. The most typical social obligation Didion feels coerced into, 

it seems, is romantic: “If we are seated at dinner next to a man we have never before met and he 

begins a mild flirtation, we feel a certain nagging compulsion to behave as if the vichyssoise 

contained the potion brewed by Iseult’s mother” (132); “Backed to the wall, a young woman I once 

knew explained to an admirer that any more lasting arrangement was quite out of the question 

because he was in the habit of dictating letters at home and she, unlike his present wife, did not take 

shorthand” (133); “Should someone say that he loves us, we respond not to him but to something 

we interpret as the claim in his voice” (133).  

Her insistence on female agency, even in the most mundane circumstances, might lead a 

reader to presume that Didion is promoting a sort of women’s liberation of the everyday. However, 

Didion’s feminism, if one can call it such, is hardly radical. In 1960 she wrote in National Review that 

she was “incurably addicted” to women’s magazines like Ladies Home Journal, McCall’s, and Good 

Housekeeping (“Marriage a la Mode” 90), though her appreciation is ironic. In her review of a 

marriage handbook, Didion sardonically describes one woman’s pathetic attempts to become a good 

housewife: “Through counseling, Andrea acquired the know-how to fight for her man, a cool battle 

which involved her losing eight pounds, learning ‘to choose smarter clothes in more becoming 

colors,’ and, I swear to God, joining the League of Women Voters” (“Marriage a la Mode” 90). 

Didion mocks the League repeatedly throughout the 1960s, writing in her 1966 attack on leftist folk 

singer Joan Baez, “To encourage Joan Baez to be ‘political’ is really only to encourage Joan Baez to 

continue ‘feeling’ things, for her politics are still, as she herself said, ‘all vague.’ Her approach is 

instinctive, pragmatic, not too far from that of any League of Women Voters member” (Slouching 
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58). Didion holds feeling in contempt, preferring a cynically passive acceptance of gender norms to 

any attempt to directly affect them.  

In fact, Didion suggests that criticizing expected gender roles is only a sign of a woman’s 

pathetic nature. Didion simply ignores sexist expectations. She writes repeatedly, in both National 

Review and Vogue, about her doubts regarding marriage, women’s fashion, and housewifery. Her 

contempt for feminists, which comes to a boiling point in a 1972 article titled “The Women’s 

Movement,” is reflective of her attitude that if a woman feels oppressed by sexist gender norms, 

that’s her choice: “That many women are victims of condescension and exploitation and sex-role 

stereotyping was scarcely news, but neither was it news that other women are not: nobody forces 

women to buy the package” (We Tell Ourselves 262). Didion’s “feminism” is entirely personal and 

apolitical. She simply chooses not to abide by sexist expectations, and she suggests that all women 

are capable of making the same decision. In fact, Didion believes a broadly social form of misogyny, 

because conceptually unambiguous, is a fantasy:  

To read even desultorily in this literature [of the women’s movement] was to recognize 

instantly a certain dolorous phantasm, an imagined Everywoman with whom the authors 

seemed to identify all too entirely. This ubiquitous construct was everyone’s victim but her 

own. She was persecuted even by her gynecologist, who made her beg in vain for 

contraceptives. She particularly needed contraceptives because she was raped on every date, 

raped by her husband, and raped finally on the abortionist’s table. During the fashion for 

shoes with pointed toes, she, like “many women,” had her toes amputated. She was so 

intimidated by cosmetics advertising that she would sleep “huge portions” of her day in 

order to forestall wrinkling, and when awake she was enslaved by detergent commercials on 

television. She sent her child to a nursery school where the little girls huddled in a “doll 

corner,” and were forcibly restrained from playing with building blocks. Should she work she 

was paid “three to ten times less” than an (always) unqualified man holding the same job, 

was prevented from attending business lunches because she would be “embarrassed” to 

appear in public with a man not her husband, and, when she traveled alone, faced a choice 
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between humiliation in a restaurant and “eating a doughnut” in her hotel room. (We Tell 

Ourselves 261) 

The Everywoman Didion describes as produced in feminist literature is unambiguous and 

ideological, totally unrealistic and sloppily constructed. For Didion, whose interest in the particular 

and the specific is well known, any politically-conscious literature is aesthetically incompetent 

because of its lack of interest in the exceptional. The feminist Everywoman caricature is 

universalized “dolorous phantasm,” a representation of all (victimized) women. Didion sees herself 

as exceptional in a sexist society, and she believes that every woman can make the same choice if she 

possesses a certain individual moral hardness. 

Generation gap 

 Didion is considered one of the primary figures of the “New Journalism” of the late 1960s 

and 1970s, a literary movement thought to begin with Truman Capote’s “non-fiction novel” In Cold 

Blood (1966). As iconoclastic as Didion is in the culture of the 1960s, her being grouped into the 

New Journalism is almost ironic since, as Michael E. Staub writes, “The New Journalism—that 

genre-blurred mélange of ethnography, investigative reportage, and fiction—is widely and rightly 

considered to be the characteristic genre of the sixties” (Staub 54). Didion’s style is akin to that of her 

contemporaries, even if her substance is not. Much of the New Journalism, while usually not 

outright leftist, is associated with some sort of subversion by way of its injection of subjectivity into 

the perceived uniformity of “establishment” journalistic prose. Didion’s 60s/70s nonfiction work is 

certainly reflective of some New Journalistic interests, but as a figure herself she seems to occupy an 

unusual position among other, overwhelmingly male, writers of the New Journalism such as Tom 

Wolfe (The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test (1968)), Norman Mailer (The Armies of the Night (1968)), Gay 

Talese (The Kingdom and the Power (1969)), and Hunter Thompson (Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas 

(1971)). While many of those writers celebrated and identified with the nonconformist attitudes of 

their subjects (such as Ken Kesey, antiwar protestors, and acid heads), “Didion’s ironic skepticism, 
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sometimes verging on contempt toward the counterculture and brutally displayed in essays like 

“Slouching towards Bethlehem,” marked her as an anomaly in the [New Journalism] canon” (Tough 

Enough 148). This is not entirely the case, however, as there is an ironic stance in much of the New 

Journalism toward its subjects. Nevertheless, Didion’s exaggerated distance from the 60s generation 

likely has to do, as Deborah Nelson goes on to explain, with Didion’s generationally-specific 

identifications:  

As Didion would explain in one of the last essays of The White Album, “Morning after the 

Sixties,” she was a member, not of the sixties, but of the fifties’ “silent” generation. If the 

other New Journalists were not precisely the same generation as the one they chronicled, 

Didion was surely exaggerating her own generational displacement in order to explain how 

poorly matched her own sensibility was to the one she had described. (Tough Enough 148) 

Since most of the New Journalists (like Gay Talese, Norman Mailer, and Hunter Thompson) were 

also of her generation, Didion does seem to be, as Nelson points out, exaggerating her displacement. 

Didion throughout all her work consistently highlights and exaggerates the fortuitous nature of her 

passive existence in an already-constituted social and political sphere. She considers herself a 

passenger of sociality rather than an actor, something that may be especially typical of the “silent 

generation” of the 1950s. This generation “did not seek to remedy social injustice, but rather tried to 

find a place for themselves in a society that they assumed to be imperfect because imperfection was 

fundamental to the nature of man” (Henderson 7). Didion describes the silent generation, in the 

1970 essay “On the Morning After the Sixties,” as “a generation distrustful of political highs” (White 

Album 329). Didion’s description of the generation is marked by a distinct social negativity: “Any 

social organization was bound to be in error. It was a premise which still seems to me accurate 

enough but one which robbed us early of a certain capacity for surprise” (329-330).  

We were that generation called “silent,” but we were silent neither, as some thought, because 

we shared the period’s official optimism nor, as others thought, because we feared its official 

repression. We were silent because the exhilaration of social action seemed to many of us 
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just one more way of escaping the personal, of masking for a while that dread of the 

meaningless which was man’s fate. (330) 

It is important that the silent generation sensibility is neither enthusiastic nor oppressed. They are 

simply depressed, and hopelessly pessimistic about society and politics. “Social action,” for Didion, is a 

doomed attempt to engage in something meaningful that can never be such. To involve oneself 

politically is to engage in a form of false consciousness that obscures this truth. Didion’s description 

of the silent generation illustrates a social sensibility of totalizing apathy and anomie.  

The fascinating subject 

Some of the most notable principles of the New Journalism include the presentation of 

actual events in novelistic form, an interest in a more profound “truth” over the journalistic 

collecting of facts, and the overt subjectivity of the author as participant in the story. This latter 

quality, the semi-autobiographical element of the New Journalism, plays a tense and ambivalent role 

in Didion’s work during the period. While she emphasizes herself in some places, it is almost always 

in order to, paradoxically, minimize or obscure her presence in the scene, as in the preface to 

Slouching Towards Bethlehem: “My only advantage as a reporter is that I am so physically small, so 

temperamentally unobtrusive, and so neurotically inarticulate that people tend to forget that my 

presence runs counter to their best interests” (Slouching 13). Here she speaks about herself, but one 

is left not with a sharp portrait. The effect is decidedly shadowy. This is partly why Didion’s politics 

seem so obscure to many of her readers: she hides herself in her cryptic style. Her deadpan delivery 

produces an effect of fascination, turning the figure of the author into an especially alluring subject 

precisely because she is so shrouded in her self-description. It is no coincidence, then, that her most 

enduringly popular pieces have been those dealing precisely with Didion-as-subject, such as “On 

Self Respect” (1961). First published in Vogue, the essay begins in first-person-singular voice and 

dissolves into the first-person-plural voice at the same time that Didion makes intensifying claims 

about individuality such as, “To assign unanswered letters their proper weight, to free us from the 
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expectations of others, to give us back to ourselves—there lies the great, the singular power of self-

respect. Without it, one eventually discovers the final turn of the screw: one runs away to find 

oneself, and finds no one at home” (Slouching 125). Her style has itself run away from Didion’s “I” 

in a way that enhances the reader’s fascination with her. It is difficult to say that we come away from 

this essay learning anything about Didion herself, but the average reader is helplessly drawn in. 

Didion, silent and cool behind her dark sunglasses, is a fascinating figure. She is celebrated in the 

popular culture for her image and style as much as for her literary output. As noted in a Vogue blog 

post from 2014, Didion is a “style icon” (Codinha). This same blog post also references Didion’s 

famous “packing list” from 1978’s “The White Album,” itself a powerful example of the fascination 

Didion is able to produce in her readers: 

 TO PACK AND WEAR: 

  2 skirts 

  2 jerseys or leotards 

  1 pullover sweater 

  2 pair shoes 

  stockings 

  bra 

  nightgown, robe, slippers 

  cigarettes 

  bourbon 

  bag with: 

       shampoo 

       toothbrush and paste 

       Basis soap 

       razor, deodorant 

       aspirin, prescriptions, Tampax 

       face cream, powder, baby oil 

 

 TO CARRY: 
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  mohair throw 

  typewriter 

  2 legal pads and pens 

  files 

  house key  

(We Tell Ourselves 202-03) 

This packing list is almost entirely anonymous. It is like the shopping list of a celebrity, uninteresting 

in itself but captivating when it belongs to someone like Didion. Didion is a pop culture icon in 

2019. She has become a brand, as can be seen when you simply Google something like “Didion tote 

bag” online (see Figure 1). Our interest in her packing list is the result of our fascination with 

Didion. “In the allure of fascination lies a lure,” Ackbar Abbas writes (50). We are in part deprived 

of some critical power when confronted with a fascinating object; there is something irresistible 

 

(Figure 1) The Didion brand: Google shopping tote bags 

about it—we are caught. Within this fascination lies an explanation for Didion’s transpolitical 

appeal. We want Didion and we want to be like Didion; we all want to be that cool and self-assure 

and cynical. Didion’s wry and sober style gives the illusion that she understands the world and that 
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the world is obvious, even in its senselessness. For a moment, we can all feel we are occupying that 

cynical, sardonic outsider position with her, looking on at a dissatisfying society from behind a pair 

of sunglasses, confident that we are not entirely a part of the cracked world we take in. Didion 

tempts her readers toward cynical passivity. 

Political Derangement 

 Didion was disappointed with the early reception of “Slouching Towards Bethlehem” 

because readers interpreted her criticism of the Haight-Ashbury scene as a damning indictment of 

the late-60s youth generation. While she certainly was using the hippies as an emblem in that essay, 

she did not mean for her descriptions to symbolize a subculture so much as she meant to 

emblematize the “social atomization” in the culture at large. Toward the end of the essay she writes, 

We were seeing the desperate attempt of a handful of pathetically unequipped children to 

create a community in a social vacuum. Once we had seen these children, we could no 

longer overlook the vacuum, no longer pretend that society’s atomization could be reversed. 

This was not a traditional generational rebellion. At some point between 1945 and 1967 we 

had somehow neglected to tell these children the rules of the game we happened to be 

playing. Maybe we had stopped believing in the rules ourselves, maybe we were having a 

failure of nerve about the game. […] They are less in rebellion against the society than 

ignorant of it, able only to feed back certain of its most publicized self-doubts, Vietnam, 

Saran-Wrap, diet pills, the Bomb.  

They feed back exactly what is given them. (Slouching 106) 

The hippies fill an already-existing social vacuum. Didion sees the hippies and, in fact, the New Left, 

as evidence that the cultural myths we tell ourselves in order to live are obsolete. The tragedy here is 

that there are no replacements to these myths other than shallow spectacle—provocative headlines 

about Vietnam, Saran-Wrap, diet pills, the Bomb. These “disparate images” are meaningful in only 

exposing society’s neuroses. Didion suggests here that American culture is necessarily cynical. 

Society is a game—it is not founded on truth or values. It is a game that you participate in and you 

must play by the rules, even cynically, in order to live in it. The tragedy she sees in the hippies and 
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the New Left is that they believe there are true, transcendent political values, and their protest and 

lifestyles are attempts to act on those values. They are not cynical enough, and so they are either 

doomed to failure or to chaos.  

Didion’s cynical conformity, her “moral hardness,” was after the 60s severely tested. Her 

conscious decision to craft coherency out of incoherent cultural goings-on weakened by the time she 

wrote The White Album (1979). She admits in the beginning of that book that she can no longer make 

narrative sense out of the “disparate images” that she is witnessing in the culture: 

I was supposed to have a script, and had mislaid it. I was supposed to hear cues, and no 

longer did. I was meant to know the plot, but all I knew was what I saw: flash pictures in 

variable sequence, images with no “meaning” beyond their temporary arrangement, not a 

movie but a cutting-room experience. In what would probably be the middle of my life I 

wanted to still believe in the narrative and the narrative’s intelligibility, but to know that one 

could change the sense with every cut was to begin to perceive the experience as rather more 

electrical than ethical. (We Tell Ourselves 186) 

Didion’s choice of metaphor here is not without consequence. She sees society as a film, a spectacle, 

a series of images that should make narrative sense in order to be properly interpreted. There are no 

more proper interpretations, for her, to be made about late twentieth-century American culture. Her 

ethical sense of “moral hardness,” the existential choice to determine the meaning of one’s life out 

of an objectively meaningless world, is challenged by an electrical, technological society. While she 

was before a cynical conformist, she has discovered that there are no more cultural narratives left to 

which one can conform. Her cynicism has atrophied into totalizing despair. 

For Didion, it makes sense that a life devoted to changing the political tide of the nation is 

doomed to derangement. Her political cynicism is a way to protect herself from that 

disappointment. In the previous chapters of this dissertation, cynical characters conform in bad faith 

in order to get what they want. Didion wants to conform in good faith, but it requires a will she 
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finds increasingly difficult to muster. She does not believe that the radical values of the New Left 

can possibly be realized, even if she agrees with them.  

When she writes in The White Album about the Manson Family, she sees the left’s political 

derangement brought to a psychotic crescendo in the Tate-LaBianca murders in 1969. Didion 

describes visiting Linda Kasabian, one of the Manson Family members who helped murder seven 

people in Los Angeles that summer, while Kasabian is in protective custody awaiting trial. Didion 

recognizes herself, and the political hopes that she has squashed in herself, in Kasabian. Didion’s 

contempt for hippies, when she focuses on individuals, always dissolves into empathy. She is 

likewise experiencing the psychological effects of living in a society of apparent social disorder and 

the desperate attempts of individuals to mold confusion into coherency: 

In this light all narrative was sentimental. In this light all connections were equally 

meaningful, and equally senseless. Try these: on the morning of John Kennedy’s death in 

1963 I was buying, at Ransohoff’s in San Francisco, a short silk dress in which to be married. 

A few years later this dress of mine was ruined when, at a dinner party in Bel-Air, Roman 

Polanski accidentally spilled a glass of red wine on it. Sharon Tate was also a guest at this 

party, although she and Roman Polanski were not yet married. On July 27, 1970, I went to 

the Magnin-Hi Shop on the third floor of I. Magnin in Beverly Hills and picked out, at Linda 

Kasabian’s request, the dress in which she began her testimony about the murders at Sharon 

Tate Polanski’s house on Cielo Drive. (We Tell Ourselves 209-210) 

Didion relates to the desire to form social derangement into political coherency. These desires, when 

most emphatically felt, produce narratives of conspiracy. Conspiracy theories, Didion tells us, are the 

stories the U.S. Left tells itself after the 1960s in order to explain its inability to affect political 

change.  

As one might guess, Didion’s thoughts on Michael Laski, the founder of the Communist 

Party U.S.A., in an essay included in Slouching Towards Bethlehem, are very critical. Here, however, we 
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also see Didion’s political empathy for the left in ways more absent from her attacks on the San 

Francisco hippie scene: 

As it happens I am comfortable with the Michael Laskis of this world, with those who live 

outside rather than in, those in whom a sense of dread is so acute that they turn to extreme 

and doomed commitments; I know something about dread myself, and appreciate the 

elaborate systems with which some people manage to fill the void, appreciate all the opiates 

of the people, whether they are as accessible as alcohol and heroin and promiscuity or as 

hard to come by as faith in God or History. (Slouching 62) 

The left’s political derangement is the result of a totalizing dread, one that Didion recognizes and 

understands. She doesn’t disagree with Laski’s politics in the abstract, but she doesn’t believe his 

commitments can be realized. Didion’s cynicism is, indeed, a sort of apathy. There is something 

oddly comforting and self-protective in her apathy, as it shields her from the disappointments she 

foresees. Her cynicism is founded in a belief that we cannot construct a society based on real 

values—we can only tell ourselves stories. Strangely enough, the more false the story, the safer we 

may all be. The left is risking not just disappointment, but chaotic violence, by raging against the 

system. There is real danger is honest political belief.  

The Manson Family murders become a touchstone for Didion in how they emblematize the 

atomization of the system and the psychotic breakdown of a revolutionary consciousness. The 

Manson killings immediately became an overdetermined symbol of the “end of the 60s,” a marker of 

the failed political hopes of “the movement” among the younger generation because of the Family’s 

“revolutionary” brutality and psychosis. However, for some among the New Left, the Manson 

Family murders could still be interpreted as a kind of revolutionary jouissance, as Michael André 

Bernstein explains: 

The killings at the Tate/LaBianca households were interpreted by much of the American 

“underground” community as a symbolically shattering event because they darkened the 

entire theoretical horizon, the utopian optimism and self-righteousness, of the counter-
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culture that had nurtured and, for a while, openly celebrated the Family. In a gesture of 

characteristic sensitivity, the most widely publicized underground white radical group of the 

era, the Weathermen, began to praise Manson as a “revolutionary hero” after his arrest, 

because he had “offed some rich pigs.” The “Liberation News Service,” an underground 

version of the “Establishment’s” wire services like UPI and AP, circulated the Weathermen’s 

declaration of support for Manson. They even coined a particularly hideous slogan, “Manson 

Power—The Year of the Fork,” to commemorate the fork that the killers left sticking out of 

Leno LaBianca’s stomach. (Bernstein 175-76)  

The fact that some radicals interpreted the Manson Family murders as revolutionary acts (the Family 

intended the killings to be a first step toward an anticapitalist utopian future) indicates just how 

disoriented leftist thought had become in the U.S. by 1969. While vocal support for the Manson 

Family was obviously quite limited among most radicals, there was a cultural opening that a 

terroristic act of violence could fill in ways that allowed it to be interpreted as politically significant 

and legitimate. 

 In 1982, Didion wrote “Girl of the Golden West,” an article concerning Patricia Hearst’s 

1974 kidnapping by and subsequent involvement with the Symbionese Liberation Army, a leftist 

revolutionary group. Here as well, Didion notes that the political sentiment of the left was, in the 

1970s, flirting with psychosis. After Hearst participated in some of the violent actions of the SLA, 

she later defected and claimed to have been brainwashed.  

The week [Hearst’s] trial ended in 1976, the San Francisco Bay Guardian published an interview 

in which members of a collective called New Dawn expressed regret at her defection. ‘It’s a 

question of your self-respect or your ass,’ one of them said. ‘If you choose your ass, you live 

with nothing.’ … [The] idea that the SLA represented an idea worth defending (if only on 

the grounds that any idea must be better than none) was common enough at the time.” (We 

Tell Ourselves 589)  
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The desperate and paranoid hope of an ineffective left had, by 1976, atrophied into support for 

bizarre organizations such as the SLA. For Didion, California is ground zero for this political 

derangement. It helps to explain why a personality like Charles Manson had such an appeal in the 

hippie subcultures of San Francisco and Los Angeles before he ordered his followers to commit 

murder. Didion notes, somewhat paranoically, the article adjacent to the San Francisco Bay Guardian’s 

defense of the SLA: 

As it happened I had kept this issue of the Bay Guardian, dated March 31, 1977 (the Bay 

Guardian was not at the time a notably radical paper, by the way, but one that provided a fair 

guide to local tofu cookery and the mood of the community), and when I got it out to look 

at the piece on the SLA I noticed for the first time another piece: a long and favorable report 

on a San Francisco minister whose practice it was to “confront people and challenge their 

basic assumptions…as if he can’t let the evil of the world pass him by, a characteristic he 

shares with other moral leaders.” The minister, who was compared at one point to Cesar 

Chavez, was responsible, according to the writer, for a “mind-boggling” range of social 

service programs—food distribution, legal aid, drug rehabilitation, nursing homes, free Pap 

smears—as well as for a “twenty-seven-thousand-acre agricultural station.” The agricultural 

station was in Guyana, and the minister of course was the Reverend Jim Jones, who 

eventually chose self-respect over his own and nine hundred other asses. (We Tell Ourselves 

589-90) 

For Didion, it makes sense that the left embraces psychotics and sociopaths like Charles Manson 

and Jim Jones in the 1960s and 1970s. They at least have a narrative about what is happening, they 

project meaning onto an otherwise meaningless and politically impotent spectacular society. The fact 

that, for Didion, politics is nothing more than fashionable posing does not evacuate political 

posturing of its moral dangers. Didion collapses politics and morality into style, but she imagines 

style as the reflection of one’s inner nature. The problem with the hippies and with the SLA is that 

Didion sees their style as false: it is not authentically reflective of their nature. The U.S. left 

attempted to change things actively, rather than to accept them passively like Didion, and for her 
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this was either patently dishonest or ignorant, since there could be no real political alterations, only a 

costume change. 

 Because cynicism is, as I say in my introduction, pseudo-political, its relationship to the 

properly political realm is ambivalent. As that realm itself becomes foreclosed in the latter half of the 

twentieth century by mass culture, cynics may find themselves unmoored. Didion exhibits a 

nostalgia for conformist false consciousness, not because those previously held cultural myths 

(about American exceptionalism, capitalism as a social good, and the necessity for American 

imperialism) were correct, but because there are no stories to fill the void left when the myths 

dissolve and the structures remain. Fredric Jameson describes how the postmodern superstructure 

of mass culture lags behind its economic and real political base: “[T]he psychic habitus of the new age 

demands an absolute break, strengthened by a generational rupture achieved more properly in the 

1960s (it being understood that economic development does not then pause for that, but very much 

continues along its own level and according to its own logic)” (Postmodernism xx). Didion does not 

believe that positive political change is possible—or, if it is, that attempting to affect it comes with 

considerable social and psychological risk. She is a pessimistic conservative in action, even if she 

agrees with the ideals of the left. Cynicism can be laudable when it preserves life in the interest of 

maintaining a covert distrust of an unjust society. It is usually better, for example, for a queer to live 

closeted than to die out. But cynicism is problematic and dangerously reactionary when it doesn’t 

just maintain life under unjust conditions, but actually manifests a desire to maintain the actual 

conditions when they appear to be under threat.  

Didion bravely shares her own psychiatric report from 1968 in “The White Album,” which 

describes her “thematic productions” or social outlook as a 

[F]undamentally pessimistic, fatalistic, and depressive view of the world around her. It is as 

though she feels deeply that all human effort is foredoomed to failure, a conviction which 

seems to push her further into a dependent, passive withdrawal. In her view she lives in a 
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world of people moved by strange, conflicted, poorly comprehended, and, above all, devious 

motivations which commit them inevitably to conflict and failure. (We Tell Ourselves 187) 

Didion’s pessimism is absolute. However, she shares this report not simply to expose her personal 

ennui, but because she believes it is emblematic of a common condition: “By way of comment I 

offer only that an attack of vertigo and nausea does not now seem to me an inappropriate response 

to the summer of 1968” (We Tell Ourselves 188). By the end of the 1970s, when Didion writes 

“The White Album,” it is not entirely clear what effects the social upheavals of the 1960s—and the 

conservative backlash provoked—have produced. It is only a year after The White Album is published 

that the Reagan era begins, against which Didion responds with similar despair and skepticism. It 

seems that the cynicism that guides so much of her work, however, may be only valuable in 

politically bleak circumstances.  
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